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ABSTRACT 
The objective of the research work carried out was the development 
of techniques useful in automated assembly. In particular, methods were 
sought which would allow the extension of simple robot capabilities from 
the "pick and place" function to the less ordered domain of assembly. 
Three approaches towards correcting the gross misalignment of a peg and 
hole are described. 
An established method of facilitating assembly involves the vibration 
of the contacting misaligned components. This technique was studied with 
respect to the behaviour of an elastically constrained peg under the action 
of a rotating force. The study was limited initially to a relatively 
straightforward analysis of simplified situations, then, in order to allow 
the prediction of the behaviour of practical systems a program was developed 
which simulated the behaviour of a general nine degree-of-freedom assembly 
system. 
This work led to the second approach where the possibility of using 
the vibrational motion of the contacting components as feedback for position 
sensing was investigated. 
The third technique involved determining the spatial relationship 
between the components on the basis of contact forces sensed in their 
respective coordinate systems. 
Finally a six degree-of-freedom force-displacement sensor, able to 
be used for, either vibratory position sensing, or contact force position 
sensing, was developed. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The majority of robots on todays industrial scene are open-loop 
devices operating in either "point to point" or "continuous motion" modes. 
The manipulative skills of these robots may be extended by the addition 
of job-oriented hardware, such as locating pegs, chamfers, or vibrators, 
or by the incorporation of a sensor-driven feedback loop. 
approaches are used in this thesis. 
Both these 
Initially, however, the field of robotics is surveyed from both a 
technical and a social point of view. The technical aspect provides a 
frame of reference for the content of the thesis. The social view uses, 
figuratively speaking, a wide angle lens to examine the common justific-
ations for the robot. 
In Chapter 3 the general problem of assembly is sketched out and · 
the peg-hole configuration is defended as a case for further study. Work 
on the geometric and physical interactions of this configuration completes 
the Chapter and provides a foundation for following work. 
Chapters 4 to 8 are grouped together to form Part 1. Here the 
use of vibrations as a method of facilitating assembly is considered. 
In Chapter 4 simple analytic analyses of vibratory assembly are 
performed to determine the basic conditions under which assembly may occur. 
The work of Chapter 4 is then used in the design of a vibratory 
assembler, the operation of this test rig being described qualitatively 
and quantitatively in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 deals with simplified situations; assembly modes are 
examined in isolation and simple constraints are used. As the assembly 
process in general is characterized by a wide range of misalignment modes, 
a full analytical solution would involve an analysis and determination of 
the limits of application and boundary conditions of each mode. Also 
more complex manipulator constraints lead to off-diagonal terms in stiffness 
and damping matrices, complicating analytical solutions. Hence it was 
decided to use a computer simulation to provide a method whereby the 
general principles found in Chapter 4 could be employed in the design 
situation. 
The equations of motion of a general nine degree-of-freedom assembly 
mechanism are developed and two methods of solution described in Chapter 6. 
The behaviour of the resulting computer programs is evaluated in 
Chapter 7 by comparing simulated results with analytical solutions of 
particular cases. 
In Chapter 8 the final program is used to investigate the behaviour 
of a particular system. 
The possibility of using the vibratory motion of components as a 
method of position sensing is put forward in Part 2 which contains only one 
chapter, Chapter 9. 
this approach. 
Limited experimental work indicates the feasibility of 
In Part 3 containing Chapter 10 another position sensing technique 
utilizing six degree-of-freedom (6 d.o.f.) force sensing is proposed. 
6 d.o.f. force sensors based on strain gauge, piezo-electri~, or electro-
magnetic transducers, are often incorporated into the wrists of manipulators. 
The contact forces existing between components during assembly therefore 
may be felt and used to provide feedback. The major effort in this area 
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has centred on the determination of theoretical or experimental correlations 
between the sensed force and component misalignment. Essentially therefore 
the resulting manipulator controlling algorithms are probabilistic. The 
approach described in Chapter 10, in which we assume forces associated 
with both components may be sensed, differs in that the forces felt 
uniquely specify the misalignment. 
Finally Part 4, Chapter 11, describes the construction and cali-
bration of two 6 d.o.f. force displacement sensors suitable for either 
contact force or vibratory position sensing. The calibration accuracy 
of 6 d.o.f. force sensors is often limited by the accuracy of the 
calibration loads. 
is described. 
A novel method which eliminates the usual problems 
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CHAPTER 2 
PERSPECTIVES 
A major feature of mid-twentieth century technology has been the 
extension of man's computing and controlling powers by electronic tech-
nology and the science of cybernetics. This change has affected virtually 
all areas of business and industry in developed countries with general 
purpose computers performing data handling, computation, and control. 
As the cost of machine intelligence decreases it becomes possible 
to further extend the use of machines into areas of work previously occupied 
by humans. One large area potentially open to advanced automation is that 
of assembly, an activity at present absorbing the efforts of almost half 
the industrial workforce. In this Chapter we examine both the technical 
state of, and social justification for, robots. 
2.1 TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE 
The scope of assembly work is immense and in this section only 
major areas of research and application will be mentioned. 
Assembly of components where tolerances are carefully maintained 
may be performed by simple position-controlled manipulators, possibly 
using jigs, chamfers, and vibratory forces [1]. An impressive example 
of this approach was the effort of Kawasaki Heavy Industries where a 
pilot line incorporating 10 Unimate robots, together with work feeders, 
was developed for the assembly of small petrol engines. The absence of 
sensors created a heavy reliance on jigging, and as a result the system 
failed to prove itself cost effective and has since been dismantled [2]. 
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An assembly machine capable of a high level of versatility within a 
given product family, in this case post office relays, has been success-
fully developed at the University of Nottingham [3]. 
For less structured environments some form of feedback is necessary 
and a second category may be defined. These machines utilize information 
from tactile, sonic, or visual sensors to provide inputs to a controlling 
algorithm. A well known example is the Japanese Hi-T-Hand, a sequentially 
controlled assembly robot, with wrist force sensors, capable of assembling 
cylindrical components with a clearance of 20 microns [4]. The potential 
of visual feedback is demonstrated by a system developed at General Motors 
where the position of studs on an automobile hub is found from a TV picture, 
using pattern recognition techniques, thus allowing the wheel to be fitted 
[s]. Manipulators of this type are useful provided the modes of misalign-
ment are limited and the assembly motion is simple. 
More complicated situations demand the use of an adaptive controlling 
program and we may begin to use the adjective "intelligent" in describing 
machines of this third category. Work in this area falls into the fields 
of pattern recognition and problem solving. Kinoshita et al. [ 6 J have 
developed a tactile-sensor· 'equipped hand which is capable of determining 
the shape of a grasped object from the resulting stress distribution. 
This scheme, employing a trainable pattern classifier, can discriminate 
between a cylinder, a trigonal prism, and a square prism. Similar work 
is reported by Okada and Tsuchiya [7] and Stoj:iljkovic and Saletic [a]. 
Both pattern recognition and problem solving abilities are present in a 
program developed by Ejiri et al. [9]; a line drawing and a disordered 
scene containing building blocks are analyzed and a strategy to build the 
object in the drawing is developed by the program. Related work has been 
performed at Edinburgh and at MIT. [10], however at this stage these third 
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generation systems only exist within the laboratory environment. 
At the Stark Draper Laboratories efforts have been made to 
examine the problem of assembly from a theoretical viewpoint. At the 
macro level work has concentrated on a detailed analysis of the assembly 
sequence, tools, and jig requirements etc. [11] . The micro view deals 
with the mechanics of assembly, the interaction of components, and the 
forces and trajectories required for assembly [12]. 
Assuming the continuation of the present industrial order, the 
future development of robotic automation is likely to continue along the 
following paths. The improving utility of simple position controlled 
robots should make them an evermore attractive proposition to industry. 
Both modular assembly systems and more general 6 d.o.f. manipulators are 
contenders in this market [13]. The decreasing price and increasing 
power of electronic hardware should continue to stimulate the development 
of 2nd and 3rd generation robots [ 14] [ 15] . 
2.2 SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE 
Possession of the technical ability to build new machinery does 
not automatically justify its employment, therefore in this section we 
shall examine the raison d'~tre of robots in the wider context of the 
overall sociotechnical system. 
The arguments advanced by the proponents of robotic automation may 
be divided into two categories. Firstly, economic grounds, often expressed 
in the economic concepts of cost accounting, where robots are seen as 
being able to provide profitable reliable labour in an industrial scene 
increasingly plagued by unrest and rising labour costs. [16] [17] [1a] [19] 
[2o] [21]. 
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Secondly, social arguments are put forward; the robot excels at 
dangerous or monotonous work and therefore is capable of freeing workers 
for the more pleasant tasks of supervision, maintenance, and programming. 
[1] [ 17] [22] [2 3] . 
The first of these arguments is based on the assumption that the 
cost-benefit analysis is a sufficiently accurate method with which to 
judge the worth of advanced automation systems. Although convenient, and 
amenable to the economic calculus, this approach by necessity deals only 
with the readily quantifiable elements of the situation. The results, 
according to Schumacher [24], are that short term costs are given vastly 
more weight than long term costs, and also that the free component of 
goods such as air, water, and raw materials is by definition excluded from 
the analysis. In the light of modern day environmental crises, namely 
pollution, energy and raw material shortages, such analyses must offer a 
distorted picture. Efforts to sophisticate the economic procedures, to 
incorporate the intangibles, are based on the premise that everything has 
a price, and again the conclusion fails to reflect reality. 
Obviously economic analyses have an important role, however, the 
fact must be realized that they are only true within a defined and artificial 
framework and thus can only be considered as data for a human judgement. 
The second argument put forward for the robot, that of work 
improvement, may be criticized on the basis of studies performed by socio-
logists in automated industries since the mid-sixties. 
Adam Smith in 1776 predicted that the division of labour made possible 
by factory mechanization would render work trivial, repetitive, and dull. 
This perspective has persisted until the present day where it finds 
expression in the word alienation. Peterson [2~ describes several 
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variations of alienation which he considers relevant to people in today's 
industrial setting. One of these is. the powerlessness of men in modern 
industries where job performance is largely dictated by the system, for 
example in highly automated plants where men may function simply as 
machine minders. Another aspect of alienation is meaninglessness, this 
resulting from the fragmentation of the production process into small 
areas, thus removing the worker from the end product of his labours. 
Again, this separation of the worker from his work could be aggravated 
by the installation of robots. 
Erich Fromm [26] fears that automation has isolated the worker 
psychologically from his colleagues; the reduction in labour requirements 
made possible by robots could promote a loss of camaraderie in traditionally 
non-automated industries. A further effect of automation has been a 
general reduction in the skill demanded of the worker, according to James 
Bright [26] . 
In a paper presented to leading British and European roboticists, 
M. J. Cooley [27] examines these social difficulties and concludes "These 
problems are widespread and growing in their generality". 
Therefore, although it is a fact that robots have eased the burden 
of industrial work in such areas as forging, welding, and the handling of 
hot or dangerous materials, it does not automatically follow that their 
introduction leads to work enrichment, but possibly the reverse, unless 
the attendant problems are dealt with. 
Thus neither of the two arguments tendered is capable of justifying 
the robot per se. This situation exemplifies two traps which snare 
modern man, according to the British cybernetician Stafford Beer [28]. 
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Firstly, the dominance of money as a measure of value and secondly the 
narrowness of his perceptual scale. 
H. Ozbekhan, quoted by H. W. Bruck [29], describes the effects 
of these traps in the technological system, "Confronted with what appears 
inevitable, people tend to abdicate their role as creators of new and 
different events and abide by the dimensions and measurements which 
current technology has imposed upon their vision. Further, once 
imprisoned within such a restricted outlook they tend automatically to 
act so as to make the prediction come true. The present is thus perpetu-
ated by techniques which become strengthened and more elaborate at each 
step of the way - as does the feeling of impotence and irrelevance 
experienced by those who manipulate them. Technique-derived imperatives 
multiply and increasingly restrict the areas of free choice". 
From this we must conclude that decision making, to be effective 
at all, must consider as many different viewpoints as possible. The 
decision maker is in effect called upon to assume a variety of roles, 
these dictated by the decision situation. For example a factory engineer 
considering the installation of new plant should view the decision confront-
ing him in turn through the eyes of a worker, a shareholder, a sociologist, 
a conservationist etc. 
The difficulties of such a stance are apparent. Decision makers 
at all levels are constrained to conformity simply for day-to-day survival. 
The complexity of what H. W. Bruck [29] calls "The Great Gloppata-
Gloppata Machine" makes difficult the prediction of the effects of a 
specific part of technology in such diverse areas as the trade balance, 
the environment, agriculture, and health. In addition, many of today's 
problems are only identifiable in terms of symptoms such as urban transport 
congestion, crime, or land erosion. 
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Nevertheless despite these constraints the exercise of effective 
decision making is essential, if man is to assume control over the 
technological order and hence over the technologically shaped problems 
confronting him. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE ASSEMBLY PROCESS 
In this Chapter we shall attempt to gain a closer view of the 
assembly process, in particular the importance of the final fitting stage. 
As a prelude to further studies, the contact modes of an unchamfered peg 
and hole are considered, as well as the impact and friction characteristics. 
3.1 THE ASSEMBLY PROCESS 
The assembly process is a complex task, involving the selection, 
transfer, orientation, and fitting of components comprising the final 
product [3o]. Whitney [31] defines assembly as "a staged process of 
removal of uncertainty until positions and orientations are known with 
enough certainty so that assembly can occur". 
Robot manipulator systems in general have the functional flexibility 
required to cope with the wide variety of operations demanded by the 
assembly process. However, because of structural deflections, wear, and 
limitations in positioning control, the locating accuracies are restricted 
to the range 1-.1 mm [31]. As the clearances existing between components 
may be ten times less than these limits, obviously the final stages of 
positioning are most critical. 
The study of the mechanics of assembly will be centred around the 
case of a peg and hole for the following reasons:-
(i) It has been shown that this configuration forms the basis of many 
mechanical assemblies [1i], e.g. shafts and bearings, bolts and nuts, 
plugs, washers and spacers. 
(ii) The geometric analysis is relatively straightforward and the 
modes of misalignments are limited. 
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Given the peg-hole configuration we may define the assembly process 
more rigorously, as shown in Fig. 3.1. 
(i) Stage 1 involving the transfer of the peg to the hole. This gross 
motion typically is achieved by the robot and will have a final position-
ing error of several millimetres. 
(ii) Stage 2 is defined as beginning when contact occurs between the edge 
of the peg, and the edge of the hole at either one or two points. This 
stage involves the sensing and correction of the peg position in readiness 
for Stage 3. 
(iii) Stage 3 is the final assembly stage and in this case may conveniently 
be defined as beginning when the peg edge lies within the projected hole 
cylinder. In this stage fine manipulation is required in order to avoid 
jamming or wedging. 
Although considerable work has been done on the insertion of a 
peg into a hole [4] [1i] [12], i.e. Stage 3, the initial positioning, 
Stage 2, has been a relatively neglected area considering the large number 
of modes of misalignment possible. Therefore in this thesis the problems 
associated with Stage 2 of peg-hole assembly only will be dealt with. 
3.2 PEG-HOLE CONTACT 
Wong [32] has summarized the possible interactions between a peg 
and hole. In this work the unchamfered peg and hole are examined, the 
following three cases only being considered; 
stage 2 stage 1 
FIG. 3.1 (a) THE ASSEMBLY PROCESS. 
(b) EDGE EDGE CONTACT 
COMMENCEMENT OF STAGE TWO. 
(c) COMMENCEMENT OF STAGE THREE. 
l3 
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(i) Peg edge - hole edge single point contact. 
(ii) Peg edge - hole edge double point contact. 
(iii) Peg edge - hole plane single point contact. 
3.2.1 Peg Edge-Hole Edge Single Point Contact 
Contact occurs as shown in Fig. 3.2. Limited rotation of the peg 
may occur about the contact point and sliding may occur on the contact 
plane. 
McCallion and Wong [33] give the direction of the contact normal in 
the hole centred ijk coordinate system as 
c i b k (3 .1) n = 
where the tangent vector i' of the peg circumference is 
i ' = ai + b i + c~_, 
and the vector i is tangential to the hole circumference. 
The assumption is made that the contact normal lies in the radial 
planes of both peg and hole cylinders. 
Because the peg edge cannot intersect the hole plane the tangent 
vector i' must have components in the quadrants shown in Fig. 3.3, i.e. 
b +ve and c -ve, or vice versa. As a result the +ve unit normal vector 
always contains the component 
b k 
lying toward the hole centre. In other words, single point contact 
occurs on a plane inclined at an angle 
-1 
sin b 
/(b2 + c2) 
( 3. 2) 
contact 
point 
n J 
• I 
I 
FIG. 3. 2 SINGLE POINT CONTACT 
b -ve 
c +ve 
J b +ve 
c -ve 
FIG. 3.3 POSITION OF PEG TANGENT VECTOR 
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to the horizontal, Fig. 3.4. The effect of this is that a chamfer 
effect exists as a result of the angular misalignment. 
It may be seen from Equation 3.1 that in cases of small angular 
misalignment, i.e. as 
b -+ 0 
the normal n becomes aligned with the vertical i axis. 
3.2.2 Peg Edge-Hole Edge Double Point Contact 
When contact occurs at two points, A and B, as shown in Fig. 3.5, 
rotation may occur about the chord connecting the contact points and 
sliding may occur at either contact point. 
With reference to Fig. 3.5, the triad of unit vectors i i ~ is 
centred at A, i and ~ lie in the plane of the hole circumference, i being 
collinear with chord AB. The triad i' i' ~· is again centred at A and 
is similarly aligned with respect to the peg edge. The two coordinate 
systems are rotated with respect to each other by the angle a, about the 
AB axis, and the length of AB is 2a. 
The tangent vectors to the hole circle radius R at A and B may be 
written as 
TA V(R2-a2 ) i + a k ( 3. 3) 
TB I 2 2 i (R -a ) i + a k (3. 4) 
The tangent vectors to the peg circle, radius r, transformed to 
the i j k system becomes 
tA 
tB 
1 2 2 
v (r -a ) i + a(cosa~ -sinai) (3.5) 
(3.6 
hole 
tA 
n j 
contact 
plane 
FIG. 3. 4 CONTACT PLANE 
NA 
J 
peg 
0 ,/ 
II 
FIG. 3. 5 DOUBLE POINT CONTACT 
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The tangent vectors of the peg and hole circumferences are 
normal to their respective radial planes, hence we may write the contact 
normal vectors as, 
NA (TA x tA) 
NB (TB x tB) 
i.e. 
(3.7) 
NB ( 3. 8) 
Sliding may occur on the contact planes at either A or B, so the 
instantaneous direction at sliding ~' without rotation, is given thusly 
s NA x NB 
s (3. 9) 
If the peg and hole radii are equal then 
s a . k tan2 2 + (3.10) 
i.e. the instantaneous direction of sliding is perpendicular to chord AB 
and lies midway between the peg and hole planes as shown in Fig. 3.6. 
As previously, we see that for small misalignments, i.e. as 
a + 0 
both NA and NB become aligned with i· 
3.2.3 Peg Edge~Hole Plane Single Point Contact 
The contact between the peg edge and hole plane is similar to that 
discussed in Section 3.2.1 except in this case, the normal direction is 
independent of the peg orientation, lying normal to the hole plane. 
3.3 IMPACT DURING ASSEMBLY 
Impact between the component surfaces occurs during the final 
fitting stage and in general the contacts made will be either 
i Edge - edge contact 
ii Edge - plane contact. 
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Contacts involving edges are characterized by low area and high pressures. 
The commonly accepted view of contact between surfaces [34] involves 
the progressive plastic deformation of asperities with underlying elastic 
deformation, as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. In high pressure situations, 
such as occur during assembly, we would expect the contacts to be largely 
plastic. 
Evidence exists suggesting that the presence of a lubricant film 
is capable of introducing a viscous damping component into the contact 
force [35]. 
3.4 FRICTION DURING ASSEMBLY 
The friction existing between contacting components during assembly 
is complicated by the high local pressures causing surface deformation and 
mechanical locking. The results of tests carried out by Simunovic [12] are 
shown in Fig. 3.8. These show a considerable variation in the coefficient 
of friction occurring on the first sweep. 
become bedded in on this run. 
Presumably the components 
The presence of vibration causes an apparent reduction in the 
coefficient of friction [36], which effect may be used to aid assembly. 
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FIG. 3.6 DOUBLE POINT CONTACT INSTANTANEOUS 
DIRECTION OF SLIDING. 
A 
a) Plastic deformation of asperities and 
underlying elastic deformation. 
b) Intermediate stage. 
c) Overall plastic deformation. 
FIG. 3. 7 CONTACT BETWEEN SURFACES 
(after Bowden & Tabor ) 
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FIG. 3.8 FRICTION IN PEG -HOLE CONTACTS 
(after Si munov i c) 
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PART ONE 
VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY 
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CHAPTER 4 
VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY 
This Chapter examines the use of vibration to facilitate the 
assembly process, in particular the behaviour of a simple spring-constrained 
peg-hole system under a periodic force. 
A variety of assembly movements are studied, and the results evalu-
ated with regard to practical applications. 
4.1 VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY 
During assembly a wide range of contact modes may occur between 
the mating components before the final assembled state is achieved. 
The contact forces existing between the components are dependent on the 
misalignment and therefore may, under certain circumstances, be used to 
aid assembly. Aligning contact forces may be produced, for example by 
chamfers. Contact forces aiding assembly may also be produced by the 
application of a periodic force. 
In the initial stages of assembly the oscillatory motion of the 
vibrated component acts as a searching movement. This principle is used 
by Kar.elin & Girel [37] and Andreev [38], where cylindrical parts are 
oscillated in a 50 Hz rotating magnetic field to find a mating recess, 
significant radial misalignments being dealt with. Kan.elin and Gi:r;.el [39] 
and Savischenko [4o] also report successful assembly, using mechanical 
oscillators. 
The apparent reduction in friction due to vibration has the effect 
of preventing jamming in the final stages of assembly [41]. Yakhimovich 
and Ponomarchuk [42] successfully have used vertical vibrations o.f. 
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ultrasonic frequencies to achieve the assembly of a peg into a hole. 
The motion of a peg during vibratory assembly is complex, influenced 
by manipulator constraints, the exciting force and the type of contact. 
Consequently, a comprehensive analytical approach is difficult. However, 
it is still advantageous to examine some simplified situations in order 
to gain insight into the possible types of behaviour. 
4.2 VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY DEVICE 
The phenomena occurring in vibratory assembly are discussed with 
reference to the peg-hole manipulator system shown in Fig. 4.1. The 
unchamfered peg, ofheight 2h, radius r, mass m is supported in elastic 
constraints, acting at a height 1 above its top surface. Contact between 
the peg and hole edges occurs at either one or two points and the peg 
edge may also contact the hole plane. A force of magnitude F rotates 
about the peg vertical axis as shown, and gravity acts at the centre of 
mass. 
4.3 PEG EDGE - HOLE EDGE SINGLE POINT CONTACT WITH NO SLIDING 
The first case to be examined is that shown in Fig. 4.2 where 
contact between the peg edge and hole edge occurs at a single point. 
In the case where no sliding occurs the peg may be treated as an elastically-
constrained body rotating about the contact point. 
It is convenient to define axes 8 8 8 centred at the contact 
X y Z 
point which are aligned with the principal axes of inertia through this 
point. The elastic constraints may be described in terms of three 
principal rotational stiffnesses about axes passing through the contact 
manipu later 
L 
2h 
FIG. 4.1 VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY DEVICE 
x y z are 
inertia axes 
wt 
8y 
contact point 
y 
FIG. 4. 2 SINGLE POINT CONTACT NO SLIDING. 
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point. For convenience of analysis we shall assume that the three 
principal rotational stiffnesses are equal. 
The equations of motion for small rotational movements of the peg 
about the e e e axes are 
X y Z 
I 8 + K8 
X X X 
I 8 + K8 y y y 
I 8 + K8 
z z z 
M 
X 
M 
y 
M 
z 
(4 .1) 
(4. 2) 
(4. 3) 
where I I I are the moments of. inertia about the 8 8 8 axes and K 
X y Z X y Z 
is the rotational stiffness about those axes. The moments about the 
e e e axes due to the applied force are 
X y Z 
M - 2Fheos (wt-a) 
X 
M -F(rsinS +2hcosS) sin (w·t-a) y 
M -F(rcosS -2hsinS) sin(wt-a) 
z 
(4. 4) 
( 4. 5) 
(4.6) 
The angle a describes the position of the contact point on the 
peg edge with respect to the peg centred XYZ coordinate system. The 
angle between the y axis and the XY plane is S. 
The steady state solution of the equations of motion becomes 
e 
X 
e y 
e 
z 
-2Fh cos (wt-a) 
K-I w2 
X 
-F(rsinS +2hcosS) sin(wt-a) 
2 K-I ul 
y 
-F(rcosS -2hsinS) sin(wt-a) 
2 K-I w 
z 
(4.7) 
(4. 8) 
(4.9) 
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Equations 4.8 and 4.9 describe a net rotation about axis P in 
the y-z plane, Fig. 4.3. 
..e_ 
p 
( 4. 10) 
Thus the resulting motion of the peg is a non-symmetric clockwise 
or anti-clockwise wobble about an axis Q, perpendicular to both x and P 
and passing through the contact point as shown in Fig. 4.3. 
4.4 PEG EDGE - HOLE EDGE SINGLE POINT CONTACT WITH SLIDING 
The combination of exciting force and spring force, acting approx-
imately parallel to the contact plane, may cause slippage at the contact 
point. 
In the previous section, Section 4.3, it was shown that the symmet-
rically constrained peg under the action of a rotating force executed a 
wobble about the axis Q through the contact point. Referring to Fig. 4.4, 
the movement of the constraint attachment point G in the X*Y*Z* system 
for small movements may be expressed in terms of the wobble displacements. 
X* = -8 1 sinS 
X 2 (4.11) 
Y* -8 1 sine
1 
(4.12) 
p 
Z* -8 1 cos8 2 
(4.13) 
X 
Assuming the transverse stiffnesses k to be equal in all directions, then 
clearly the peg will experience a force proportional to and opposing the 
displacement at G. 
The force causing sliding for small angular misalignments, F , is 
s 
due to the rotating exciting force F, and the reaction force FGs of the 
transverse constraint springs at G, both in the X*Y* plane. In vector 
notation 
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y 
Q 
FIG. 4. 3 SINGLE POINT CONTACT WOBBLE AXIS Q 
z* 
FIG. 4.4 MOVEMENT AT CONSTRAINT ATTACHMENT POINT G. 
+(Fsin(wt-a) + kl8 sin8 ) i p l 
This force is shown diagramatically in Fig. 4.5. 
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(4.14) 
F is of constant 
magnitude and rotates in an anti-clockwise direction, whereas FG , which 
.S 
follows an elliptical path rotates either clockwise or anti-clockwise. 
Clearly the maximum sliding force occurs when the two force vectors are 
coincident. 
The normal force FN is altered by the vertical constraint force 
FGN at G, i.e. 
F N mg- k.l.8x cos8 2 
(4.15) 
Obviously as the vertical force approaches the magnitude of the peg mass 
sliding will occur. If the resultant horizontal force on the peg is 
toward the hole at this stage, assembly will occur. 
Clearly for single point contact the final motion is subject to a 
host of variables such as the peg dimensions, constraint stiffness and 
exciting force. Two simple cases will be dealt with in the following 
sections. 
4.4.1 Single Point Sliding, Solid Cylindrical Peg h >> r 
For a long thin cylindrical peg, Fig. 4.6 
h >> r 
B n o 
From Equations 4.7- 4.9 we see that 8 is much smaller than 8 
Z X 
and 8 , and as a result the wobble axis Q is approximately aligned with z. y 
X 
direction 
y 
direction x* 
FIG. 4. 5 FORCES ACTING ON PEG- X* Y* PLANE 
X ____l~-?<~:::::;:,._-
8x 
FIG. 4. 6 SINGLE POINT CONTACT h >> r 
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At low frequencies 
le I Q le I Q 2F.h. 
X y K 
and as a result there is a symmetrical clockwise wobble about the vertical 
z axis. Equation 4.14 states that the resulting reaction force FG acts 
s 
in opposition to the applied exciting force, thus reducing the nett 
sliding force F . 
s 
The normal force FN is not affected overly by the move-
ment of the peg as the radius is small, Equation 4.15. 
When the exciting frequency lies between the two resonant frequencies, 
(!j and (l) ' of motions in the e ahd e direction the wobble becomes anti-
x y X y 
clockwise, and the spring reaction force and exciting force combine to give 
a high sliding force, twice per cycle. For a peg of. the dimensions con-
sidered the moments of inertia, I and I , and thus the natural frequencies, 
X y 
w and uJ , are quite close. 
X y 
At high frequencies, above either W or w , and also well removed 
X y 
from the natural frequency of motion in the e direction, the wobble again 
z 
becomes anti-clockwise. However as the inertia forces are now dominant, 
the spring constraint and exciting forces are aligned. Sliding may be 
likely in this case. Possibly the chamfer effect referred to in Section 
3.2.1 may bias sliding toward the hole. 
4.4.2 Single Point Sliding, Solid Cylindrical Peg r >> h 
In the case of a short cylinder 
r >> h 
f3 Q 0 
and when the exciting frequency is not close to any of the resonant frequen-
cies, e predominates over e , and e is also small as can be seen from y Z X 
the Equations 4.7- 4.9. 
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As a result the motion of the peg consists essentially of an 
oscillation about the vertical~ axis, Fig. 4.7. 
At low frequencies the spring constraint force opposes the exciting 
force and above resonance, w , the forces are in phase. 
y 
Near the resonance frequency W the increased amplitude of motion 
X 
about the ex axis combined with the large radius of the peg will cause 
considerable translation movements of the spring constraint attachment 
point in the vertical direction. The effect of this displacement acting 
on the vertical constraint spring will be to cause the normal contact 
force to fluctuate. Sliding may occur in this case. 
In the peg types considered in this and the previous section, 
sliding may be expected at high rather than low frequencies and the 
chamfer effect described in Section 3.2.1 may then cause sliding assembly 
to occur. 
4.5 PEG EDGE - HOLE EDGE DOUBLE POINT CONTACT WITH NO SLIDING 
We will now examine the case where contact between the edge of the 
peg and the edge of the hole occurs at two points as shown in Fig. 4.8. 
If the condition 
mg rsina ? 2 Fh 
holds, double point contact is maintained throughout the force cycle, 
and if no sliding occurs the situation simplifies to a simpl~ spring-inertia 
system rotating about the contact chord Y' axis. 
The steady state solution for small oscillations 8Y' about equil-
ibrium is 
8y y 
FIG. 4. 7 SINGLE POINT CONTACT r >> h 
contact points 
at A & B 
F 
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FIG. 4. 8 PEG EDGE-HOLE EDGE DOUBLE POINT CONTACT 
e 
= 2Fh coswt2 Y' ( Ky 1 -Iy,W 
where the rotational stiffness about the Y' axis is 
2 2 2 k (2h+l) +K + k r (1-cosa) 
X Y Z 
and the inertia is 
2 . 2 2 
= ~(16h +(3+12cos a)r ) 12 
4.6 PEG EDGE - HOLE EDGE DOUBLE POINT CONTACT WITH SLIDING 
As in the single point contact case the combined exciting and 
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(4 .16) 
(4.17) 
(4 .18) 
reaction forces may cause sliding. The limiting conditions for sliding 
will be developed below under the assumption that Equation 4.16 remains 
valid. 
At frequencies below the natural i.e. when 
the exciting moment is in phase with the peg displacement and hence the 
exciting force F and spring reaction force F act in opposition. 
X 
Consideration of the static case shows that at low frequencies, 
the exciting force exceeds the spring force, and therefore sliding into 
the hole is most likely to occur when the peg is positioned as shown in 
Fig. 4.9a. Recalling the previous result in Section 3.2.2, giving the 
instantaneous direction of sliding for a peg and hole of equal radius and 
ignoring the wedging effect of the peg and hole edges, we may write the 
surface reaction forces of the equivalent system, Fig. 4.9b, in terms of 
the applied forces, i.e. 
F 
X 
a+8 a-8 
mg cos (-2-) + (F-F) sin (-2-) 
. (a+8) + (F-F ) (a-e) mg sln - 2- x cos - 2-
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
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The peg slips into the hole when 
> 
i.e. when the coefficient of friction at the contact point is exceeded. 
Rewriting Equation 4.16 
2 F = (Ky'-Iy'w )8 (4.21) 
2h 
and from Fig. 4.9a, it can be seen that the spring force 
F = k (2h+l)8 
X X 
(4.22) 
Thus, substituting Equations 4.21 and 4.22 into Equations 4.19 and 4.20, 
the contact force ratio p 1 may be written in terms of the initial misalign-
ment a, and the amplitude of excitation 8. 
. (a+8) Ky'-Iy'w 2 a-8 
pl mg Sln - 2- +( 2h -kx(2h+l))8cos(--2--) 
a+8 2 a-8 
(4. 23) 
mg cos (-2-) +(K '-I 'w -kx(2h+l))8sin(-2-) y y 
2h 
Clearly if pi exceeds ]1., slipping into the hole occurs. 
Slipping out of the hole is most probable when the peg is aligned 
as in Fig. 4.10a, and we may write the surface reaction forces for the 
equivalent system, Fig. 4.10b, as 
F 
X 
mg cos (a-
2
8 ) - (F-F ) sin (a+8 ) 
X 2 
a-8 a-8 
-mg sin(--2-) + (F-Fx)cos(-2-) 
As previously the ratio p 2 of sliding to normal contact force is 
given by 
(4.24) 
a-8 2 a+8 
mg cos(--2-)-(Ky'-Iy'u\ - kx(2h+l))8sin(--2-) 
2h 
FIG. 4. 9 (a) SLIDING INTO HOLE 
FIG. 4.10 (a) SLIDING OUT OF HOLE 
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_._._~Fs 
~~~t===:l a+ 8 
2 
mg 
(b) EQUIVALENT SYSTEM 
a-8 
mg 2 
(b) EQUIVALENT SYSTEM 
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Equations 3.23 and 3.24 are shown in Fig. 4.11 for a typical 
system, Table 4.1. Clearly successful assembly will occur if the peg 
slides only toward the hole during a force cycle. The condition for 
this is that the force ratio p 1 for movement into the hole, should exceed 
~ and p 2 , for movement out of the hole, should be less than ~. Obviously, 
where p 2 is negative and exceeds ~ in magnitude, sliding will occur into 
the hole also. Even if p 2 exceeds ~ and movement occurs out of the hole, 
the generally greater value of p 1 indicates that overall net sliding into 
the hole will take place. 
From Equations 4.21 and 4.22 it is apparent that the spring reaction 
force increases relative to the exciting force as the system approaches its 
natural frequency. The spring reaction force F exceeds the exciting 
X 
force when w lies in the range 
k l(2h+l) +Ky K I 
I( X ) < w < V( y ) 
I I I' 
y y 
Sliding into the hole occurs in the case shown in Fig. 4.12a. 
The surface reaction force ratio is 
a-8 
mg sin (--2-) 
a-8 
mg cos (--
2
-) 
2 
-K ,-I ,w \ a+8 
+ (kx (2h+l) Y 2~ · 8 8cos (--2-) 
2 . a+8 
+(k (2h+l) -Ky'-Iy'w )8sln(--2-) X 2h 
Fig. 4.13a shows sliding out of the hole and the force ratio p 2 is 
. (a+8) ( ( ) , , 2) 8 (a-8) -mg Sln --2- - k 2h+l -Ky -Iy W cos --2-x 2h 
mg cos (a+S) -(k (2h+l) -K '-I 'w2 )8sin (a- 8 ) 2 X y y 2 
2h 
( 4. 25) 
(4. 26) 
Fig. 4.14 shows values of Equations 4.25 and 4.26 for a typical case. 
At high frequencies 
the applied moment and displacement are out of phase by TI. Fig. 4.15a 
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TABLE 4.1 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
DOUBLE POINT SLIDING CONTACT 
m .766 Kg 
2 g 9806.6 mm/s 
KY' 
7 10 mN-mm 
h 25 mm 
r = 25 mm 
IY' 877 Kg-mm 
2 
QY' 107 rad/s 
0·8 
0·7 
0·6 
0·5 
0·4 
0·3 
p1J p20·2 
0·1 
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FREQ = 0 
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FIG. 4.11 ASSEMBLY AT LOW FREQUENCIES 
FIG. 4.12 (a} SLIDING INTO HOLE 
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a 
mg 
(b) EQUIVALENT SYSTEM 
mg 
a..-e 
2 
FIG. 4.13 (a) SLIDING OUT OF HOLE (b) EQUIVALENT SYSTEM 
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FIG. 4.14 ASSEMBLY AT INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES 
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shows when slipping into the hole is most probable, the force ratio in 
this case being 
a-e (K '-I 2 (2h+l))ecos (a-e) mg sin (-2-) + w + k (4.27) pl y y X 2 
(a-e) 2 (a+e) mg cos + (Ky'-Iy'W + k (2h+l))esin 2 X 2 
2h 
and finally referring to Fig. 4.16a the force ratio p 2 for sliding out of 
the hole is 
. (a+e) (K '-I 'w2 a-e -mg Sln - 2- + + kx (2h+l)) ecos (-2-) (4.28) p2 y y 
2h 
a+e I I 2 a-e 
mg cos (-2-) + (Ky -Iy W + kx(2h+l))esin(-2-) 
2h 
Equations 4.27 and 4.28 are shown in Fig. 4.17. Referring to 
Figs. 4.11, 4.14 and 4.17 it can be seen in general that there is a 
tendency for the peg to vibrate into the hole. At higher frequencies 
and high exciting amplitudes the action of the translational constraint 
reverses this trend, as is apparent in Fig. 4.17c. 
In general the method of two point contact sliding offers good 
assembly, operative under a wide range of frequencies and amplitudes, 
provided there is an initial misalignment toward the hole. 
4.7 PEG EDGE- HOLE EDGE DOUBLE POINT- SINGLE POINT CONTACT WITH 
NO SLIDING 
As the magnitude of F is increased, the weight of the peg becomes 
insufficient to maintain two point contact and the peg lifts onto a 
single contact point. 
F = mg rsina 
2h 
Referring to Fig. 4.18, this may be expected when 
FIG. 4.15 (a) SLIDING INTO HOLE 
8 
a 
43 
(b) EQUIVALENT SYSTEM 
0.+8 
mg 2 
FIG. 4.16 (a) SLIDING OUT OF HOLE (b) EQUIVALENT SYSTEM 
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FIG. 4.17 ASSEMBLY AT HIGH FREQUENCIES 
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As the two modes of contact, i.e. single and double point contact, 
may occur alternately several times during each force cycle, the initial 
response of the system in each mode to the applied force and starting 
conditions is of interest. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume 
the rotational stiffnesses about the set of axes through the contact 
point to be equal. 
4.7.1 Equations of Motion for Double Point Contact 
It can be shown that the response of an initially quiescent spring-
mass system, Fig. 4.19, to a time-varying force, F(t), may be written 
as [43] 
where Q ;!. 
M 
The equation of motion for small movements of the peg about the Y' 
axis passing through the contact points, Fig. 4.20, is 
The stiffness and inertia terms are identical to those used in 
Sec. 4.5, and the moment My' of the applied forces about the y' axis is 
expressed as 
becomes 
My' = 2Fh, coswt - mgr(l-cosa) 
The response of the quiescent system to this forcing function 
t2 
f (2Fhcoswt 
tl 
mgr (1-cosct))sinQY' (t2-t)dt 
rY, eY, 
(4.29) 
X 
/ 
/ 
, 
/ 
/ 
.I 
2h 
FIG. 4.18 
Kz 
~mg 
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F 
tipping axis 
y 
single contact 
point 
SINGLE POINT CONTACT 
F ( t) ::>-
K ~MI 
X 
FIG. 4.19 SPRING MASS SYSTEM 
where 
Q• 
'Y. 
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Evaluating this integral and incorporating the responses due to initial 
·i 8i conditions e y•· Y' we obtain 
eY' 
where 
2Fh 
. [ sinat 
IY,QY' SlnQY,t2 2a + 
2Fh 
IY,QY' 
0 [ cosat cos Y't2 2a -
-mgr(l-cosa) 
I I Q2 
y Y' 
w - Q 
Y' 
w + Q Y' 
sinSt t 2S tl 
cosSt f' 2S tl 
4.7.2 Equations of Motion for Single Point Contact 
The peg lifts onto a single contact point when 
2FhsinuJt > mgrsina 
(4.30) 
(4. 31) 
Equations 4.1- 4.6 in Sec. 4.3 describe the motion of the system 
in single point contact, Fig. 4.21. In this case the response of the 
quiescent system is required. 
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X 
FIG. 4.20 PEG-EDGE HOLE-EDGE DOUBLE POINT CONTACT 
X 
FIG. 4. 21 SINGLE POINT CONTACT 
e 
X 
e y 
e 
z 
t2 
f 
tl 
t2 
f 
tl 
t2 
f 
tl 
( -2Fhcos (wt-a) + mgr)sin~x(t2-t)dt 
I ~ 
X X 
-Fsin(wt-a) (rsin8+2hcos8)sin~y(t2-t)dt 
I ~ y y 
-Fsin(wt-a) (rcos8-2hsin8)sin~z(t2-t)dt 
I ~ 
z z 
Evaluating and inserting initial values we have 
e 
X 
-2FhA [ sin a t X X + 
I ~ 2a 
X X X 
-2Fh Bx [ cos a t X 
I ~ 2a 
X X X 
-2FhC 
I ~ 
X X 
-2FhD 
I ~ 
X X 
~ 
X 
[-cos axt _ X 
2a 
X 
sin [ a t X X 2a 
X 
sin~ (t -t1 ) X X 
+e i n ( ) x cos~·x t 2 -t1 
t2 
sin Bxt l 
28 
X . t 1 
t2 
cos 8xt l 
28 t 
X 1 
t2 
cos 8 t k X 28 X 
sin 8 t 
t2 
k X 28 X 
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(4.32) 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
( 4. 35) 
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-FpA [ -cosayt cosS t 
t2 
e __ Y y I y I [;] 2a 2S y y y y tl 
-FpB [ sin a t sin s t l t2 
__ y y 
2S y t I [;] 2a y y y y l 
-FpC [ sina t sinS t l :2 __ Y y_ + y I [;] 2a 2S y y y y l 
-FpD [ cosa t cosS t l :: ~ y y I [;] 2a 2S y y y y 
·i 
+ e i _x 
sinSJY(t2-t1 ) + 6 cosSJ (t2-t ) (4. 36) [;] y y l y 
e -FqA [ -cosazt cosS t t = z z z I [;] 2a 2S z 
z z z t2 
-FqB [ sinaz t sinS t l :: z z --~ I r;t 2a 2S z z z z 
+ FqC [ sina t sinS t l :: z z z I SJ 2a + 2S z z z z 
_:t-_ FqDz [ cosaz t cosS t 
tl 
z k I SJ 2a 2S z z z z 
+ei 
i 
r;tz sinSJz(t2-t1 ) + 6zcosSJz(t2-t1 ) (4. 37) 
z 
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where Q Kr -
r Ir 
a,r (J)' Q· r 
sr (U + Qr 
p rsinS + 2hcosS 
q rcosS - 2hsinS 
A cos a sinQrt2 r 
B. = -cos a cosQit2 r 
c = sin a sinQrt2 r 
D r -sina cosQit2 
4.7.2.1 Transformation of Rotations About Principal Axes 
The rotations about the principal axes of inertia can be expressed 
in terms of the rotations about the main XYZ system, using the fact that small 
rotational displacements may be added vectorially. 
The angular relationship between the main, XYZ, and principal inertia 
axes systems for small angular displacements may be expressed in terms of 
the variables a and S. Referring to Fig. 4.22 
X' 
Y' 
Z' 
sin a cos a 
0: l x' -cosa sina y' 
0 0 z' 
x' 
r: y' = z' 
1 0 0 
0 cosS -sinS 
0 sinS cosS 
x' 
X Y Z 
x' y' z' 
X y Z 
X 
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FIG 4. 2 2 TRANSFORMATION BETWEEN COORDINATE SYSTEMS 
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so 
( Rj [ : 
i.e. 
0 sinS 
-cosasinS l 
-sinasinS 
cosS 
(4.37) [: [ sin a cosacosS -cos a sina<;:osS 
The angle a describes the position of the contact point, with 
respect to the main coordinate system, and S is the angle between the 
XY plane and the y principal axis. For a solid cylinder it may easily 
be shown that 
-1 ~ tan 12rh 
-------
(16 h 2-15 r 2 ) 
4.7.3 Total Solution 
In general, both the single and double point edge-edge contacts 
occur, and the starting conditions for each case are obtained from the 
final state of the peg in the previous contact mode. 
The transition to single point contact from double point contact 
occurs when the inequality 4.31 holds. In the double point contact mode, 
by definition, rotation about the Y' axis only exists, and so the initial 
conditions for the single point contact Equations 4.35 - 4.37 are obtained 
from the final position 8fY', and final velocity 8fY' of the peg in the 
double point contact mode. Also the 8fz position existing when two point 
contact was first established must be considered. The initial conditions 
then are 
•i 
e 
X 
[ R -1] 
[ R -1] 
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0 
8fY' (4.39) 
0 
8fY' (4.40) 
0 
Two point contact is re-established when e becomes zero again. 
X 
It is assumed that inelastic contact occurs, and as the new contact point 
through which the contact impulse is applied lies on the Y' axis, no 
change in the rotational velocity about the Y' axis occurs whilst, the 
. 
values of e 
X 
. 
and e become zero. 
z 
The values of 8 and 8 therefore y y 
become the initial values e~, and 8~, in Equation 4.30, describing 
double point contact motion. 
Equations 4.30 and 4.35 - 4.37 have been evaluated for a typical 
system, Table 4~2, the results being shown in Fig. 4.23. It is apparent 
from considering the rotation about the vertical Z axis occurring at each 
single contact point, that the peg exhibits a tendency to "walk" out of 
the hole. In other words the final position efZ when double point contact 
is re-established, is such that a net rotation out of the hole has occurred 
during the single point contact phase. 
As this analysis assumes non-sliding contact it may be useful to 
determine briefly under what circumstances intermittent contact occurs. 
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TABLE 4.2 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
SINGLE POINT DOUBLE POINT INTERMITTENT CONTACT 
m .766 Kg 
2 g 9806.6 mm/s 
K 107 mN-mm 
X 
K 107 mN-mm y 
K 107 mN=mm 
z 
Ky I 
7 10 mN-mm 
h 25 mm 
r 25 mm 
1237 2 I = Kg-mm 
X 
I 1217 Kg-mm 2 y 
259 2 I Kg-mm 
z 
Iy, = 1199 Kg-:mm 
2 
F = 1500 mN 
Q 89 rad/s 
X 
Q = 90 rad/s y 
Q 
z 
196 rad/s 
QY' 91 rad/s 
(Y) 
I 
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FIG. 4.23 DOUBLE AND SINGLE POINT CONTACT 
Assuming the normal contact force 
F = mg 
N 
and the friction force 
F = F 
s 
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then combining the conditions for single point contact, Inequality 4.31, 
with the simple friction relationship we get 
]J > 
r sina 
2h 
This inequality must hold for non sliding single point contact. 
further assume that for a typical system 
r = h 
then from 4.41 the limiting value of a is 
-1 
a sin (2].1) 
and the overlap as defined in Fig. 4.24 becomes 
(4.41) 
If we 
i.e. for a value ]J = .2 the maximum overlap for the walking motion to be 
possible is only 8.35% of the peg radius. It would seem therefore that 
walking is not an important mode of behaviour and occurs under the following 
conditions. 
(i) In badly misaligned cases, 
(ii) Where high friction exists. 
(iii) The peg height h is large compared with the radius r. 
4.8 PEG EDGE - HOLE EDGE HOLE PLANE CONTACT 
So far we have considered only edge-hole edge contacts. In this 
section the effects of interaction between the peg edge and hole plane are 
studied. 
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Initially two point edge-edge contact occurs and the peg is at 
rest on the hole plane as depicted in Fig. 4.25. The rotating force F 
is insufficient to cause tipping about the peg edge on the hole plane 
however tipping occurs about the Y' axis when 
2Fhsinwt > mgrcosa (4.42) 
When BY' becomes zero again impact occurs and two possibilities 
exist. If the impact is totally inelastic the system returns to its 
quiescent state. If elasticity exists, as is possible in the impact of 
flat surfaces, an impulse is imparted to the peg, and the subsequent free 
flight motion is determined by the mass and inertia of the peg, and the 
system constraints. This second possibility is examined in Sec. 4.82. 
4.8.1 Equations of Motion for Peg Edge - Hole Edge Contact 
The movement of the peg in double point contact, Fig. 4.26, is 
governed by the equation 
+ M 
where IY' and KY' are as defined in Sec. 4.5 and in this case 
M 2Fhsinwt mgrcosa (4. 43) 
From the quiescent state therefore 
t2 
f (2Fhsinwt- mgrcosa)sin~Y' (t
2
-t)dt 
t
1 
IY' ~Y' 
which becomes 
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FIG. 4.24 DEFINITION OF OVERLAP 
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4.8.2 Equations of Motion for Peg Edge - Hole Plane Contact 
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(4 .44) 
The free flight motion of the peg due to the impulse ~ caused by 
the elastic contact of the peg edge and hole plane is examined. It is 
assumed that the impulse ~ is applied at the peg edge and that motion 
occurs only in the XZ plane appearing in Fig. 4.27. The action of the 
rotating force F is neglected, as the impulse provides a more significant 
force over the small time period under consideration. The equations of 
motion .lfoJJ·movement in the X, Z, ey coordinate system are 
(4.45) 
mz -mg (4. 46) 
(4. 47) 
The solution of Equation 4.46 is 
z (4.46) 
Equations 4.45 and 4.47 contain static coupling terms and the solutions 
are of the form 
X Asinwt + Bsin~t (4. 47) 
eY Csinwt + Dsin~t (4. 48) 
where 
w pl + f(pl2-4p2) 
2 
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FIG. 4.26 PEG EDGE-HOLE EDGE DOUBLE POINT CONTACT 
FIG. 4.27 PEG EDGE HOLE PLANE CONTACT 
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4.8.3 Total Solution 
The two point contact movement Equation 4.44 is evaluated till 
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impact occurs. When the peg edge contacts the hole plane, the value of 
the impulse imparted to the peg edge is obtained from the rotational 
momentum of the peg in the two point contact mode. 
C IY' 8Y' 
= 
r(l+cosct) 
where c is the coefficient of restitution. 
For free flight clearly the following conditions must be met. 
(i) The peg edge may not contact the hole edge, referring to 
Fig. 4.28 this condition may be written as 
zcos8 - asin8 + Xsin8 > rsin8 - z 
(ii) The peg edge may not contact the hole plane, i.e. 
hcos8 + rsin8 > h+Z 
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X 
FIG. 4.28 CONDITIONS FOR FREE FLIGHT 
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During the free flight mode movement of the peg toward the hole 
is possible, this was examined by evaluating Equations 4.44 and 4.46 - 4.48 
in turn. As Equations 4.46 - 4.48 describe the movement of the peg from 
the equilibrium position the first bounce only was considered. 
The results are shown in Fig. 4.29 for a variety of constraints, 
in all cases the peg flight movement was short lived and no strong tendency 
either to assemble or disassemble appears to exist. 
4.9 SUMMARY 
The work of this chapter may be summarized by the following points. 
(i) Sliding assembly of the peg into the hole is possible under 
single point contact, however the complex dynamics of the situation can 
lead to erroneous behaviour. 
(ii) When two point contact exists the peg under certain circum-
stances is capable of sliding toward the hole under gravitational action. 
(iii) Factors including high friction and excessive misalignment are 
capable of causing the peg to oscillate from one contact point to the other 
and walk out of the hole. 
(iv) The existence of peg edge hole plane contacts appears to have 
a negligible effect on the translational misalignment of the peg. 
(v) Two point sliding seems to possess the most potential as an 
assembly method however any solution based on this approach must also be 
capable of dealing with single point contacts as these form the majority 
of initial contacts. 
TABLE 4.3 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
PEG EDGE - HOLE EDGE, HOLE PLANE CONTACT 
m 
g 
= 
1 
h 
r 
.766 Kg 
2 9806.6 mm/s 
7 10 mN-mm 
2 877 Kg-mm 
2 279 Kg-mm 
12.5 mm 
25.0 mm 
25.0 mm 
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CHAPTER 5 
VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY TEST RIG 
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of two point contact 
sliding assembly, a simple rig based on the work of the previous chapter 
was built and tested. 
5.1 VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY TEST RIG 
The test rig shown in Plate 5.1 and Fig. 5.1, uses the method of 
two point contact sliding to assemble a peg into a hole. 
The manipulator body is carried in a quadrifilar suspension, which 
for small movements, allows approximately planar motion and rotation about 
the vertical axis. 
The steel test peg is mounted on a universal joint centred swash 
mechanism actuated by six circumferentially arranged air cylinders. 
The peg may be wobbled by seq~entially pressurizing the air cylinders. 
The hole plate is located beneath the manipulator and offset to the 
desired misalignment. 
In order to achieve two point contact under all circumstances, the 
manipulator is endowed with a high degree of rotational flexibility about 
the horizontal axes passing through the universal joint. 
contact is therefore eliminated. 
Single point 
The flexibility of the manipulator also leads to the occurrence 
of peg edge-hole plane contacts, however the results of the previous 
chapter suggest that this mode of contact has little effect on the assembly 
proces~. 
PLATE 5.1 
VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY TEST RIG 
----- quadrifi~ar---------­
~ suspension ~ 
manipulator 
body 
aJr 
cylinder 
swash--~~~J-~--~ ~~~~~ universal 
joint plate 
\_hole 
FIG. 5.1 VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY TEST RIG. 
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5.2 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
Referring to Fig. 5.2 a peg at radius r, height 2h, rests on the 
hole plane. A vertical load L acts through the peg centre and a moment 
M rotates about the vertical axis. The moment M is insufficient to cause 
lifting at the peg edge on the hole plane, however rotation does occur 
about the two point contact chord when 
M cosS LX 
2 
(5 .1) 
We assume the peg tips toward the hole centre, and the resulting 
displacement coupled with the inherent disturbances in the system causes 
the peg to slide into the hole under the action of gravity, for as long 
as the peg remains in the tipped position. 
If the initial misalignment is x and sliding starts at t 0 the 0 
position of the moment at t 0 is given by 
-1 Lx 
cos 0 
2M 
and if sliding stops at x, t, then we can write 
:t,kg(t -t ) 2 
0 1 
2 
:t,kgfl.t 
(5. 2) 
(5. 3) 
where k is a factor depending upon the slope and friction of the contact. 
Now 
and 
2McosS 1 
L 
S = wi'.t-S 1 0 
where w is the frequency of the rotating moment. 
and substituting into 5.3 we get 
-4Mcos (WL'.t-S ) 
0 
LKg + 
2x 
0 
Kg 
(5. 4) 
(5.5) 
Combining 5.4 and 5.5, 
(5.6) 
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FIG. 5.2 
IDEALIZED ASSEMBLY ~IG 
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Solving this equation numerically, and substituting the sliding 
time ~t back into Equation 5.3, allows the sliding distance and hence 
the new misalignment to be computed. Repeating the process till the 
translational misalignment is eliminated allows the total time for 
assembly to be obtained. 
5.3 EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
The peg support head was misaligned with respect to the hole, and 
the time taken for assembly was measured by stop watch. 
Two series of tests were performed; the first involved finding 
the minimum assembly time, for a given misalignment at various swash plate 
air cylinder pressures. The air pressure provided a convenient measure 
of the moment applied to the peg. 
The second test investigated the effect of wobble frequency upon 
the minimum assembly time at various pressures. 
5.4 RESULTS 
The results of the first experiment are shown in Fig. 5.3, together 
with the theoretical results of Sec. 5.2. 
The Equations 5.6 and 5.3 were evaluated using a value 
r = 25 
to correspond with the test peg radius. Horizontal scaling was achieved 
by equating the air pressure, when edge-plane tipping occurred, to the 
theoretical result 
M = Lr. 
Thus an air pressure at 40 psi corresponded to 
(~) 25 L 
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The slope factor K was arrived at by trial and error, and a value 
K = .075 
gave a reasonable correlation. 
The results of the second tests are shown in Fig. 5.4. 
5.5 DISCUSSION 
It can be seen firstly, considering the simple theoretical model, 
that there is a reasonable agreement between the experimental and the 
theoretical results of the first test. In both cases the following points 
emerge. 
(i) The minimum time of assembly increases markedly with mis-
alignments greater than 50%. 
(ii) An increase in the magnitude of the rotating-moment causes 
the assembly time to decrease. The maximum moment of course being 
limited by peg edge - hole plane contact. 
There is a poor agreement between the results of the second test 
and the theoretical results. At low frequencies, the theoretical model 
predicts that, the peg will slide into the hole within the time period 
for which the peg remains cocked. This leads to a large difference 
between the theoretical results at the different frequencies. By contrast 
the minimum assembly time of the experimental rig seems independent of 
frequency. One possible explanation is that the value of K varies with 
the assembly frequency. At lower frequencies the smoother operation of 
the rig causes less disturbance hence increases the effective friction. 
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5.6 CONCLUSION 
Although the operation of the rig left something to be desired 
the use of two point contact as the basis of an assembly technique appears 
feasible. 
The addition of a vertical vibration to reduce the effective 
friction would be useful in two ways. Firstly the speed of assembly 
would be improved, secondly a smaller tilt angle would be needed, this 
allowing the peg to be more favourably inclined prior to final insertion. 
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CHAPTER 6 
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF AN ASSEMBLY SYSTEM 
In this chapter an attempt is made to set up a realistic computer 
model of a manipulator peg-hole assembly system. The equations of 
motion are developed using Lagranges method, and two solution schemes are 
outlined. 
6.1 SIMULATION OF AN ASSEMBLY SYSTEM 
The variety of constraints, exciting forces, and contact modes 
possible in an assembly situation suggested that a simulation approach 
would be an appropriate extension to the study of vibratory assembly. 
Simulation is a problem solving technique which draws inferences 
about the behaviour of a system by performing experiments on a model of 
the system. The advantage of the approach is its ability to deal with 
large systems of highly interrelated components. Obviously disadvantages 
also exist; firstly, simulation is based on assumptions about the real 
system, this limits its application to systems whose components are 
reasonably well understood. Secondly, unlike analytical techniques, the 
results of a simulation are not given in terms of general relationships, 
hence simulation is suited for the study of systems whose approximate 
operating point is known, i.e. simulation is a finishing rather than 
exploratory tool. 
Neither of the above disadvantages presents a barrier to the use 
of simulation in predicting the performance of an assembly system for 
design purposes, hence it was decided to develop a model of the system 
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shown in Fig. 6.1 having the following features: 
(i) The peg and hole edges may touch at either one or two points, 
both sliding and stationary contacts being permissible. 
Peg edge and hole plane contacts are not considered for two reasons. 
Firstly edge-plane contact is difficult to describe accurately as the 
resultant contact force is influenced greatly by the micro-configuration 
of the components. Secondly, whereas the peg-hole configuration can be 
relied upon to possess two contacting and well defined edges the surface 
of the surrounding plane can, in reality, not be generalized so easily. 
Likewise peg edge-hole cylinder contacts are also ignored. This 
type of contact only occurs in final fitting, Stage 3 as defined in Sec. 3.1. 
(ii) The actuator situated above the peg applies a time varying 
force through the point G. 
(iii) The peg and actuator are fixed at the end of a flexible coupling 
which in turn is fastened to an elastically constrained carrier, with 
rotational and translational degrees of freedom. 
6.1.1 System Generalized Coordinates 
An idealized representation of the system is shown in Fig. 6.2. 
The peg is free to translate and rotate, and its position in the 0-centred 
coordinate system is described by the coordinates of its centre of mass, 
xi x~ ~' and the three Euler angles, ¢ 8 ~' which define the orientation 
of the peg-centred 0 coordinate system, with respect to the 0 system. p 
The carrier block is able to move in the x 2 x 3 plane and rotate 
about the vertical x1 axis direction. 
c c 
x 2 x 3 and y. 
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6.1.2 Coordinate System Transformation 
For convenience the transformation between the 0, 0 and Euler p 
system 0 will be written below as reference is made to them later. 
e 
Firstly, the transformation between the peg-centred 0 system p 
and the manipulator-centred 0 system is 
cos<j>cosecos1jJ sin<j>cosecos1jJ -sinecos1jJ p xl-xl 
-sin<j>sin1jJ +cos<j>sin1jJ 
-cos<j>cosesin1jJ -sin<j>cosesin1jJ sinesin1jJ x -xp 2 2 
-sin<j>cos1jJ +cos<j>cos1jJ 
xp3 -sin<j>cos1jJ cos<j>cos1jJ case x-~ 3 3 
+cos<j>sine sin<j>sine (6 .1) 
i.e. [X ] = ( R) [ x-~·) = ( R ) ( x*] p 
The relationship between the 0 coordinate system and the Euler 
axes is 
xl 0 -sin<j> cos<j>sine x<j> xp l 
x2 0 cos<j> sin<j>sine xe + xp 2 (6.2) 
x3 l 0 case x1jJ ~ 
[X] ( R ) [ xe] + [ xp) e 
and between the 0 system and the Euler axes p 
xpl -sinecos1jJ sin1jJ 0 x1jJ 
xp2 sinesin1jJ cos1jJ 0 xe (6. 3) 
xp3 cos 0 l x1jJ 
[ xp ] [ Rpe ] [ xe ] 
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6.1.3 System Inertias and Masses 
The inertia of the peg about its principal, 0 centred, axes in p 
tensor notation is 
rP 
[ rP] = 0 
0 
0 
rP 
0 
0 
0 
Ip 
3 
The peg mass is Mp and the carrier block has inertia Ic about its centre 
of mass, and mass c M . 
6.1.4 System Stiffnesses and Damping 
The stiffness and damping characteristics of the flexible coupling, 
a, and the carrier constraints, b, shown in Fig. 6.2, with respect to the 
0 centred coordinate system, are 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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and 
0 0 
0 0 
6.1.5 ~ystem Forces and Moments 
Forces are applied to the system by the actuator and by contact 
with the hole edge. The actuator force acts in the peg-centred coordinate 
system at the point G and is designated as The contact forces 
Fc
2 
are described in terms of the 0 coordinate system and contact occurs 
at points cl X c2 x on the peg edge. 
6.2 EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Having defined the system components, the equations of motion may 
be developed using Lagrange's approach. 
6.2.1 Kinetic Energy 
The kinetic energy due to rotational and translational velocities in 
terms of the generalized coordinates is 
T 
[ rP ][Rpel [! J 2T [ ~e~ J [ R ] pe 
+ MP [xi .p x2 .p ] x3 .p xl 
.p 
x2 
xil 3 
+ Me [ . c .c t~l x2 x3 + Icy2 ( 6. 4) 
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6.2.2 Potential Energy 
Potential energy is stored in the system due to gravity and elastic 
deformation of the constraints (a) and (b) . The deflection of the 
constraints may be written in terms of the system generalized coordinates. 
i. Element (a) translational deflections 
0 
0 + 
( 6. 5) 
ii. Element (a) rotational deflections. For small rotations about 
7f 
equilibrium (~ , ~ g 0, 8 ~ 2), we assume the rotations about the Euler 
axis to be equal to rotations about the 0 axes, so 
'Y 
8 
( 6. 6) 
iii. Element (b) .translational deflections. 
(6. 7) 
iv. Element (b) rotational deflections. 
[ 'Y (6. 8) 
Thus the potential energy of the system becomes 
2V (6. 9) 
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6.2.3 Energy Dissipation 
Energy is dissipated by damping in the constraint elements, the 
damping force being proportional to velocity. 
Equations 6.5, 6.7- 6.8 may be differentiated to obtain the 
deflection velocities. The rotational velocity of the peg about the 
axes of the 0 system may be written as 
( R ) 
e 
and so the dissipation function D is 
2D 
(6.10) 
6.2.4 Applied Forces and Moments 
The forces and moments applied to the peg, Fig. 6.3, must be 
expressed in terms of the generalized coordinates. 
The direct forces are simply 
[ F ) = + [ ~c2 ) (6.11) 
and the moments acting about the Euler axes du~ to contact and applied 
forces are 
= + 
+ 
[ c2 Fc2 ~* X 
(6 .12) 
cl c2 
where ~* ~* describe the contact points onto the 0* coordinate system 
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FIG 6.3 FORCES AND MOMENTS ACTING ON THE SYSTEM. 
6.2.5 General Form of Lagrange's Equation 
The Lagrangean formulation of the equations of motion is 
d 
dt 
aT 3D av 
ClqK + Clq" + aq 
K K 
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Differentiating and substituting the various terms, we obtain the 
9 equations of motion describing the movement of the system 
+ Mpgxi 
cos~cos~cos¢]FG +[-cos~cos8sin¢] F~2 -sin~sin¢ pl -sin~cos¢ 
+ (cos~sin8)F~3 + F~l + F~2 
a a 
c26 + c62 
+ (~ + ¢ cos8) 2 
[ sin~cos8cos¢] +cos~sin¢ 
+ ( sin~sin8 ] 
[ -sin~cos8sin¢] +cosr.>cos¢ 
(6.13) 
(6 .14) 
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MxP a + x'P - c + K33 (d2cose x3) .:3 3 
K35 + K53 (e - ee) + 2 2 
+ 
a 
c33 (-d2Elsine + ~ ·c x3) 
+ 
c35 + c53 · · 
(ecos~ + wsin~sine) 2 
-sinecosw] FPG1 + [ sinesinw] FG +[case] FG p2 p3 
+ (6 .15) 
.. 2 
I(~sin e + 2~ecosesine) 
•. 2 • • .. 
+ I 3 (~cos e - 2~ecosesine + wcose - El~sine) 
+ K~1 (d2cos~sine +xi- x~) (-d2sin~sine) 
a ("' - ee) + K66 'I' 3 
+ c~1 (-d2~sin~sine + d/lcos~cose + xi) (-d2sin~sine) 
+ c~2 (d2~cos~sine + d2Elsin~cose + ;s· -- ~~) (d2cos~sine) 
a . 
+ c66 (~ + wcose) 
c26 + c62 . . 
·p •C 
+ ( (d2~cos~sine + d2 esin~cose + X - x2) 2 2 
. . 
+ (~ + w case) (d2cos~sine)) 
-1 ci Fci ci Fci) . e( ci Fci ci ci) (cos~cose(x* 2 - x*3 + s1n~cos x* 3 - x*1 F3 sine 3 2 1 
. e ( ci Fci ci Fci)) s1n x* 1 - x*2 2 1 
(6.16) 
.. • 2 
I8 + I¢ sin8cos8 
• 2 
+ r 3 (-~ cos8sin8- ~wsin8) 
a e 
+ Kss<e- 82) 
K35 + K53 P 
2 ( (d2cos8 + x 3 - x~) + (-d2sin8) (8 -8~)) 
+ c 1 <-d2 ~sin~sine + d2 ecos~cose + xi) <d2cos~case) 
+ c2 (d2~cos~sin8 + d2Elsin~cos8 + ;s· 
'p .c 
+ c 3 (-d28sin8 + x3 - x 3 ) (-d2sin8) 
. 
+ c4 (-8sin~ + wcos~sin8- y) (-sin~) 
+ c5 (8cos~ + wsin~sin8) (cos~) 
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<c35 + c53) ·p · c 
+ 2 ((-d28sin8 + x3- x3) + (8cos~ + wsin~sin8) (-d2sin8)) 
-1 ( . -h • 8 ( ci ci ci ci . ci ci ci ci) = sinS s1n'f's1n x*.2F 3 - x 3 F 2 ) - cos~s1n8 (x *3F 1 - x* 1 F (3 ) 
(6.17) 
.. 
r 3 (~case - ~8sin8 + w) 
+ K4 <w -y) 
+ c4 (-8sin~ + wcos~sin8- y) (cos~sin8) 
. 
+ c5 (8cos~- wsin~sin8) (sin~sin8) 
+ c6 (~ + wcos8) (cos8) 
(c35 + c53) · c 
+ 2 (-d28sin8 + ~~ - x 3 ) (sin~sin8) 
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ci ci . ci ci ci ci) F ) - Sln~(x F - F 
x*3 2 ~ *3 1 x*1 3 
(6 .18) 
a a 
c26 + c62 
(¢ + lj!cos8) 2 
0 (6 .19) 
b •. •ffi • c) c 33 (-d28sln8 + X - x3 3 
(C35 + c53) . . 
2 (Seas¢ + lj!sin¢sin8) 
0 (6.20) 
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Iy' b ( + K44 y 
a 
- K44(1jJ- y) 
b • 
+ c44(y) 
a . 
- c44(-8sin~ + 1j!cos~sin8- y) 
0 (6.21) 
6.3 SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
The equations of motion for the peg and carrier were solved numer-
ically using a subroutine, HPCG, developed by the IBM Corporation, based 
on Hamming's modified predictor-corrector method for solving systems of 
general, first order, differential equations. A simplified flow diagram 
of the solution procedure is shown in Fig. 6.4. 
At each step in the procedure it is necessary to determine the type 
of contact occurring, and the resulting contact forces acting on the peg~ 
These operations will now be described in detail. 
6.3.1 Peg-Hole Contact 
Six different modes of contact between the peg and hole edges were 
considered. 
(i) No contact. 
(ii) Single point contact - sliding. 
(iii) Single point contact - stationary. 
(iv) Double point contact - both sliding. 
(v) Double point contact - sliding and stationary. 
(vi) Double point contact - both stationary. 
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FIG. 6. 4 SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
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6.3.1.1 Location of Contact Points 
A procedure suggested by Comba [46] was used to determine the 
location of the point(s) on the peg edge where contact occurred. 
In this approach, the expressions representing the bounding surfaces 
of the objects are combined into a single pseudo-characteristic (p/c) 
function G, which has the property G.(. 0 in a region approximating the 
region of intersection of the objects. The problem of determining 
whether or not intersection occurs becomes one of determining whether 
G ~ 0 at any point. 
The p/c function G is defined as follows; objects are considered 
as being the intersection of regions R. where R. is given by the inequality. 
1 1 
g. (x.) ~ 0 
1 J 
2 2 !:! 
and v. (g. + t ) + g. O<t<<l 
1 1 1 
(6.22) 
and summing all v. 
1 
V =Tv. 
1 
the p/c function G is 
G = !:i(V- t 2/V) + c (6. 23) 
In the case considered, the possible contact modes are limited to 
small interpenetrations at either one or two points on the peg and hole 
edges. The search for a minimum of G was therefore carried out around 
the circumference of the peg base for the intersections of the regions 
R1 and R2 , defining the hole cylinder and hole plane, Fig. 6.5 
i.e. (6.24) 
(6.25) 
........ -/ 
l 1'-1 -
I 
I 
hole cylinder 
radius= rh 
FIG. 6. 5 PEG EDGE -HOLE EDGE CONTACT 
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Fig. 6. 6 shows the value of G along the peg edge .for a typical 
case of single point contact. Generally two minima exist which, if 
negative, indicate that interpenetration occurs. The minima are found 
using a simple bisection method, the slope being used as a criterion for 
increment halving. The positions of the previous minima are stored and 
used as starting points for each search. This method iterates to the 
solution reliably. 
6.3.1.2 Velocity at Contact Points 
Having found the contact points the next step involves finding the 
velocity'of the peg at the contact point to determine the normal and 
sliding velocities. 
The velocity at the first contact point for example is 
.cl cl cl 
cp ·P xl X -x xl 
*3 *2 
.cl 
cl cl xJ? x2 -x 0 X R e + 
*3 *1 e 2 
(6. 26) 
.cl cl cl 
0 1jJ ~ x3 x*2 -x *1 3 
Using the work of Sec. 3.2.1 to obtain the contact point normal 
cl 
n , the velocity in the normal direction is simply 
•ncl (~cl ~cl) cl X .· n (6. 27) 
and the sliding velocity on the contact planes is 
.pel .cl .ncl 
X X - X (6.28) 
6.3.1.3 Misalignment Modes 
For the purposes of computing, the criteria shown in Fig. 6.7 were 
used to determine the type of contact. 
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6.3.2 Contact Forces 
Two approaches were used to find the contact forces generated 
between the peg and hole, and although in practice only the second proved 
successful both are described here. 
6.3.2.1 First Approach 
This approach involved making assumptions regarding the stiffness, 
damping and frictional characteristics of the contact point. This 
allowed the contact forces to be calculated directly as a function of 
peg position and velocity. It was assumed that 
(i) the normal force/deformation characteristic could be modelled 
by a linear over-damped spring-dashpot system as shown in Fig. 6.8a i.e. 
= (6.29) 
(ii) the following friction conditions applied; with reference to 
Fig. 6.9, the friction force opposing the plane contact velocity direction 
has magnitudes given by 
IFpcll 
.pel 
IFncll X 
l-IST VST 
(6. 30) 
when xf'cl ~ VST 
and IFpcll IFncll llsL __ (6.31) 
VST the limiting velocity, is small compared with the usual values 
of xf'c1 , and in the first case, above, the static friction force, dependent 
upon the creep at the peg, is allowed to adjust itself over successive 
iterations to react against the applied force. 
In the second case when sliding occurs the simple friction theory 
holds. 
FrG. 6.8 (a) SPRING DASHPOT MODEL 
OF CONTACT 
c:: f.l S T 
.Q 
+-' 
u 
·c 
4-
0 f-LsL 
+-' 
c:: 
(]) 
4-
4-
(]) 
0 
u 
VsT · pc1 X 
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(b) COMPUTATION OF 
INTERPENETRATION. 
sliding 
velocity 
FIG. 6. 9 FRICTION CONDITIONS 
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This approach, although direct, suffered a number of drawbacks. 
(i) The computation of the deformation r as shown in Fig. 6.8b 
required considerable effort. 
(ii) The high stiffness and damping necessary to simulate contact 
demanded small time increments, this leading to slow runs and round off 
errors. 
6.3.2.2 Second Approach 
The second method used the relationships between the accelerations 
and velocities at the contact point, together with the simple friction 
theory, to obtain the contact forces acting on the peg. The assumptions 
were that; 
(i) The normal acceleration of the peg away from the hole surface 
at the contact point was proportional to the normal velocity, i.e. viscous 
damping 
cl 
n 
··cl 
X 
(ii) If movement occurred on the plane i.e. if 
.pel 
x > VST 
then the following conditions are assumed. 
(a) The simple friction relation applies 
cl ( cl cl E:_ • 12. + ].l~ ) = 0 
cl cl cl 
where the vectors n , p q are defined in Fig. 6.10. 
(6.32) 
(6.33) 
(b) The friction force acts in opposition to the direction of sliding 
cl cl 
F ·Si '= 0 (6.34) 
(iii) If the plane velocity is lower than the limiting velocity 
VST, then the following conditions hold; 
pC1 lies in 
direction of 
sliding at 
contact point 
pC1 contact point C1 
101 
qC1 is 
perpendicular 
to sliding 
direction 
FIG. 6.10 DEFINITION OF CONTACT VECTORS 
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(a) The acceleration of the peg in the direction of the contact plane 
vector Eel is zero 
P cl .. cl = 0 - .x ( 6. 35) 
(b) cl The acceleration in the direction of the contact plane vector ~ 
is zero 
cl..cl 
~ .x 0 (6. 36) 
The equations of motion, Equations 6.13 to 6.21, involving contact 
force terms may be written together with the contact conditions developed 
above, in the following general form. 
All Al2 Al3 ul Bl Equations of Motion 
A21 A22 A23 u2 = B2 Contact 
A31 A32 A33 u3 B3 Conditions 
where u 1 is the submatrix of the 6 unknown generalized accelerations of 
the peg, 
u2 is the 3 X 1 submatrix of the first contact point force components, 
u3 is the 3 X 1 submatrix of the second contact point force components, 
Bl is the 6 X 1 submatrix of generalized forces due to stiffness, 
damping, and applied forces, 
and B2 and B3 are the RHS values of the appropriate conditions. 
Essentially the method involves solving the 6, equations of motion 
of the peg, and the appropriate contact conditions, to find the unknown 
accelerations and contact forces U. The form of matrix A will be examined 
for different contact conditions. 
(i) No contact - In this case no forces exist so we may write 
= 
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which is easily solved to obtain the peg generalized accelerations u1 . 
(ii) Single point sliding contact - The elements of u3 are zero 
so the equations have the following form, 
(6. 37) 
Submatrices A11 A12 simply contain the coefficients of the accelerations 
and forces in the equations of motion. The elements of A21 and A22 are 
obtained from the conditions described in Equations 6.32- 6.34. 
Recalling Equation 6.26 giving the velocities at the first contact 
point, we differentiate to obtain the acceleration components. 
··cl 
X. 
1 
cl · · 
+ x* 3 (-~8sin~ + ~ljicos~sin8 + 81jlsin~cos8) 
cl · · + x (-81jlsin8) 
*2 
cl .. 
x cos8)1jl 
*2 
"Cl "P cl cl " cl cl .. 
x x2 + x_ ~ + x_ sin~e + (x*.l cos8 - x*· 3 cos~sin8)1jl 2 *1 *3 
+ x cl(-81jlsin8) 
*1 
1 . . . . 
- x*~ (-~8cos~-~ljisin~sin8 + 81jlcos~cos8) 
"p ( cl . "' 
x 3 + -x* 2 s1n'f' 
cl .. 
x*l cos~)e 
cl cl " 
+ (x* 2 cos~sin8 - x*l sin~sin8)1jl 
cl · · · · • · 
+ x* 2 (~8cos~ - ~ljisin~sin8 + 81jlcos~cos8) 
cl · · 
x* 1 (-~8sin~ + ~ljicos~sin8 + 81jlsin~cos8) 
(6. 38) 
( 6. 39) 
(6.40) 
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Substituting these expressions into the following form of Equation 6.32 
cl ··cl cl ··cl cl ··cl 
nl xl + n2 x2 + n3 x3 
-k ( cl cl cl cl cl cl (6. 41) nl xl + n2 x2 + n3 x3 
gives an equation from which the first row of elements of submatrices 
A21 A22 and B2 may be found. 
The Equations 6.33 6.34 may be expanded and rewritten as 
cl cl)Fcl cl cl) Fcl cl cl) cl (6.42) (]Jn]J + pl 1 + ( ]Jn2 + p2 2 + (]Jn3 + P3 F3 0 
and 
cl cl clFcl cl cl 0 (6.43) ql Fl + q2 2 + q3 F3 
thus giving all the elements of A21 A22 and B2 . Hence Equations 6.37 
may be solved to yield the contact forces and accelerations. 
It should be noted that Equations 6.42 and 6.43 are ambiguous in 
h b h + cl . f h t at ot _ ! satls y t em. cl In practice the sense of F was checked 
and the acceleration values recalculated if necessary. 
(iii) Single point stationary contact - Equation 6.41 is again imposed 
upon the peg accelerations at the contact point and Equations 6.35 and 
6. 36 applied. The expanded form of these equations is 
0 (6. 44) 
0 (6.45) 
Again these equations provide the elements of A21 A22 and B2 , allowing 
the accelerations and forces to be found. 
(iv) Double point sliding contact - Equations 6.41 to 6.43 are 
applied at both contact points to provide the elements in the equations 
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All Al2 Al3 
A2l A22 A23 
A3l A32 A33 
cl cl cl If the peg and hole axes are parallel, the vectors ~ £ ~ at 
the first contact point become collinear with those of the second contact 
point, thus making A singular. It is assumed then that the first and 
second point contact forces are equal. 
(v) Double point sliding and stationary contact - The stationary 
conditions, Equations 6.41, 6.44 and 6.45, are applied at the first contact 
point and the sliding conditions, Equations 6.41 - 6.43, are applied at 
the second contact point. 
(vi) Double point stationary contact - Both contact points have the 
stationary conditions, Equations 6.41 6.44 and 6.45 applied at them. 
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CHAPTER 7 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION 
In this chapter two computer programs modelling the system described 
in the previous chapter are described. Their numerical validity is checked 
by comparison with simple analytical models. Specifically the behaviour 
of the programs in simulating impact and friction is examined. 
7.1 COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The two programs developed differed only in the approach taken 
toward finding the contact forces. The methods described in Sec. 3.2.1 
and Sec. 3.2.2 being used respectively in Programs A and B. 
The structure of the programs are shown in Fig. 7.1 and the function 
of the subroutines is described below. 
Main Program: The system parameters are input, printed, and control 
passed to HPCG. 
Subroutine HPCG: This subroutine developed by I.B.M. as part of their 
Scientific Subroutine package uses Hamming's modified predictor-corrector 
method to solve the equations of motion. 
Subroutine FCT: For a given set of generalized displacements and velocities 
the system accelerations are determined from the equations of motion. 
The contact forces are also calculated in this subroutine. 
Subroutine STATE: The misalignment mode as defined in Sec. 6.3.1.3. is 
specified here. The contact normal and velocity at the contact point(s) 
are found initially. 
INPUT 
DATA 
'" 
HPCG 
Hamming's modified 
predictor correcter 
method 
FCT 
Equations of 
motion 
Contact force 
equations 
INVRT 
proprietary 
matrix 
. . 1nvers1on 
subrouti·ne 
........,_ ......... 
. 
, 
OUTP 
Results are 
output 
STATE 
Determines 
contact mode 
0 - 5 
TOUCH 
Determines 
number and position 
of contact points 
FIG. 7.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE 
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Subroutine TOUCH: This subroutine uses Comba's approach, Sec. 6.3.1,1. 
to find the position of the contact point(s) on the peg edge. 
Subroutine INVRT: This is a proprietary Burroughs matrix inversion 
subroutine used in Program B to solve the equations of motion and contact 
conditions, for the unknown peg accelerations and contact forces. 
Subroutine OUTP: The results of the program, namely the values of the 
system generalized coordinates and the first and second derivatives at 
successive time intervals, are output here. 
7.2 PROGRAM EVALUATION 
The accuracy with which the programs will reproduce the behaviour 
of an actual physical system depends upon 
(i) The assumptions made in the model i.e. the friction and impact 
characteristics of contact, the stiffness and damping characteristics of 
the constraints and the masses and inertias of the system components. 
(ii) The numerical evaluation of the equations of motion. 
The assumptions in the model have been dealt with in Chapter 3 and 
so here we shall only concern ourselves with the accuracy of the numerical 
methods used in Programs A and B. 
The scarcity of information on the behaviour of vibratory assembly 
mechanisms made it necessary to adopt the following approach where 
analytically verifiable situations were simulated by the programs. 
Two situations were chosen which would test the program's abilities to 
simulate impact and friction. 
(i) The peg was accelerated onto the hole edges. 
(ii) The inclined peg was slid across the hole. 
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7.2.1 Impact 
The program was given the initial conditions shown in Fig. 7.2, 
effectively this accelerated the peg for about 2 mm onto the hole edges. 
A simple model of this situation is shown in Fig. 7.3 where a mass M 
with a single vertical degree of freedom is dropped toward the surface S. 
i.e. 
where 
w 
-k 
X 
x Xcoswt 
x xwsinwt 
;! 
M 
The resulting motion of the peg is shown in Fig's 7.4 to 7.6. 
During the free flight phase there was very close agreement between the 
analytical result and the results of both Programs A and B. 
At contact it can be seen that the numerical methods depart from 
the analytical solution. The displacement curves are significant,both 
numerical solutions overshooting the contact point. 
The overshoot of Program A although initially less than that of 
Program B fails to flatten out; the result is that the peg continues to 
sink into the hole edge. 
The results of Program B show the peg, overshooting the contact 
point by .25 mm, rebounding slightly, probably because of elasticity in 
the system, and then remaining stable. The amount of overshoot was 
considered acceptable being approximately l% of the peg radius. 
The velocity curves in Fig. 7.5 again reveal the differing 
behaviour of the two programs. 
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The acceleration curve of Program B is shown in Fig. 7.6. The 
numerical difficulties in modelling impact are demonstrated by the 
sharpness of the contact acceleration curve .. 
7.2.2 Sliding 
The behaviour of both programs under sliding conditions was studied 
by giving them the initial conditions shown in Fig. 7.7. The peg, 
contacting the hole at two points and tilted into the hole, was acted on 
by a direct force acting toward the hole centre. 
Also 
The simple model representing this case is shown in Fig. 7.8. 
My FNcosS + FssinS - Fsin2S - Mg 
2MX. Fcos2S + FNsinS- FscosS 
y -xtanS 
F . 
s 
Substituting to eliminate y, F , F we get N s 
Using 
X 
the 
X 
X 
X 
Fcos2S(cosS +~sinS) + (Fsin2S + M) (sinS- ~cosS) g 
2(cosS +~sinS) + tanS(sinS- ~cosS) 
values in Fig. 7.7 we get 
357.65 mm/s 2 
= 357.65t mm/s 
357.62t2 
2 mm 
The behaviour of the programs as compared to the simple model is 
shown in Fig's 7.9 and 7.10. 
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It is obvious from the displacement and velocity graphs that 
Program B agrees closely with the analytical results. 
Program A on the other hand reveals a marked tendency toward 
instability. The kinetic energy of the system toward the end of the 
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run is approximately 3.5 times that predicted by the analytical solution 
and over twice that predicted by the analytical solution for the friction-
less case. The latter fact rules out the possibility of the variation in 
kinetic energy being due to the bouncing of the peg in the program, the 
effect of this being the creation of near frictionless conditions. 
7.3 SUMMARY 
The result of the second test rules out the use of Program A. 
The results of both tests indicate Program B however to be sufficiently 
accurate for simulation work. 
A listing of Program B appears in Appendix L 
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CHAPTER 8 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this chapter the effects of variations in system parameters 
on the behaviour of a typical system are examined using Program B. 
8.1 SYSTEM PARAMETERS 
Using the simulation program to indicate general trends in vibratory 
assembly requires a large number of computer runs and is therefore expensive. 
Hence the study of vibratory assembly techniques is centralized around the 
fairly typical arrangement shown in Fig. 8.1, with a view to indicating 
the effect of important parameters such as coupling stiffness and damping, 
exciting force magnitude, and contact force on the second stage of assembly 
as defined in Sec. 3.1. The movement of the peg's centre of mass and 
changes in the orientation of the peg are of interest. 
8.2 COUPLING STIFFNESS 
An important characteristic of any assembly system is the stiffness 
of the coupling connecting the peg and the carrier. We will therefore, 
firstly, simulate systems with high, intermediate, and low stiffnesses in 
this coupling. 
It is assumed that there is a relatively low interaction between the 
translational and rotational displacements of the coupling. In this case 
the off-diagonal stiffness elements are related to the diagonal rotational 
and translational elements by the relationship 
K. . = ± .5 I (K. . X K .. ) lJ ll JJ 
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By comparison, in a uniform beam the relationship is 
K. . ± • 866 I (K. . X K .. ) 
1.] 1.1. JJ 
The stiffness matrix for the coupling is shown in Fig. 8.2 together 
with other relevant parameters. Damping is assumed to be negligible and 
the carrier is unconstrained. 
8.2.1 Results 
The behaviour of the assembly system under different coupling 
stiffnesses and in single and double point contact modes is shown in Fig's 
8.3 to 8.6. The main trends are summarized below. 
(i) Generally comparing the graphs for single point contact with 
those describing the peg movement in two point contact the greater freedom 
of the peg in the former case is evident. 
(ii) In all cases the peg tends to lean back under the influence of 
the edge-edge contact force. Fig's 8.4b and 8.6b clearly show the change 
in the orientation of the peg. 
(iii) In single point contact, and to a lesser extent in two point 
contact, a slight rotation of the peg about the vertical axis and toward 
the hole occurs. 
(iv) There appears to be little difference between the behaviour 
of the system under intermediate or high stiffness constraints. 
(v) Peg edge-hole plane contact occurred in the intermediate and 
low stiffness systems in single point contact. This situation is outside 
the bounds of the present program. 
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8.3 COUPLING DAMPING 
In reality some form of damping will exist in all assembly systems. 
An important effect of this is that the amplitude of vibrations is limited 
when the exciting frequency approaches a natural frequency of the system. 
Adequate separation of exciting and natural frequencies is difficult in 
the type of system considered, as the natural frequencies are dependent 
upon the kinematic constraints introduced by contact as well as by the 
contact forces. 
The high stif£ness system described in the previous section was 
operated under conditions of medium and high damping. 
The damping coefficients used are shown in Fig. 8.7 and were related 
to their associated inertia's and sti£fnesses by .the expresRion. 
C 0 /(Inertia x Stiffness)/10 
C 0 /(Inertia x Stiffness) 
where 0 denotes "the order of". 
8.3.1 Results 
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig's 8.8 to 8.14. 
(i) In single point contact an increase in damping appears to be 
beneficial in so far as assembly is concerned. Fig. 8.10a in particular 
showing a marked movement of the peg toward the hole in the highly damped 
case. The locus of the peg in the x 2 x 3 
plane is shown in Fig. 8.10 
this indicates rotation about the vertical axis through the contact point 
as the principal mechanism of assembly. 
(ii) In two point contact the peg movement is more restrained 
however the same trends as in single point contact emerge, i.e. increased 
damping promotes assembly by rotation about a single contact point. 
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8.4 EXCITING FORCE MAGNITUDE 
An assembly system having high stiffness and medium damping was 
operated under a range of exciting forces varying from .3 to 10 N. 
8.4.1 Results 
(i) In single point contact Fig. 8.16 and 8.18 show again the 
tendency for assembly to occur by rotation about a single contact point. 
An increase in the exciting force magnitude causes the assembly to be 
more rapid. 
(ii) Two point contact shows again the same behaviour as single 
point contact. 
8.5 CONTACT FORCE 
An assembly system having high stiffness and high damping character-
istics and subjected to an exciting force of 10 N was simulated. Both 
high and low axial loads were applied to the peg in an effort to determine 
the role of sliding. 
8.5.1 Results 
Simulation was performed for .22 seconds rather than the .15 seconds 
employed previously. 
(i) The Fig's 8.20 and 8.22 show that assembly toward the hole 
under these conditions is rapid and appears to be independent of either 
the initial misalignment or the contact force. Assembly seems to be 
predominantly due to rotation about a single contact point with sliding 
playing a minor role. 
(ii) From Fig. 8.2L, it can be seen that the orientation of the peg 
with respect to the hole plane remains approximately constant. Obviously 
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this means that although the translational misalignment has been largely 
eliminated the peg is still cocked over as it reaches the mouth of the 
hole. In this case jamming or wedging could occur. 
8.6 ROTATION OF EXCITING FORCE 
Finally a check was made to determine the effect of the exciting 
force's direction of rotation on assembly. A system having the same 
characteristics as that of Sec. 8.5 with a low contact force was operated 
under single and double point contact conditions with a clockwise and 
anticlockwise force of 10 N. 
anticlockwise rotation. 
Previous runs had been performed using an 
8.6.1 Results 
The results shown in Fig's 8.23 - 8.26 demonstrate that assembly 
occurs regardless of the direction of the contact force's rotation. 
However, although assembly occurs in both cases, it can be seen in Fig. 
8.24 that the resulting motion of the peg is influenced by the direction 
of rotation, in this case single point contact assembly being achieved 
more rapidly by a clockwise rotating force. 
8.7 SUMMARY 
The following trends have emerged in the behaviour of the system 
studied in this chapter. 
(i) A single mode of assembly was dominant. In both single and 
double point initial contact assembly proceeded by a rotation about a 
single contact point. The second contact point, in the double point 
contact case acted merely to retard the peg's motion. 
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(ii) An increase in the stiffness and damping of the flexible 
coupling supporting the peg caused an increase in the speed of assembly. 
(iii) Increasing the magnitude of the exciting force caused the 
speed of assembly to increase. 
(iv) The speed of assembly increased as the contact force between 
the peg and hole increased. 
(v) Assembly was essentially independent of the direction of the 
exciting force rotation. 
Finally the limited work of this chapter appears to indicate that 
an assembly method based on single point rotation is feasible. 
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PART TWO 
VIBRATORY POSITION 
SENSING 
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CHAPTER 9 
VIBRATORY POSITION SENSING 
The relative motion of contacting misaligned components, under 
cyclic excitation, is related to their mode of contact and may be used 
to provide a feedback signal for manipulator control. 
In this chapter the motion of a spring-constrained peg under 
excitation in different contact modes is studied, and two strategies are 
developed, by which the monitored movements give an approximation to the 
rotational and translational misalignments of the peg. Finally a test 
rig is used to demonstrate the feasibility of the basic sensing method. 
9.1 VIBRATORY ASSEMBLY DEVICE WITH MOTION SENSING 
The physical system referred to in this chapter, Fig. 9.1, is 
similar to that described in Sec. 4.2. 
Generally the significant misalignments, both rotational and 
translational, may be described in terms of the manipulator centred XY 
axes, and it is assumed that the movement of the pegs centre of mass is 
able to be monitored in these axes. In practice the movement may be 
detected using strain gauges or accelerometers. 
9.2 SINGLE POINT CONTACT WITH NO SLIDING 
Single point contact, Fig. 9.2, is possible between the peg-edge 
and hole edge or hole plane. In either case the approach of Sec. 4.3 is 
applicable, and we will first direct our attention to the case of symmetrical 
rotational constraint stiffnesses. The following two special cases will 
then be studied. 
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(i) The constraint stiffnesses about the transverse X-Y axes are 
low and rotations occur mainly about these axes. 
(ii) The vertical axis rotational constraint stiffness is low and 
rotation occurs about this axis. 
9.2.1 Symmetrical Constraint Stiffnesses 
From Sec. 4.3 we see that the movement of the peg shown again in 
Fig. 9.2 is described by 
e 
X 
e y 
e 
z 
-2Fh cos(wt-a) 
2 K-I w 
X 
-F(rsinS + 2hcosS) sin(wt-a) 
2 K-I w y 
-F(rcosS - 2hsinS) sirt(wt-a) 
2 K-I w 
z 
(9 .1) 
(9. 2) 
(9. 3) 
The overall movement may be thought of as the combination of two rotations 
e and e where 
X p 
e e + e 
-p -y -z 
With reference to Fig. 9.3 the movement of Min the XY plane is 
approximately described as 
X 
y 
h8 cosa 
X 
V(r 2 + h 2 )siny8 cosa - h8 sina p X 
where y = ~ - s - e - tan-l ~ 
1 r 
(9. 4) 
(9. 5) 
or more simply, M the mass centre describes an ellipse whose axes are 
aligned with the x y coordinate system, Fig. 9.4. It can be seen that 
by oscillating the system near the resonance frequency of 8 , the major 
X 
axis of the resulting elongated elliptical locus will lie along the y axis. 
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K K 
FIG. 9. 3 SINGLE POINT CONTACT SYMMETRICAL CONSTRAINT 
STIFFNESS. 
X 
peg 
locus of M {magnified) 
y 
( Projection of y 
on XY plane, 
in symmetrical 
constraint case. ) 
FIG 9. 4 · LOCUS OF M SYMMETRICAL OR LOW TRANSVERSE 
CONSTRAINT STIFFNESSES. 
Similarly an increase in the amplitude of e , due to exciting either 
p 
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e or e , will cause the major axis to become aligned with the x axis. y z 
Referring again to Fig. 9.4 it is apparent, that given this locus inform-
ation, the contact point lies either at Cor C*. 
9.2.2 Low Transverse Constraint Stiffnesses 
If the rotational stiffness about the vertical axis is high we may 
treat the system as having two degrees of freedom, movement only occurring 
about the two transverse principal axes x, y passing through the contact 
point, Fig. 9.5. 
The steady state solution for small movements about these axes are 
and so 
e 
X 
e y 
X 
y 
-2Fh cos (a-(ut) 
2 K -I w 
X X 
2Fh sin(a-wt) 
2 K -I w y y 
he sina - he cosa y X 
he cosa y he sina X 
(9. 6) 
(9. 7) 
(9. 8) 
(9.9) 
The movement of M in the XY plane again is approximately described 
by an ellipse, with its major axis aligned with either x or y axes depending 
upon the relative amplitude of e and e . 
X y The contact point again there-
fore exists at either Cor C*, Fig. 9.4. 
9.2.3 Low Vertical Constraint Stiffness 
The existence of high transverse stiffnesses allows the peg to be 
treated as a single degree of freedom system. 
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The system depicted in Fig. 9.6 rotates about the vertical z axis 
according to the equation 
8 
z 
-Fr cos (QJt-a) 
2 K -I W 
z z 
and the motion of M in the XY system is approximately described by 
X 
y 
r8 sino: 
z 
-re coso: 
z 
(9 .10) 
(9. 11) 
(9 .12) 
The locus of M lies on the line segment shown in Fig. 9.7, and as 
previously, contact occurs at either Cor C*. 
9.3 SINGLE POINT CONTACT WITH SLIDING 
In practice the initial angular misalignments existing between the 
peg and hole are small. It was shown in Chapter 3, that the contact 
normals for both peg edge-hole edge and peg edge-hole plane contacts lie 
almost parallel to the peg vertical axis. Hence the friction force acting 
on the peg, in sliding contact, is virtually independent of the direction 
of movement. The expected locus of the peg under these symmetrical condit-
ions is circular, and offers no useful directional information. 
9.4 DOUBLE POINT CONTACT WITH NO SLIDING 
In the event of double point contact with no sliding, the peg 
rotates about the contact point chord as described previously, in Sec. 4.5. 
The movement of M is defined by 
X 
y 
h8 , sino: y 
h8 ' coso: y 
(9.13) 
( 9. 14) 
Kx Ky 
X y 
FIG. 9.5 LOW TRANSVERSE CONSTRAINT STIFFNESSES 
Kz 
z 
y 
FIG. 9.6 LOW VERTICAL 1CONSTRAINT STIFFNESS 
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i.e. M moves on the line segment appearing in Fig. 9.8. The direction 
of the contact point chord is able to be found from the movement locus, 
and therefore the axis on which the hole centre lies may be found. 
9.5 DOUBLE POINT CONTACT WITH SLIDING 
The previous argument applied to the case of single point contact 
applies here also. The contact normals are again almost parallel to the 
peg vertical axis, so movement is possible with equal ease in all directions, 
resulting in a circular locus. 
9.6 TRIPLE POINT CONTACT 
If the peg contacts the hole edges and hole plane, movement can 
obviously only occur under sliding conditions. 
9.7 SUMMARY, PEG MOVEMENT UNDER VARIOUS CONTACT CONDITIONS 
The results of the preceding sections may be summarized into the 
following conclusions. 
(i) In the single point contact non-sliding case, the locus of 
both a symmetric and non-symmetric elastically supported peg yields inform-
ation locating the diameter on which the contact point lies. 
(ii) Non-sliding double point contact provides us with the direction 
of the axis on which the hole centre lies. 
(iii) As mentioned previously the behaviour of the system under 
sliding contact yields no information useful for position sensing. 
The use of low stiffnesses about the transverse axes of the peg 
has several advantages. 
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peg 
locus of M (magnified ) 
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FIG. 9. 7 LOCUS OF M LOW VERTICAL CONSTRAINT STIFFNESS. 
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X 
locus of M 
(magnified) 
FIG. 9. 8 LOCUS OF M DOUBLE POINT CONTACT. 
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(i) The motion loci of different modes are clearly identifiable 
under non-sliding conditions, i.e. 
(a) single point contact gives an elliptical locus, 
(b) double point contact gives a straight line segment, 
(c) triple point contact gives no movement. 
(ii) Sufficient flexibility exists to allow two point contact 
rotation. 
(iii) As initial contact invariably occurs at the peg edge, a low 
transverse rotational stiffness provides a safeguard against damage by 
manipulator movements during assembly. 
9.7.1 Assembly Strategies Based on Vibration Loci 
The characteristic movements of the peg, supported in low transverse 
stiffness constraints, may be used in strategies for determining the mis-
alignment of the peg with respect to the hole. 
outlined in the following sections. 
9.8 SINGLE POINT CONTACT ASSEMBLY STRATEGY 
Two such strategies are 
By applying a small wobble to the peg it is possible to determine, 
approximately, the position of the single contact point, the angular mis-
alignment of the peg, and whether the peg edge contacts the hole edge or 
hole plane. If the two peg edge-hole edge contacts, possible for a given 
translational misalignment, can be .found the translational misalignment 
may be deduced. 
9,8.1 Single Point, Peg Edge-Hole Plane Contact 
The angular misalignment of the peg may be expressed approximately 
in terms of small rotations e~h' eYh about the hole centred coordinate 
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system, Fig. 9.9; Xh and Yh both lie in the hole plane. For small mis-
alignments the perpendicular distance to the hole plane from any point on 
the peg edge, defined by a, is 
and at the lowest point where contact if it exists will occur 
i.e. 
Clh 
Cla 
tan a 
0 
Obviously for small misalignments, the small angles 8Xh 8Yh 
(9 .15) 
(9 .16) 
(9.17) 
approximate the similar angles taken with respect to the manipulator 
centred XY system. 
The angular position of the contact point may be obtained from 
measurements of the movement locus as outlined in Sec. 9.2.2. Small 
rotations 1::,8. /::,8 are applied about the X, Y axes, Fig. 9.10, and a new 
X y 
1 
value a obtained. We now will designate the new angular position by 
Differentiating Equation 9.17 we get 
3a 8Y (9 .18) 
38 82 2 X + 8Y X 
and 
3a 8 X (9.19) 
38y 2 2 8 + 8Y X 
Using the mean value theorem 
M 
!:,a 
-(8 - _y) 
y 2 
kl M zse 2 l'l8 2 
X (8 - _:y_) + (8 - ___x) (9.20) y 2 X 2 
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FIG. 9.9 PEG EDGE HOLE PLANE CONTACT 
/ 
{'h new contact point 
-~Yh 
old contact 
point 
FIG 9.10 EFFECT OF SMALL ROTATION INCREMENTS ('WOBBLE') 
ON CONTACT POINT 
where L'la 
(S _ L'l8x) 
X 2 
M 
X 
+ (8 
X 
- -2-) 
l 
-1 (tana - tana ) tan 
l l + tanatana 
l 
a-a 
Recalling Equation 9.17 for the final peg position i.e. 
l 
tan a 
and eliminating 8x 8y in turn from Equations 9.20, 9.21 
8 
X 
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(9. 21) 
(9. 22) 
(9. 23) 
From geometric considerations, Fig. 9.11 the true contact point 
position may be found, 
if 8 
>. 
1f 1f y 0 then - -~ a< -,. . 2 2 
Ely < 0 then 
1f < a< 3 
2 2 
9.8.2 Single Point, Peg Edge-Hole Edge Contact 
When contact between peg and hole edges occurs, the condition 
()h 
a a 0 (9. 24) 
does not generally hold at the contact point and clearly a small wobble 
rotation will not cause movement of the contact point, i.e. variation of a, 
till the minimum point moves out of the hole area onto the plane, as shown 
in Fig. 9.12. This fact may therefore be used to determine the type of 
single point contact, namely, peg edge - hole edge or peg edge - hole plane. 
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X 
FIG. 9.11 DETERMINING TRUE CONTACT POINT 
peg 
hole 
hole plane contact 
contact X 
' 
FIG. 9.12 PEG EDGE-HOLE PLANE CONTACT 
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If both possible peg edge- hole edge contacmare found, Fig. 9.13, 
the coordinates of the hole centre are approximately given by 
X 
al - a2 al + a2 
2r cos( 2 )cos( 2 ) (9.25) 
a - a a + a2 
2r cos ( 1 2) . ( 1 2 Sln 2 ) y (9. 26) 
9.8.3 Single Point Assembly Algorithm 
The methods described in the above subsections form the basis of 
the algorithm shown in Fig. 9.14. Essentially the technique consists of 
identifying the two edge-edge contact points, by applying small successive 
rotations about the axis passing through the contact point, and checking 
whether contact point movement occurs. 
Estimates of the angular misalignment are obtained at each step, 
and the translational misalignment is determined approximately from the 
position of the two contact points. 
9.9 DOUBLE POINT CONTACT ASSEMBLY STRATEGY 
If double point contact exists the approximate angular and trans-
lational misalignments may be obtained by applying a small wobble rotation 
to the peg. 
9.9.1 Double Point, Peg Edge-Hole Edge Contact 
The line on which the hole centre lies is able to be found from the 
resulting locus of movement of the peg, refer Sec. 9.4. If the peg is 
subjected to a small rotation 8.8 about this axis, Fig. 9.15, bhe double 
point contact is destroyed contact now occurring at C. The position of 
I 
-+-
1 
FIG. 9.13 COORDINATES OF HOLE CENTRE 
IN XY SYSTEM. 
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Apply small rotation 
about diametral axis 
through contact point 
i.e. "wobble." 
no 
Wobble about 
diametral axis 
through contact 
point 
yes 
yes 
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Determine contact 
point and estimate 
angular misalign-
ment if previous 
movement has 
occurred. 
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translational 
and 
angular 
misalignment 
Work out 
position of 
2nd edge edge 
contact 
FIG. 9.14 SINGLE POINT CONTACT ALGORITHM 
X +V~ ~ 
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y 
FIG 9.15 TRANSITION FROM SINGLE TO DOUBLE POINT CONTACT 
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the contact point C may be found from the resulting locus of the peg and 
using the condition 
0 .:S s $ 'IT when M ? 0 
when M ~ 0 
The position of the hole centre is then simply 
X 2r cosScosa (9.27) 
y 2r cosSsina (9. 28) 
If wobble rotation about the ~8 axis is continued till the contact 
point shifts from peg edge-hole edge to peg edge-hole plane contact the 
angular misalignments can be found. 
8 
i.e. tan(S-a) = - x 
8Y 
and 
so combining 
8 
X (cosa + cot(S-a)sina) 
-M 
(cosacot(S-a) + sina) 
9.9.2 Double Point Assembly Algorithm 
(9.29) 
(9. 30) 
The above methods are used in the algorithm shown in Fig. 9.16. 
9.10 EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF VIBRATORY MOTION FEEDBACK 
The elastically constrained peg-hole system shown in Plates 9.1 and 
9.2 was used to qualitatively demonstrate the possibility of using vibratory 
movements as a feedback signal. 
Apply small rotation 
about diametral axis 
perpendicular to 
contact chord. 
Yes 
Estimate 
translational 
misalignment 
Wobble about 
original 
diametral axis 
Yes 
Estimate 
angular 
misalignment 
FIG. 9.16 DOUBLE POINT ASSEMBLY ALGORITHM. 
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PLATE 9.2 
CLOSE-UP OF PEG 
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PLATE 9.1 
PEG-HOLE VIBRATORY 
SENSING TEST RIG 
PLATE 9 . 3 
PLAGE 9 . 4 
SINGLE POINT CONTACT 
lst Resonant Frequency 
43 Hz 
SINGLE POINT CONTACT 
Intermediate Stage 
69 Hz 
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PLATE 9.5 
PLATE 9.6 
SINGLE POINT CONTACT 
2nd Resonant Frequency 
86 Hz 
DOUBLE POINT CONTACT 
71 Hz 
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PLAGE 9 . 7 SLIDING CONTACT 
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9.10.1 Test Rig 
The peg consisting of a nylon spool with attached steel discs is 
fastened to a flexible steel rod. The exciting force is provided by an 
out of balance, air driven, Hero's turbine running on a~" nylon bush 
coaxial with the peg and support shaft. Frequencies of approximately 
100 Hz were attained with this setup. The peg was held in contact with 
the hole plate so the desired contact modes could be obtained for test 
purposes. 
Bruel and Kjaer Type 4344 miniature accelerometers were fastened 
to the nylon spool as shown and the resulting signals were amplified and 
integrated to provide a displacement output. The two outputs were plotted 
on an XY oscilloscope so giving the approximate locus of the peg in the 
XY plane. 
9.10.2 Experimental Work 
The peg and hole were positioned so as to give the three contact 
modes and the resulting movement loci, shown in Plates 9.3- 9.7, were 
obtained. 
Plates 9.3 to 9.5 show the locus of the peg in non-sliding single 
point contact. Plate 9.3 illustrates the locus of the peg at the first 
resonant frequency and Plate 9.5 shows the second resonant frequency. 
The shapes of the movement loci agree well with the elliptical paths 
predicted for this type of contact, Sec's 9.2.1, 9.2.2. 
Plate 9.6 shows the movement of the peg in two point, non-sliding 
contact. Again the line segment obtained agrees well with the predicted 
result, Sec. 9.4. 
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Finally Plate 9.7 shows the peg locus under sliding conditions. 
The circular locus corresponds to the behaviour suggested in Sec's 9.3, 
9.5. 
9.11 SUMMARY 
The limited theoretical and experimental study of vibratory sensing 
described in this chapter indicates that the method has some potential at 
least in the general case of a peg and hole. 
In contrast to many other tactile sensing techniques, vibratory 
sensing is quick; small displacements and high frequencies mean rapid inform-
ation transfer and allow the possiblity of numerical filtering. 
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PART THREE 
TWIN FORCE SENSOR 
POSITION SENSING 
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CHAPTER 10 
TWIN FORCE-SENSOR POSITION SENSING 
The assembly task may be regarded as a problem of determining the 
relative orientations and displacements of the components involved. 
If the contact forces generated during assembly are sensed in the local 
coordinate system of each component, the spatial relationship between the 
components may be found. In this chapter a method of position sensing 
based on this approach is described. 
10.1 TWIN FORCE SENSOR POSITION SENSING 
Fig. 10.1 shows two objects and their associated coordinate systems 
prior to assembly. We wish to determine the relationship between the two 
coordinate systems, so that rotational and translational misalignments may 
be eliminated. 
If contact between the objects occurs the resulting equal and 
opposite contact force is manifested as direct force and moment components 
at the OA and Ob coordinate systems. We assume that these components may 
be sensed, and denote them as the column vectors. 
The object B is now rotated and translated by a known amount to a 
second contact position as shown in Fig. 10.2, the relationship between 
the Ob and OB coordinate systems being given as 
The second set of contact force and moment components are now found. 
These are 
(10.1) 
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Object B 
Object A 
FIG. 10.1 TWO OBJECTS PRIOR TO ASSEMBLY 
3 
FA21 
FIG. 10.2 TWO POSITIONS OF OBJECT B 
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The relationship between the two objects may now be found using the 
force and moment information. Using the form of Equation 10.1, the 
rotational relationship between the OA and OB coordinate systems is 
[RAB) 
and the translation is 
10.2 DETERMINATION OF ROTATION TENSOR 
The rotation tensor [ RAB] may be found by the application of 
Rodrigues' formula as outlined by Bisshop [4 7] . 
Firstly the vector {Fb] may be described as vector [Fb1 ] in the 
[ OB]system by the transformation 
(10.2) 
It is convenient to define the vectors 
( F A2) 
Then we may write 
( 10. 3) 
and 
(10.4) 
which is Rodrigues' formula, where W is defined as 
w 
r: e [ k: tan 2 (10.5) 
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A ~ v are three parameters describing the orientation of the OB coordinate 
system with respect to the OA system. The OA system can be aligned with 
the OB system by performing a rotation 8 about an axis with direction 
cosines k 1 m with respect to the OA system. 
Manipulation of Equations 10.3 and 10.4 gives the result 
w 
from which the rotation tensor[RAB]may be obtained [48], 
i.e. 
where 
10.3 
2 2 2 1 + ~(A -~ -v ) 
2 2 2 1 + ~(A +~ +v ) 
1 + 
2 2 2 ~ (-A +~ -v ) 
2 2 2 1+~(-A -~ +v ) 
DETERMINATION OF TRANSLATION VECTOR 
(10.6) 
Taking moments of the contact forces about axes parallel to the OA 
axes but passing through the point OB, see Fig. 10.2, the following 
equations are obtained. 
X 
M' 
1 
These are of the same form as Equations 10.3 and 10.4, and therefore 
( 10. 8) 
(10.9) 
(10.10) 
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10.4 ERROR ANALYSIS 
Essential to the above method of position sensing is the determination 
of the two lines of action of the contact forces in space, on the basis of 
the force and moment measurements. The effect of errors in these measure-
ments will now be studied. 
Force [Fj and moment [M] components are measured by sensors as shown 
in Fig.l0.3. The equation of the line of action of the force may be 
written as 
1 
F 3 (M2 - F 1 x3) (10.11) 
1 
+ F3 (Ml + F2x3) (10.12) 
The absolute errors in the measurement of [F] and [M] are [8F] and [oM] so 
the maximum error in the value of x. is 
l 
ox. 
l 
ox. 
l 
oF. oF j 
J 
ox. 
l 
oM. 
J 
oM. 
J 
Applying Equation 10.13 to Equations 10.11 and 10.12 
X M2 - Flx3 -oM 
---1. oF + oF 3 + 
~ 
F 3 1 F 2 F3 3 
X - (M + F2x3) oM1 
---1. oF 1 + oF 3 + F 3 1 2 F3 F3 
(10.13) 
The force's line of action may therefore lie anywhere within the volume 
shown in Fig. 10.4. The calculated rotation tensor and translation vector 
are dependent upon two such contact force measurements. Fig. 10.5a shows 
the error envelopes of two lines of force in the x 1 x 3 plane. The error 
in the calculated position may then be thought of as the possible movement 
of the rigidly connected lines of force within the error envelopes. 
Qualitatively it may be seen that, 
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FIG. 10.3 LINE OF ACTION OF FORCE 
3 
I 
FIG.10.4 ERROR VOLUME OF LINE OF ACTION. 
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FIG.10.5 
(a) 
HIGH TRANSLATIONAL 
ERROR 
(b) 
HIGH ROTATIONAL 
ERROR 
(c) 
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(i) High errors in translational positioning will exist when 
the measured lines of action approach parallelism, Fig. 10.5b. 
(ii) High rotational errors will exist when the constrictions in 
the constraint envelopes are both positioned close to the point where the 
lines have a minimum perpendicular distance between them as shown in Fig. 
10.5c. 
The general effect of the force sensor accuracy on the positioning 
accuracy may be demonstrated as follows, assuming 
F. = O(F), M. = O(M), x. = O(x) 
l l l 
and 
F. x, 0 (M) 
l J 
where 
0 denotes "of the order of" then Equation 10.13 gives the result 
OX 
X 
= o(o;) = o(o:) (10.14) 
x's value approximates the length of the moment arm of the contact force, 
and ox approximates the tolerances involved in fitting. Therefore Equation 
10.14 gives the order of the resolution required from the force and moment 
sensors. 
10.5 SUMMARY 
Twin force sensor position-sensing is an accurate and deterministic 
method by which the relative position of two coordinate systems may be 
found. In assembly applications the coordinate systems are associated 
with the components undergoing assembly. 
The potential of the method however extends beyond assembly, in that 
it allows flexible handling systems such as robots to be referenced 
spatially to their environment. Three examples where force sensor position-
ing could prove useful are shown in Fig. 10.6. 
robot 
sensors 
work 
station 
ACCURATE PLACING OF WORK ON WORK STATION. 
force 
robot robot 
ACCURATE INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO ROBOTS. 
robot 
sensors 
LOADING MAGAZINES 
magaztne 
loading 
station 
FIG.10.6 APPLICATIONS OF FORCE SENSOR POSITIONING. 
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PART FOUR 
SIX DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
FORCE/DISPLACEMENT SENSOR 
CHAPTER 11 
SIX DEGREE OF FREEDOM 
FORCE/DISPLACEMENT SENSOR 
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In this chapter the design and calibration of a 6 d.o.f. force/ 
displacement sensor is outlined. The strain-gauge based sensor is 
capable of providing either displacement feedback for the vibratory sensing 
technique described in Chapter 9, or force feedback for the twin force 
sensor positioning method described in Chapter 10. 
11.1 FORCE AND DISPLACEMENT SENSOR DESIGN 
The methods described in Chapters 9 and 10 rely on either force or 
small displacement feedback. These demands suggest the possibility of a 
combination force/displacement transducer capable of measuring general 
forces and displacements. 
The usual method of force sensing involves the measurement, generally 
by strain gauge, of deformations induced in the members of the force sensor 
structure, the structure being so designed that the effects of individual 
forces are decoupled and then measured by the transducers. This approach 
has been widely used in the design of machine tool dynamometers [49] , 
friction test rigs [so], and wind tunnel balances. 
The demands of assembly work, however, cannot be easily met by the 
traditional force sensor. Firstly, the deflections under load are generally 
of the same order of magnitude as the tolerances, thus introducing further 
errors into the placement task. Secondly, a complex mechanical structure 
is required to decouple the forces in a 6 d.o.f. sensor. 
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The sensing of small displacements may be performed by piezo-
electric accelerometers, electromagnetic transducers or strain gauges, 
the latter two only being capable of static measurements. Again, the 
sensing of general displacements, i.e. 6 d.o.f., is made difficult by 
problems of cross coupling. 
The interfacing of the proposed sensor with a computer has solved 
these problems by allowing the application of numerical techniques to the 
strain information. 
The force and moment components, ~F, relative to a given coordinate 
system, may be extracted from the strain measurements by a transformation 
of the form 
(ll.l) 
i.e. each direct force or moment component ~F is expressed as a polynomial 
of order n in~~ (the strain increments). [ Si] are the matrices of 
coefficients.* 
Similarly the general displacements of the sensor ~d, may be found 
by the transformation 
(11.2) 
* This approach has also been used by Watson and Drake at the Stark 
Draper Laboratories [s1] in the design of a 6 d. o. f. force sensor for 
robotic applications. 
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11.2 FINAL SENSOR DESIGN 
The final design of the sensor is shown in Fig. 11.1 and Plates 
11.1 and 11. 2. The datum and carrier blocks, both machined to fine 
tolerances of squareness and parallelism, are linked by a notched bridge. 
Loads applied to the carrier block induce relatively high strains 
at the roots of the notches. These strains are measured using six 500~ 
Kyowa temperature-compensated, foil strain gauges arranged in push-pull 
pairs. Each series - connected pair forms one arm of an initially 
balanced bridge. The small voltage signals, proportional to the strain, 
are amplified using Datel Instrumentation amplifiers with a gain of a 
1000 X and passed to a DAS.l6 10 bit data-acquisition system. The 
resulting 10 bit digital signal is then passed via a remote terminal to 
the HP2100 computer for processing. 
Fig. 11.2. 
11.3 SENSOR COORDINATE SYSTEM 
The complete system is shown in 
The coordinate system associated with the sensor, in which the 
force and moment components as well as the displacements are described, is 
shown in Fig. 11.3. The rectangular coordinate axes x 1 x 2 x 3 are aligned 
along the intersections of the three faces of the datum block. The 
position of the carrier block is defined with respect to the 00 system by 
the vector d 
xl 
x2 
[ d] x3 (11. 3) 
A 
]1 
\) 
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FIG. 11.1 FORCE-DISPLACEMENT SENSOR DESIGN 
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FIG. 11.2 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SENSOR SYSTEM 
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where x1 x2 x3 define the origin of the OC system, and A ~ v are three 
parameters describing the orientation of the OC system with respect to 
the 00 system. These rotation parameters are defined in Sec. 7.2, and 
for small values approximate rotations about the 00 axes [4s]. 
11.4 DISPLACEMENT - STRAIN TRANSFORMATION 
Small displacements from the equilibrium position due to loading 
may be approximated by the following second order polynomial equations. 
L'IXl L: -1 
L:e 
1 ( L: -1 
L:e)2 
1 
L'IX2 L: -2 
L:e 
2 (L: -2 
L:e)2 
1 
L'IX3 L: - L:e ( L: - L:e)2 (11.4) 
r 1 TJ 
3 3 
+ [ 2T) 3 3 
i'IA L: - L:e (L: - L:e)2 4 4 4 4 
6~ L: -5 
L:e 
5 (L: -5 
L:e)2 
5 
L'lv L: -
6 
L:e 
6 
(L: -
6 
L:e)2 
6 
i.e. 
[ L'ld] ( 1 T) [ L'IL:] + [ 2T J [ L'IL:2 ] 
or [ L'ld] [ 1 T: 2T l [ ~e-j ( T ) [ L'IL: ) 
L'IL:2 
The elements of 1T and 2T are best found by experimental calibration. 
The calibration procedure involves applying general but known displacements 
to the carrier block, to produce strains which are measured. Equation 11. 4 
then yields 6 linear equations with the elements of[1T]and[ 2T] as unknowns, 
and the experimental strain increments as their coefficients. Performing 
12 tests therefore allows us to write 72 equations. 
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( 11. 5) 
from which the unknown elements of T may be obtained, 
i.e. 
., 
The displacements were measured using a method suggested by 
McEntire [s2] and revised by McCallion and Pham [s2]. The method is 
described below. 
The datum block is set in the equilibrium position, with the x3 
axis vertical, and three pairs of dial gauges, aligned parallel with the 
OP axes as shown in Fig. 11.4, measure the coordinates of points G11 -
G33 , on the x 2x 3 , x 3x 1 , x1x 2 planes, with respect to the translated coord-
inate system o1 n· 
1 
The coordinates of G11 may be written as (x11 - D, 0) 
1 
where x11 is obtained from the adjusted dial gauge reading and D is 
constant. The coordinates of the other five points may be similarly 
specified. 
By substituting these results into the equations of the three 
orthogonal planes forming the OC coordinate system, McEntir.e has obtained 
the rotation matrix [R J relating the coordinate systems. 
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datu~x2 
carrier 
FIG. 11.3 SENSOR COORDINATE SYSTEM 
FIG.11.4 DIAL GAUGE ARRANGEMENT 
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I( 1 2) i.e. Rll 2 1 + D + u 
Rl2 ERll 
Rl3 URll 
R21 VR22 
R22 I( 1 2) F2 1 + + v 
R23 FR22 
R3l GR33 
R32 WR33 
I( 1 2) R33 G2 1 + + w 
and 
x12 -xll 
G 
x32 - x3l FG-E (F2 +l) E 2D v 2D EFG + 1 
F 
x22 - x21 
u EF-G (E
2 
+l) 
w 
GE-F (G2 +1) 
2D EFG + 1 EFG + l 
The parameters A ~ v may be obtained from the diagonal elements of [R] 
A l [ k 2 e 1 ~ tan -2 v m 
where 
-1 [Ru + R22 + R - l] 
e 
33 
cos 
2 
k 
R32 - R23 
2 sine 
1 
Rl3 - R3l 
2 sine 
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m 
The position of point 0 with respect to o1 is given by 
c D 
1 1 
xl Rll xll + Rl2 D 
1 [R] 1 x2 R22 x21 + R23 D 
1 1 
x3 R33 x31 + R31 D 
The displacements [11d] may therefore be obtained from the dial gauge readings. 
11.5 FORCE-STRAIN TRANSFORMATION 
For small strains, on the basis of a linearity test carried out and 
described in Appendix 2, it is assumed that 
11Fl L: -1 
L:e 
1 
L1F2 L:2 - L:e 2 
11F3 [ls] L: L:e [ls] (11EJ ( 11. 6) 3 3 
11Ml L:4 - L:e 4 
11M2 L: -5 
L:e 
5 
11M3 L: -6 
L:e 
6 
Again the elements of[ 1s]are best found experimentally. In this section 
only the elements of the first three rows of [1~, those relating the strains 
to the direct force components, will be determined. 
Two sensors are aligned as shown in Fig. 11.5 in the equilibrium 
position with their datum block coordinate systems parallel. If contact 
occurs between the carrier blocks and no external forces act, then the 
components of the contact force in each system may be equated 
force 
datum~ 
FIG.11.5 REACTING SENSORS TO OBTAIN STRAIN 
MEASUREMENTS. 
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+ (11.7) 
A B 
Substituting from Equation 11.6 we may rewrite Equation 11.7 in 
terms of the unknown transformation matrix elements of sensors A and B, 
and the measured. strain increments ~~A ~rk. Each test allows us to 
write 3 equations and performing a total of 11 tests allows us to write 
33 homogenous equations for the 36 unknown coefficients,[ 1s 11Jto[ 1s 33]in 
the A and B matrices. In order to convert the equations to a non-homo-
genous system the final three equations are obtained by applying a dead 
weight to sensor A as shown in Fig. 11.5. The set of 36 equations is 
solved to give the elements of the first three rows of the [ 1s]A [1s)B 
matrices. 
i.e. 
1 s11 0 
1 s33 
[~r]-1 0 (11.8) 
exp • I ~ 
s33 
Mg 
1 ~ 
Mg 
11.6 MOMENT-STRAIN TRANSFORMATION 
The remaining elements of the [ 1s] transformation matrices were 
found by applying a series of known moments to each sensor and solving 
the resulting linear equations. 
In practice, although the application of direct forces may be 
achieved without difficulty by weights, the application of a calibrating 
x, 
x, 
D ~--~~----~------~x2 
x2 
__ !. 
I D 
--r 
x3 
x, 
x2 
FIG.11.6 DEAD WEIGHT CALIBRATION OF SENSOR 
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moment is difficult. The determination of the moment arm of the applied 
force is the key to the problem; in practical cases this dimension must 
be known to an accuracy of .01 mm. The usual methods of applying moments 
by means of weights on arms or pulley systems are of insufficient accuracy 
[sl]and the following method is proposed. 
Several fine indentations, P., are made on the carrier block, their 
l 
position relative to the carrier block coordinate system being measured 
using a toolmakers microscope. The position of these points relative to 
the 00 system, Pi' may therefore be found using the transformation 
[P.j 
l 
[P. J + [x] 
l 
where the rotation tensor [R] and vector [x] may be expressed in terms of 
the strain increments[~~]corresponding to a particular loading. 
A load is then applied through the indentation as shown in Fig. 11.7, 
and the resulting strain increments measured. The position of the point 
P. under the load may be determined from Equation 11.4 and the magnitude 
l 
and direction of the applied force ~F. may be found from Equation 11.6, 
J 
using the transformation matrix elements lsll - ls33 already obtained. 
The applied moment therefore is 
P. x F. 
l ___], 
M. 
_]_ 
(11. 9) 
Eighteen such tests are carried out to provide equations which may 
be solved to give the unknown elements 
[ ~~J -1 
exp 
(11.10) 
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x, 
FlG.11. 7 APPLICATION OF MOMENT 
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11.7 SUMMARY 
The force/displacement sensor described in this section avoids 
many of the problems associated with more conventional sensors such as 
deflection, cross-coupling, and inaccurate moment calibration. 
testing is still required to prove its worth however. 
Actual 
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CHAPTER 12 
SUMMARY OF WORK 
In this concluding chapter the initial goals of the research work 
and the main conclusions are reiterated, finally some guidelines as to 
future work are provided. 
12.1 SUMMARY OF WORK 
The aim of the research carried out was the development of techniques 
which would permit the use of industrial robots in assembly tasks. 
In Chapter 3 it was suggested, on the basis of published work, that 
the assembly problem could well be generalized into the problem of fitting 
a peg into a hole. This restatement of the assembly task allowed a more 
rigorous definition of its various stages to be made. The second stage, 
in which the peg is moved from initial edge - edge contact with the hole 
to the position where its lower edge lies entirely within the projected 
hole cylinder, was chosen as an area for study. The remainder of the 
work was directed toward the resolution of this closely defined problem. 
In Part 1 vibratory assembly was studied. Initially an analytical 
approach was taken, this involving the study of a variety of highly 
simplified situations. The main conclusions of this chapter of work were 
that: 
(i) For all but excessively misaligned cases two point contact 
between the peg and hole edges affords the most predictable behaviour, 
sliding occurring toward the hole under a variety of constraint stiffnesses 
and exciting forces. 
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(ii) Single point contact between the peg and hole edges does 
not necessarily lead to assembly and intermittent contact at two single 
contact points can cause the peg to walk out of the hole. 
(iii) Peg edge - hole plane contacts appear to have little effect 
on the translational misalignment of the peg. 
These conclusions were translated into the following design 
features of an experimental assembly rig: 
(i) The rig was designed to operate in the two point contact 
sliding mode, the required 11 tilt" being provided by a rotating moment. 
(ii) Single point contact was eliminated by embodying low transverse 
rotational stiffnesses which ensured the pegs weight would cause it to 
seat squarely on the hole plane. Single point peg edge - hole plane 
contacts were avoided by limiting the magnitude o£ the applied moment. 
(iii) Peg edge - hole plane contact around the peg edge, allowed 
by the low transverse rotational stiffnesses, was used as a "rest" mode 
during the cyclic assembly process. 
The simple theoretical model developed to describe the behaviour 
of the rig agreed reasonably well with the experimental results and the 
following conclusions emerged: 
(i) Increasing misalignment causes a marked increase in assembly 
time. 
(ii) Increasing the magnitude of the rotating moment decreases the 
assembly time. 
The complexity of the problem supported the adoption of a simil-
ation approach, and a model o£ a mechanically more realistic vibratory 
assembly system was developed. Two computer programs based on two 
different sets of' assumptions about contact conditions emerged, however 
subsequent testing showed only one o£ the approaches to be satisfactory. 
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The effects of variations in the stiffness and damping of the peg 
support coupling, the exciting force magnitude, and the contact force, 
on a typical system were found using the simulation program. 
The following trends emerged in both single and double point 
initial contact cases. 
(i) Assembly proceeded by a rotation about a single contact point, 
the second contact point in the double contact point case merely acting 
to retard the assembly. 
(ii) Increasing the stiffness and damping of the flexible coupling 
supporting the peg increased the speed of assembly. 
(iii) Increasing the magnitude of the rotating exciting force again 
caused the speed of assembly to increase. 
(iv) An increase in contact force caused an increase in assembly 
speed. 
(v) The assembly movement was relatively independent of the 
direction of rotation of the force. 
Part 1 therefore describes two reasonably useful methods of achiev-
ing the second assembly stage without the use of feedback. 
The major thrust of research into automated assembly at Canterbury 
however, has been aimed toward the development of "active" methods for 
assembly, i.e. those involving feedback. The initial work in this 
direction falls into either of the following two categories: 
(i) The invention and development of assembly algorithms operating 
on information. from displacement, force or tactile sensors. 
(ii) The creation of a general purpose facility, involving computer 
interfaced sensors and a computer driven 6 d.o.f. manipulator, to serve 
as a tool for testing the methods devised in (i) . 
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The work in the remainder of the thesis covered both these areas. 
In Parts 2 and 3 two assembly algorithms, based on displacement and force 
feedback respectively, are described. Part 4 deals with the construction 
and calibration of a combination 6 d.o.f. force/displacement sensor. 
Unfortunately the concurrent pursuit of paths (i) and (ii) above, 
within this thesis meant that the experimental verification of Parts 2 
and 3 could not be performed. 
The use of vibratory motion as a source of feedback was investigated 
in Part 2. It was found that the motion of the centre of mass of a 
spring constrained peg acted on by a rotating force could be used to 
determine the mode of contact existing between the peg and hole. The 
most useful case was that where relatively flexible rotational constraints 
exist. Under these circumstances the following relationships hold between 
the contact mode and the peg locus. 
(i) Single point contact - Elliptical locus with major or minor 
axis passing through the contact point. 
(ii) Two point contact - Straight line segment perpendicular to 
the contact chord. 
(iii) Three point contact - No movement. 
(vi) Sliding - Circular locus. 
These relationships were then combined to give two algorithms 
whereby an approximation to the Stage 2 misalignments could be obtained. 
Although the lack of hardware prevented these overall strategies 
from being developed and tested, preliminary experimentation employing 
double integrated accelerometer measurements gave encouraging results. 
These tests verified the above contact mode - locus relationships. 
Part 3 describes a method of position sensing based on contact 
force measurements made in the coordinate systems of both the peg and 
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the hole. An error analysis of this method indicated good positioning 
accuracies however as with Part 2 the method was unable to be tested. 
A combination force/displacement sensor was developed in response 
to the methods described in Parts 2 and 3. This system whose construction 
and calibration is set out in Part 4 ultimately will form part of the 
general purpose test rig described earlier. 
Here again the lack of interfacing with the computer meant that 
calibration could not be performed. Off-line testing however indicated 
the performance of the system to be satisfactory. 
12.2 FUTURE WORK 
Future work arising out of this thesis lies in the following areas: 
(i) The development of sophisticated hardware for "passive" 
assembly, based on the two-point-contact sliding, and single-point rotational 
assembly modes demonstrated in Part 1. 
(ii) The methods described in Parts 2 and 3 clearly demand experi-
mental work. The development of the "active" assembly test rig should 
firstly permit an evaluation of their feasibilities, and secondly allow 
development work in hardware and software if any potential exists. 
(iii) The force/displacement sensors require calibration and testing. 
Work in this area could possibly extend to the development of special 
purpose sensors such as wrist force sensors, platform sensors etc. 
Hopefully work along the lines suggested will result in the 
emergence of practical solutions to the assembly problem. 
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APPENDIX 1 
LISTING OF PROGRAM B 
Fortran 
for use on Burroughs 6700 
C*******************~****************************** C* * C * Pf<~G HOIJF: ASS~:MRLY * C* * C * 1' H T S P R Cl G k AM S H~ tJI~ A 1' E S THE: 8 E H A V J 0 U R fJ f * 
C * A N IN E:-DEGREE-Of'-~'REE:DOM PI': G .. HOJ .t..:: * C* ASSEMBLY SYSTEM. * 
C* * C************************************************** c 
c C************************************************** 
C* * C* NOTES * C* * C * 1 ) M AT F 1 X { NV E R S I Cl N SUB R 0 U T I N E " I NV~; R '1' 11 * 
C* MUST B~ PROVIDED. * 
Ct 2) OU'T'PlJT' SfJBHUIJ'riNE MUST BF PHflVlDED. * C* * C************************************************** c 
c COMMON AC1 ,AC2,AC3!AC4 1 AC5,AC6,AC7,ACB,AC9, 
1AD1,AD2,AH!AI,AI3,AI4, 
2. AK1 1 AK2,AK3,AK4fAK5,AKb,AK7.tAKR,AK9,AKC, 3AK2b,AK35,AK53,AK62rALf(3,3J, 
4AM 1 AMl,AMUSLtAMUST,ANRM(2,3),ARH,ARP, 5CY!:l,CY10,CY12,DIRT(2J,GRAV,H,HLS'T', 
6HUDE:, ND lM, NUC, NlliV!ODE NIJNUC, PERP ( 2 1 3), 7PRLL(213),PRMT(5),SLfDEC2l,SYH,SYJO,SY12, 
BTHINC,THOLD(2),XCC2,3), 
9Y~2,YE8,Y~10,YE14,YE16,Y~1R 
C () l'v11'1 0 N I D H IN U lVI 
DIM~NSlON Y(18),D~RY(18) 
c C R~AD DATA IN FR~E FORMAT 
c READI,AC1,AC2,AC3,AC4,AC5,AC6,AC7,~CR,AC9 
R~ADI,AD1,AD2,AH,AI,AI3,Al4 
REAI.li,AK1,AK2~AKJ,AK4!AK5,AK6,AK7,AK8,AK9,AKC 
READ/,AK26,AKJ5,AK53,AK62 
READI,AK1,AK2,AK3 1 AK4,AK5,AK6,AK7,AK8,AK9,AKC R ~AD I , A M , A M l , AM US iJ , AM US 1' , A R H , A H P , G R l\ V , H J 1 .S T 
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R r: A D I , M 0 D r~ , 1\J rJ M 0 D E~ , N D I M 
R8ADI,PRMT(1),PRMTC2l,PRMT(3),PRMT(4),PRMT(5) 
READI,THINC,THOLD{1),THOLDf2) 
READI,YE2,YE8,YE10,YE14,Y~16,YR18 
READ/,Y(1J 1 Y(2),t(3),Y(4l,Y(5),Y(6),Y(7)!Y(8),Y(9) 
READ I, Y ( 1 0) , Y ( ll ) , Y ( 1 2) , Y ( 1 3) , Y ( 14) , Y ( 15 J , Y ( 1. 6) , Y ( 1 7 ) , Y ( 1 8) 
RE .• ADI,DERY(1) 1 DERY(2),DERY(3),D8RY(4),pERY(5),DRRY(6),D8RY(7), 1 lYE: k Y ( I; ) , D E H Y ( ':1 ) 
c 
c 
c 
100 
101. 
102 
HEAD I r Dr~R Y ( 1 0) r DER Y ( 11 ) , D ERY ( 1 2) , D ERY ( 1 3) , l)E H Y ( 14) , D ~:RY ( l 5) , 
1DERY(I6),DERYli7),DERY(18) 
WRITE UU'J' DATA 
\.IJR l TE ( 6, 1 0 0) 
f:i'ClH MAT (" * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *-* * * * * * ******"I 1 II * *"I 
2 " * S Y S 'l' !'~ M P A R AM~= T E R S * " I 
3 " * *II I 
4 " ***************************"IIIII) WRITE(6,l011AD1,A02,AH 1 AI,Al3,AI4,AM,AM1, 1 AMUSL, A~1UST, ARil, AHP, GRAV 
F 0 R M AT ( 11 S Y S ·r E ~-1 D J ME N S J 0 N S r'l ASS f S AN I) I N E; R'f'J AS 11 I 
1 " *************************************1111 2 11 AD1=",r~14.4, 11 AD'2::::",El4,4," AH::",F:14.4, 
3 11 AI= 11 ,E14.4, 11 AT3="1E14.4," AI4=",E14.4, 
4 " AM=",F~14~4, 11 AtvJ1:::",F:14.4," AMUS[,:::",E~14.4, 
5 II AM ll s 'l' =" , ~: 1 4. 41 11 A R H =" , E 1 4. 4 , " A H p =" I ~: l 4 • 4 , 
6 II (~ H A v = II , f<~ 1 4 • 4 I I I ) 
WRITE(6,102)AK1,AK2 1 AK3LAK4rAK5,AK6,AK7,AKH,AK9, 1 AK26,AKJ5,A~53,AK62 
F'LJRMA'I' (" S Y STF~fV\ ST H'f'NES.Sr:s" I 
1 II ******************"II 2 ,, A K 1 = II E l 4 • 4 II A K '2 ;::; " E: 1 4 • 4 , II 
') II A .K 4- II , L' ~ 4 4 , " A f) <.:-" , L' 1 4 4 I" 
.:> .,_ f r, J • 1 r\ ::_1 - , r .. , _ • 
4 II AK7=",E:l4.4," AK8:::",F:14.4," 
5 II AK26= 11 ,F:14.4/" AK35=",E:t4.4," 
AK3:::: 11 ,F::l4.4, 
AK6:: 11 ,E:14.4, 
A K 9 = II , F~ .1 4 • 4 , 
AK53=",E~14.4, 
103 
104 
105 
106 
110 
6 II A K 6 2 ;;;; II , l'~ l 4 • 4 I II ) 
W R J 'l' ~~ ( 6 , 1 0 3 ) A C 1 , AC 2 , A C 3 , A C 4 , A C ~ , A C 6 , A C 7 , A C 8 , A C q 
fURMA'r (" S Y STE~~ DAMPING" I 
1 " *************."II 
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'? II AC1=",~~14.4," 
3 II AC4= 11 ,f'~14.4," 
4 " AC7= 11 ,E14.4," 
5 II/) 
WRIT~(6 104)(Y(I) 1=1,18) 
FORfvlAT(" INl'rTAL CONDITJClNS"I 
AC2::::",E14.4," 
AC5;:;",E:l4.41" 
A C 8 ::: " , E: t 4 • 4 , " 
l " ******************1111 2 " Y1=",E14.4 " Y2= 11 ,E14.4," 3 II Y4:::",El4.4:" Y5=",E14.4/" 
4 II y 7 ;;;; ,, , !<~ l 4 • 4 , II y H = " , t~ 1 4 • 4 , " 
~ " y 1 0= II, E 1 4. 41" y 11 =II , l•: 14. 4, II 
6 II 'i13=" ,E14,4 " Y14:::" ,E:1.4.4, II 
'7 . II Y16=",Et4.4:" Y17=",E14.4," 
~~~~~~?r.12~&l~~~~~3~y~hgf~~~~~X~l6,Y~1R 
1 " *********************1111 
AC 3:::" , F: 1 4. 4 , 
P.C6=" ,El4@4, 
AC9::::",fr:14.4, 
Y3=",E:14.4, 
Y6= 11 ,E14.4, 
Y9=",~:14.4, 
'1.12=" ,1:~14.4, 
Y .1 5:::; II r f<: 1 4 o 41 
y 1 8;:; II , fr: l 4 • 4 II I ) 
2 " y E 2 = 11 , E 1 4 • 4 , '' y E: A=" , F: .1 4 • 4. , " Y E 1 o =" , r: 1 4. 4 , 
3 . , . '' _ Y E \ 4 :::: " , E ,1 4 • q ': Y E 1 6 :::: " , E: 1, 4 • 4 I" , Y. E 1 8 ::: " . F: t 4 • 4 I I I ) WRlT~(6,10b)AKC,HLSf 1 MU6~rMDIM,NUMOD~,(P~M1(1),I:::1,~), 1 THINC,THOLD(1J,THOLD(2) 
~'URMA T (" PRfJGRM1 PAR AMr:'T'ERS" I 
l I! *************'*****"II 
2 " AKC::: 11 ,E14.4, 11 Hl,ST=",fr~14.4," 
3 11 N n I M:::: " , r: 1 4 • 4 , 11 N u M u or::::: " , r: 1 4 • 4/ " 
4 11 PRMT2=",!'.:14.4," PRM'r3= 11 ,E:14.4," 
5 "PRt/11'5=",~:14.4/" 'J'HINC:::",E14.4," 
fv'ifHH:=" , F; 1 4. 4, 
PRMT1;:;",E~14.4, 
PHMT4;;:;",E.~14.4, 
THCJJ·D 1::::", E. t 4. 4, 
6 " THOLD2:::",E14.4/II) 
CALL HPCG(YeDERY) 
WRITE(6,110J 
F'ORMA'r( II E:ND OF RIJN STOP- . II ) 
f'.~ N I) 
006:01FR:4 IS THE LOCATION 
006:~1¥A:O IS THE LOCATION 
006:01FB:2 IS THE LOCATION 
006:01FC:4 IS THE LOCATION 
006:01F~:O IS THE L00ATION 
006;01fV:2 IS THE l•OCATION 
006:0200:4 lS 'I'HF; lJUCATl!lN 
006:0202:0 IS THE LOCATlON 
006:0203:2 IS THE<: LOCATION 
006:0204:4 lS THE I1!JCATION 
006:0206:0 1_8-T'HE LCICATl(lN 
006:0207l~- 15 THE LOCATION 
0 0 6 : 0.2 OB : 4 IS T H r: L DC AT Hl N 
Mis-!020A:O IS THE I.~DCATION 
r'CJR fr:XCft~p·r ll.lN AI1 
~'OR EXCE:PTJ.ONAl, 
F'DR F~XCE:PTlONAL 
fOH E:XCr:PT l DN AI.. 
F'ClB EXCfr:PT J.CJNAF 
FOR E~X.C ~;PTI ONAI, 
F'OR~ r~XCEPTlUNAt, 
FOR E:XCEPTIONAL, 
FOP EXCEPTIONAL 
E''OP fr:XC EP'l'I ON AI. 
fr'Cm E:XCEPTIDNAL. 
f' 0 R r: XC E P T I 0 N A I,, 
f<'OB EXCI<:P'I' I ON AI, 
F' Ll P 1': XC 1': P 'l' J 0 J\1 At, 
A.CTION ON 
AC'l'ION ON 
AC'I'lO.Jt.ON 
ACTlT)N fJN 
ACTION ON 
ACTION CHJ 
AC'I'l()N ON 
'AC'l'ION ON 
ACTION ON 
ACTION ON 
A C 'I' J 0 N' c..El ~J 
ACTILIN mJ 
ACTION ON 
ACTION ON 
T H ~~ I I 0 SlN\ 
'rHE: IlfJ' ST 1\ 
'11HE I 10 ST ll 
'l'IH: liD ST Jl 
TH~: £/0 ST ~ 
'l'HE: IICJ S'l'~ 
THE~ 110 S'U 
'l'Hfr~ J/fl S'J't 
'l' H F. I I 0 S 1' t 
'l'HF. l/0 STJ 
THE; 110 S'f't 
'THI<: J /Cl STI 
'rHE: TIO. S'l'l 
'l'HE; l/0 STJ 
SUBROUTINE HPCG(Y,DERY) 
c C************************************************** C* * C* SUBRDUTIN~~ HPC<; srJl,VES A SYS'r!';M (IF * 
C * r' l R S T 0 R DE R U R D f NARY. GENERAL· D 1 F F' 1': R ~:NT J A I, * 
C* EQUI\TlDNS WITH GIVEN 1 NITIAJ, VAtJUE:S * 
C* * C************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
l1 
12 
COtvltv10N. AC1, AC2, AC3, AC4, AC5, AC6, AC7, AC8, AC9, 
1AD1,AD~,AH,AI,AI3,AI4, 
2AK1 1 AK2cAK3,AK4,AK5,AK6,AK7,AK8,AK9,AKC, 3AK2b,AKj5,AK53,AK6?,ALF'(3,3), 
4AM 1 A~t{AMUSLtAMUST,ANRM(2,3),ARH~ARP, 5CY~,CY O,CY1l.,DlRT(2),GRAV,H,HI,S'l, 
6MODE,NU1M,NUC,NUMOD~,NUNUC,PERP(2,3), 
7PRLL(2,1),PRMT(5l,SLIDE(2),SY8,SY10,SY12, 
8THJNC,THOLD(2),XCC2,3), 
9YE2,YE8 6YE10,YE14rYE16,YE1R DTMENS.l-N AUX(16,18),Y{18),DERY(18) 
N::::t 
lHJ;F::O 
X=PRM·r ( 1) 
H=PRMT(-3) 
PRMT(5)::::0. 
DO 1 l=leNDIM 
AUX(16, lJ=O. 
AUX(15,I)=DERY(l) 
AIJX(l,T)::::Y(l) 
IYCH*(PRMT(2l•X))3,2,4 
~:RROR HETUHNS 
IHJJf::: 12 
GO'fO 4 
IHfJf<'::::13 
COMPUTATION OF OERY FOR STARTING VALU~S 
CALL FCT(X,Y,DERYl 
RECORDING OF STARTING VALIJFt:S 
CALL OUTP(X,Y,UERY) 
1F(PRM'f(5))6,S,6 
H' ( J H fJ P' )7 , 7 , 6 
RE'l'URN 
DOH l=l,NDIM 
AUX(B,Il=DERY(ll 
COMPUTATION OF AUX(2,I) 
ISW::::l 
GOTD .100 
X=XtH 
DO 10 l=l,NDIM 
AUX(2,I)::Y(l) 
[[IJCREMENT H IS TESTED BY MEANS CW rns~:CT1 DN 
I H r, f'" :::: I H lj F' + 1 
X=X-H 
DC1 12 J::l ND1M 
AUXC4,Il=AUX(2,ll 
H=.5*H 
N::::l 
1SW=2 
GOTD 100 
13 X=X+H 
CALI.1 FC'l'(X,Y,Df:!~RY) 
N::2 
DO 14 1::::1, NO!l\1 
AUX(?,,I)::::Y(I) 
14 AUX(9,l)::::Df<:RY(I) 
ISW=3 
GUTO 100 
COMPUTATION OF TEST VALUE DELT 
15 DEI.~T=O • . 
DO 16 I=l ,NDIM 16 DELT=DELT+AUX(15,J)f ABS(Y(l)•AUX(4,f)) 
DELT=a0b666667*DELT 
IF(DELT•PRMT(4))19,19,17 
217 
c 
c 
1 7 1 F ( I H !J F'- 1 0 ) 1 1 , 1 8 , 1 H 218 
NO SATISFACTORY ACCURACY AFTER 10 BISECTIONS. ERROR MESSAGE. 
18 IHLf:::11 
X=XtH 
GU'I'O 4 
c C 'l'HERE: IS SATISFAC'l'ORY ACCURACY AF'~I'b:R I1r:SS THAN ] 1 BlSF:CTlfJNS. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
19 X=X+H 
CALL FCT(X,Y,OERY) 
DfJ 20 I=t,NOIM 
AIJX(3 J):::Y(L) 
20 AUX(16tll:::DERY(I) 
N=3 
IS!fJ:::4 
GUTO 100 
21 N::: 1 
X=X+H CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY) 
X :::: P R M 'I' ( 1 ) 
DO 22 I=l,NDIM 
AUX(11,J):::DEHY(l.) 
22 '{([):::AUX(1.f.l)+H*(.375*AUX(8,1)+.7916667*A!JX(9,I) 
1-. 2 0 8 3 33 3 *A lJ X ( 1 0, I H • 0 416 6 6 6 7 * D F:RY ( l) ) 
23 X=X+H 
N=N·ti 
CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY) 
CALL OUTP(X,Y,DERY) 
IF(PRMT(5))6 24 6 
24 IF(N•4l25,206,260 
25 DO 26 1=1,1\JD[M 
AUX(N,J):::Y(l) 
26 AllX(Nt7tU=DERY(l) 
IF(N-3)L7,29,200 
27 
28 
29 
30 
100 
101 
102 
103 
DO 28 J:::1 NDIM DELT=AUX(~,Il+AUX(9,J) 
DE LT:: DE: Vr t D E:t,1.' 
Y(l):::AUX(l,Il+.3333333*H*CAUX(8,l)iDVLT+AUXC10,l)) 
GOTO 23 
D 0 3 0 I ::: 1 N 0 Ir~ DELT=AUX(~ lJ+AUX(lO,l) 
DE.:tJT=DELTt 6E IJT+ DE:I,'f' 
Y. ( 1 ) :::AU X ( 1 , I ) t • 3 7 5 * H * ( AU X ( 8 , l ) +DE[, 1' t A lJ X ( 1 1 , J ) ) 
GDTO 23 
****************************************************************~ 
'rH'E ~'OLl,fJ\'Jl NG PART Of' SlJBROUT 1 N E HPC G C OMPU'T'ES R Y ME: AN S r:w 
RUNG8•KUTTA METHOD STARTING VAL~ES FOR THE NOT S8LF-STARTJNG 
PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD. 
DO 101 I=1~NDIM Z=H*AUX(N+f,l) 
AUX(5 l)::::Z, 
Y(I):::AUX(N,I)+.4*Z 
Z IS AN AUXILIARY STORAGE LOCATION 
Z=Xt.4*H CALL FCTCZ,Y,DERYl 
00 102 1=1!1\IO[M 
Z=IHDE:RY (I 1 
AUX(6,I):::z 
Y(l)=AUX(N,I)t.2969776*AUX(5,l)t.15875CJ6*Z 
Z=Xt.4557372*H 
CALL FCT(Z,Y,DERY) 
DO 103 1=.1. !NDH1 
Z=H*DERY(lJ 
AUX (7 ,I) =Z 
Y ( 1 ) ::: JUJ X ( N , l )+ • 2 1 8 1 0 0 4 * A U X ( 5 , I ) - 3 • 0 S 0 9 6 !1 * A 1J X ( 6 , ] )+ 3 • 8 3 2 8 6 S * Z 
Z=XHJ 
CALL FCTCZ,Y,DERY) 
DO 104 I=l,NDIM 
104 YCJ):::AUXCN!Ili.1747603*AIIXC5,1)·.5514807*AUXC6,I) 
1 t L 2 0. 5 5 3 6 * All X ( 7 t 1 )+ • 1 7 l 1 8 4 8 * H * D f~ R Y( l) 
GOTCH 9, 13,15, 21 J t JSW ****************•***********************************************~ 
c 
c 
200 
201 
c 
c 
202 
203 
c 
S 'l' ART 1 N G VA lJ U B~ S A HE: C 0 M P U 'l'fJ) • 
N 0 \AI S T Af~ T H A M f·4 I N G S M 0 D I F I ED PH E: D I C 'r 0 R C DR R E; C T 0 H ME TtHl D 
JSTEP:::;3 
1F(N~8)204,202,204 
219 
N=H CAUS~S TH~ ROWS OF AUX TO CHANG~ THEIR STORAGE LOCATIONS 
DO 203 N=2,7 
DO 203 I=1,NDIM 
AUX(N•l,Il=AUX(N,l) 
AUX(N+6,I)=AUXCN+7,Il 
N=7 
C N LESS THAN 8 CAUSES Ntl TO GET N 
c 
c 
204 N=Ntl 
COMPUTATION OF NEXT VECTOR Y 
DO 205 1=1 ,NDlM 
AlJX(I\1-l,I):::'{(l) 
205 AUX(Nt6,I):::DERY(I) 
X=X+H 
2 0 6 I STEP::: 1 S 'r r: P + 1 
DO 207 I=l,NDlM . 
DELT=AUX(N•4,I)+1~333333*H*(AUX(Nt6,l)+AUX(Nt6,I)~AUX(N+5,1)t 
1AUX(Nt4, l) tAIJXOJ+4, I)) 
Y(Jl=DELT•.925619A*AUXC16,Il 
2 0 7 AU X ( 1 6 , 1 ) :::::DE J, •r 
C PREDICTOR lS NOW GENERATED IN ROW 16 £IF AUX MOOIFlED PREDICTOR 
C IS (;E:NE:RA'I'ED IN Y. DELT 1viE:ANS AN 1\UXJLIAHY S'fORAGE. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
CAI,L FCT C X, Y, DERY) 
DERIVATIVE OF MODIFIED PREDICTOR GEN~RAT~D IN DERY 
DO 208 J:::1 ,r\lfHfv'i 
0ELT=.125*(9.fAUX(N-1tl)-AIIX(N-3,I)+3.*H*(D~RY(l)+AUX(Nt6,I)+ 
1AUX(Nt6,l)•AUX(Nt5tllJ) 
AUX(16,Il=AUX(16 IJ•DELT 
208 YCI)=DELT+.0743R617*AUXC16,1) 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
'l'EST WHETH~:R H MUST HE HALVE~D OR DCJURLF:D 
HMIN=HLST 
IF ( NUC. ft;CL NUNUC HJM1N:::5 
l F ( 0<1 0 DE • N E: • N U M U IH: ) • AN 0 • (H • G T • H M J 1\l ) ) G 0 T 0 7 2 2 OELT=O. ' . 
DO 209 1=1 NDH1 or;r.r:::;r.n~LTtf\Ux < 15,. J) *A~~< Apx < 16, I)) 
lf(DEL1-PRMT(4))210,222,222 
H MUS'l' NOT 1-n: HAIJVED. THAT MEANS Y(I) ARr: GOOD. 
CALL FCT(X,Y,DERY) 
HM I N=I-\I,ST 
l F ( N U C .. E: 0. NUN U C )fJ M TN= 5 
If((MUDE.NE.NIJMODE:l.AND.(H.GT,HMJN))GO T[l 2?2 
CALL OUTP(X,Y D8RY) 1F(PRMT(5))21~,211,212 
lf(IHLF-11)213,212,212 
Rt~TLIRN 
1F(H*(X•PRMT(2)))~14 212,212 
lF(ABS(X-PRMT(2l)-.ltABS(H))212,215,215 
JF(DELT-.02*PRMT(4))216,216,201 
H COULD HI"~ DrJUBIJP;D I~· AJ,J, N~CI":SSARY PRr•:Cf-.:U)J NG VAL,UE:S ARF; 
AVAILABLd!:: 
216 l~(IHLFt1)201,291 1 217 217 IF(N•7)201!218,21H 
218 IF(IS'l'EP•4J201,219,219 
219 IMUO:::IST~P/2 
1 F ( I S 'I' E; P - I M 0 I) - I WJ D ) 2 0 1. , 2 2 0 , 2 0 j 
220 H=H+H 
IHI,F=IHLf'-1 
:r sn:p:::o · 
DCJ 221 1:::1 ,1\JDIM 
AlJX(N .. l,l):::AUX(N ... 2,I) 
AUX(N•2,Jl=AUX(N-4,l) 
AUX(N-3,J):::AlJX(N ... 6,T) 
AUX(Nt6,ll=AUX(Nt5,J) 
AUX(Nt5,I):::AIJX(Nt3,I) 
AUX(Nt4 ll=AUX(Ntl,J) 
Dfi:lJT=AU.XcNt6,I)tAUX(Nt5,I) 
DELT=DELTtO~LT+DELT 
221 AUX(16,I):::B.962963*(Y(l)-AUX(N•3,l))-3.3611l1*H*(D~RY(l)tOEL'l' 
1 +AUX (N+4, l)) 
G01'0 201 
c H MUST BE: HALVf<.:D 
222 lHLf=IHLF't1 
IF(IHLF-10)223,223,210 
223 H=.5*H 
ISTE:P=O 
220 
DO 224 l=l,NDIM 
Y(Il=.003~0625*(80.*AUXlN-1,J)t135.*AUX(N•2,I)t40.*AUX(N-3,I)+ 
1AUX(N•4,1)J-.1171875*(AUX(Nth,Tl-6.*AUX(N+5,I)•AUX(Nt4,Il)*H 
AUX(N .. 4,J):::.00390625*(12.*AllX(N .. 1 l)t135.*AUX(M-2,I)+ 110B.*AUXCN·3,I)tAUX(N•4,1))•.0234~75*(AIIX(N+6,!)+1R.*AUX(NtS,ll-
29.*AUX(Nt4,Ill*H 
AUX(N•3,Il=AUX(N•2,l) 
'224 AOX(N-!4,IJ=AUX(N+5,J) 
X=X-H 
DELT=X•(H+H) · 
CAIJL, ~'CTCfH~L'P,Y,D~:RY) 
DO 225 I=t,NDlM 
AUX(N .. 2,.I):::Y(l) 
AUX(Nt5,l):::DERY(I) 
2 2 5 Y (I):::: lUJ X ( N ... 4, [) 
Dr:vr=DE:L·r- ( H+H) 
CALL FCT(O~LT,Y,OERYl 
DO 226 I=l,NDIM 
D8LT=AUX(N+5,I)tAUX(Nt4,1) 
DEI1 T=Dr:I/f t DELT t D f•:L'l' . 
. AUX(16,I)=8.962963*(AUX(N•1 ,ll•Y(l))-3.361111*H*(AUX(N+6,I)+DELT 
HDERY(I)) 
226 AUX(N+3,l):::DERY(I) 
GUTO 206 
B:NO 
SUHROUTINB STAT~(YpDBRY) 
c 
C************************************************* C* SUBROUTIN~ STATE DET~RMINES THE MOD~ * 
C* CORR.fSPONDING 'l'Cl 'I'm~ NF;w PEG POSITION * 
C* * C************************************************* c 
c 
c 
c 
COMMON ACl,AC2rAC3,AC4,AC5,AC6,AC7,ACR,AC9, 
1AD1,A02,AH 1 A[,Al3,AI4, ~AK1,AK2,AK3,AK4,AK5,AK6,AK7,AKR,AK9,AKC, 
3AK26, AK35, AK53, AK62! AlA' ( 3, 3), 
4 A M !.. A M 1 r A M U S L) ,( A M lJ S 1.' , ~ N R ~ ( 2 , 3 ) , A R H / A R P , 5 C Y ts , C Y 1 0 , C Y 1 1, , DIRT ( 2 ) , G R A V , H , HI_, S r , 
6MCJDE, ND lM, NUC, 1\lUMODE, NUt-.llJC, PJ<:RP ( 2! 3), 
7 P R l) L, ( 2 , 3 ) , P R M 'l' ( I) ) , S L I D ~~ f 2 ) , S Y 8 , S Y 1 0 , S Y 1 2 , 
8THINC,'l'HOl.d)(2) ,XC(2,3), 
9YE2,YE8 .. ,Y~10{YE14,YE16 1 YE18 D I M r: N S l 0 N Y. ( . 8 ) , D f!: R Y ( 1 tl ) 
DIMENSION A(12,12),G(2),POINT(2) TH~T(2) 1,VCC2,3J,VCN(2,3),VCP(2,3),XP(2,~),AlNV(12,12) 
DOUBLE PRECISiON DETERM 
C SEARCH fOR CONTACT POINTS 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1 0 
20 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
30 
31 
40 
41 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
50 
CALL TOUCH(G,THET,Y,DERY) 
TRANSnJRM COURDINATr:.S 
DO 10 1=1,2 
XP(l,l)=-ARP*SIN(THET(l)) 
XP(I,2l=ARP*COS(THET(l)) 
XP(lt3l=·AH 
DO 2o 1=1,2 
DO 20 d=l,3 
68(~6J~~? 3 
XC(I,Jl=X6(I,J)tXP(I,Kl*ALFCK,J)+Y(2tJ)/3 
Dl<:TERM If\lE NUMBER OF roNTACT PlH N'I'S 
NUMK=O 
If( (G( 1) .L,E;.O) .OR. (G(2) .LE:.O) )NUMK=l 
n· ( < G c 1 ) I r~ ~~ • o 1 • A N D • ( G c 2 ) • rJ E • ()) ) N u M 1< = 2 
JF(NUMK• .0)110,40,30 
CHECK H' DOlJBTJE: ClJN'I'ACT tlCCURS AT ClNr: POHl'l' 
TOL,1=.1 
DO 31 ,];;;1,3 
SUM=SUM+AHS(XC(1,J)-XC(2,J)) 
u- ( S ll M • ldi~ • 1' 0 L 1 ) N U M K:::: 1 
SUM=O 
GO TD 50 
RELABEL SINGLE CONTACT POINT IF REQUIRED 
IF(G(l).LE,OlGO TO 50 
DO 41 1=1,3 
XP(1, l)=XP(2,J) 
XC(1,J);;;XC(2,1) 
'2ND LOLIP 'I'D ~'IND CON'l'ACT NOR~1AIJ AND Pl)ANE: VI<CTrJRS 
CONTINUE 
DO 110 I=1,NUMK 
FIND CONTACT NORMAL 
A(1,1):::XC(l,3) 
A(1,2):::-XC(I 2) A(2,1):::XP(l,~l*ALr(1 ,2)-XPCJ,1l*ALF(2,2) 
A(2,2):::XP(I,2l*ALF(1,3)•XP(J,1)*ALF(2,3) 
N=2 
NM=12 CALL INVERT(NM,N,A,AINV DETERM) Cl=•(XP(l,2l*ALF(1,1)·X~(l,l)*ALF(2,1)) 
ANRM(l,1)::::1 
ANRM(l,2)=AINV(1,2l*C1 
ANRMC1,3):::AINV(2,2)*C1 
221 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
62 
63 
70 
80 
81 
82 
c 
c 
c 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
c 
c 
c 
tOO 
1 1 0 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
150 
160 
170 
DO 62 ~J=1,3 
SUM=SUM+ANRM(1,Jl**2 
SlJM:::S(~RT(SU~1) 
DO 63 ,J:::l,3 
ANRM(l,J):::ANRM(I,J)/SUM 
SUM=O 
FIND CONTACT POINT VELOCITY 
XC1=XC(I,l)-Y(2) 
222 
XC2=XC(I,2l-Y(4) 
XC3=XC(l,3)-Y(6) 
VC(I,1)=-XC2*YC7J+XC3*CY8*YC9)t(XC3*SY8*SY10~XC2*CY10)*Y(11)+Y(l) 
VCll,2l=XC1*YC7l+XC3*SY8*YC9l+(XC1*CY10-XC3*CYB*SY10)*YC1i l+Y(3) 
VC(l,3):::(-XCl*CY8-XC2*SYBl*Y(9)t(XC2*CYB*SY10-XC1*SY8*SY10)*YC11) 
1 tY(5) 
FIND CONTACT POINT NDr~tvlAlJ AND PLANE VE:LflCITY 
DO 80 d=1,3 
SlJM::::SlJMtVC(I,J)*ANRM(I,,J) 
DO 81 .J::::1 3 
VCN(l,J):::§UM*ANRM(I,J) 
SUM=O 
DO 82 J:::j, 3 
VCP(J,J)=VC(l,J)•VCN(l,J) 
F I N 0 C 0 N 1' ACT P Cll NT P LA f\JI:<~ M 0 V E: MEN T D l R E C T I 0 N V E C 1' 0 R 
DO 90 J=1L3 
SIJM=SUM+VCP( I nJl **2 
SLIDE(l)::::SORT(SUM) 
S!Jtv1=0 
iF(StiDE(I).GT •• 01)GO TO 93 
PRLL(1,2l=-XC(J,2) 
PRLLCI,3l=·XC(I,3J 
PRLL(t,3):::(XC(l,2l*ANRM(l,2)+XC(J,3)*ANRM(1,3))/ANRM(I,ll 
[)() 91 \J=1.,3 
SUM::::SUM+PRLL(J,Jl**? 
SlJM::::S(JR'l' (SliM) 
DO 92 ,J:::1,3 
PRLL(I,J)::::PRLL(l,J)/SUM 
SIJM=O 
GU TO 95 
DO 94 ,J:::::l,3 
PRLL(I,.J):::VCP(l,J)/SLIDE(I) 
CONTINUE 
p E R p ( I , 1 ) ::: 1\ N R M ( I , 2 ) * p R I I J., ( l , 3 ) ... A N H M ( I , 3 ) * p R I I I I ( I , 2 ) 
PERP(l,2)=ANHM(l,3)*PRLL(l,1)•ANRM(I,1)*PRLI,(l,3l 
PERP(l,3J=ANRM(I,l)*PRLI,(l,2l•ANRM(l,2)*PRLL(l,1) 
~'.IND DIHECTlON Of TRAVEL IN NOHMAI, DIR~~C'l'lUN A'l' CON'I1 AC'l' 
oo too ~J=l ,3 
S lJ M = S lJ ~H VC N ( l , ,J ) *AN R ~~~ ( 1 , J) 
DIR'T'(I)::::SlJM 
SUM=O 
POINT(l)::O 
IF((D1RT(ll.LE.3 ).AND.(SLIDE(Il.GT.15l)POINT(l)=1 
IF((D1RT(I).LE.3 ).AND.CSLJD~(Il.LE.15))POINT(l):::2 
CONTINUE: 
t~N D OF' I,,OfJP 
D~TERMINE NUMODf 
GO TO (150,160,170)NUMK+1 
NUMK=O 
NUMCJDE=O 
RF~TURN 
NUMK::1 
NLIMODIE=PO f NT ( 1) 
RETURN 
NUMK=2 
IF ( ( P ()I N 'r( 1 ) • E Q • 0 ) • AND • ( P 0 1 N'r ( 2 ) • I<:() • 0 ) ) N U M 0 DE:::: 0 
IF((POINT(.1),EQ.1l.AND.(POINT(2).FO.OllNUMOD~=1 
H' ( ( P 0 I N 'f ( 1 ) • I'~(~ • 2 ) • A 1\1 D • ( P 0 1 N 'l' ( 2 ) • E Gl • 0 ) ) N U M 0 Dr::::: 2 
lP((POINT(1).fO.l),AND.(POJNT(2).E0.1))NUMODE=3 
IF'((POINT(1).EQ.2).AND.(POIN'T'(2).EQ.t))NUMOD~:::::4 
1 71 
c 
c 
c 
172 
173 
c 
175 
176 
H' ( ( P 0 1 NT ( 1 ) • ~~ (J • 2 ) • AND • ( P 0 I NT ( 2 ) • E; 0 • 2 ) ) N U M 0 DE:= 5 
lf((POJNTC1l.EQ.O).AND.(P01NT(2l.EQ.1))NUMODE=6 
1 E" ( ( P CJ I NT ( 1 ) • E Q • 0 ) • AND • ( P 0 ll\l T ( 2 ) • E 0 • 2 ) ) N U M [)!)[.; = 7
IFCfPOlNT(\)~EQ.1).A~D.(POINT{2).EQ.2))NUMODE=8 ~ 
G 1 ' r u ( 1 7 1 , 1 7 1 , 1 7 1 , 1 11 , 1 7 1 , 1 7 1 , 1 7 2 , 1 7 2 , 1 7 ~ 1 111 u M u o t. + 1 
RETURN 
RELABEL CONTACT POINTS 
DO 173 ,J=l,3 
XC(1,~1)::XC(2,J) 
ANRMC1,Jl=ANRM(2,J) 
PERP(l,J)=PERP(2,J) 
PRL.L( 1 nJ)=PRLil(2,,J) 
NUMDDf'~=N lJ MODI<:- 5 
R8TllHN 
DO 176 <1=1,3 
VC ( 1 , .J) =XC ( 1 , ,J) 
VCN(1,Jl=ANRMC1,J) 
VCP(l,JJ=PRLL<l,J) 
X P ( 1 , ,J) = P E: R P ( l e ,J) 
XC(1 ,J)=XC(2,,JJ 
ANRM(1,J)=ANRM(2,J) 
P R I. TJ ( 1 , 1l ) = P R L L ( 2 , J ) 
PERP(1!Jl=PERP(2,J) 
XC ( 2, lJ J =VC ( 1, J) 
ANRM(2,Jl=VCNC1,J) 
PRLL(2,d)=VCP(l ,J) 
PERP(2,J)=XP(1,J) 
C 0 N'I'l N U E . 
NUMODE=4 
RETURN 
~~ND 
223 
SfJRR(]IJ'I' I Ne: TOUCH ( ~,, TBET, Y, Dr:RY) 
c 
C************************************************* C* SllRROLI'I'JN~; 'rOllCH FINDS THE M.TNlMUM OF THE: * C* PIC FIJNCTTON DESCRIBING THF: VOI..UMES OF THE* C * P E: G A N D H ll L £<: ; '1' H J S C ll R RES P 0 l\1 D S '1' n 'r m: * 
C * C f) N'r A C 'l' P 0 I N'J' ( S ) • S I<-: ARCH 1 S C A R R H: D 0 lJ 'J' * C* A.RUUND THE; Pl'~G EDGE: USING A BISr:CTl.flN * C* METHOD. * 
C* * C************************************************* c 
c 
c 
c 
5 
c 
10 
11. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
l2 
13 
20 
25 
30 
c 
c 
c 
35 
c 
c 
c 
COMMON AC1,AC2,AC3,AC4,AC5,AC6,AC7,AC8,AC9, 
1AD1,AD2,AHtAl,AI3,AI4 1 2AK1,AK2 1 AK,,AK4,AK5,A~6,AK7,AK8,AK9,AKC, 3AK2b,AK35,AK53,AK62rALF(3,3), 
4AM 1 A~1,AM~SL,AMUS~~ANB~(2,3),ARH,ARP, 5 C Y t1 , C Y l 0 , C Y 1 2 , D T H r ( 2 ) , (,FA V , H , H {, S T , 
6MflDF~, NDH1, N!IC, NUMODE:, NUNUC, PERP ( 2, 3), 
7 P. RloL (. 2, 3) 1 PRMT ( 5), Sill DF: ( 2), SY 8, SY l 0, S Y 12, 8THINC,THOGD(2l,XC(2,3), 
9YE2 1 Y~8,YE10rYE14,YE16 1 YE1R DIM~<:NSION Y(-t8) ,rWRY(l!:!) 
DIMENSION F(2),THET(2J,XH(3l,XP(3) 
T=l.E-6 
c::::. 75t> .. 3 
J::::O 
DO 5 d=1,2 
THET ( J) =THDLD ( Ll) 
I=I+l 
'fHINK=THINC 
IF(1.~Q.3)GO TO 20 
CON'riNIIE 
FINO P/C fUNCTION VALU~S 
HET=l 
GO 'I'D 30 
CONTINUE 
~'WUN=f' ( l) 
THET(Il=THET(I)+.1E•4 
Rl<:T=2 
GO TO 30 
BISECTJON METHOD llSING SLOPE CHANGE AS HALVING CRITERION 
CON'l'INUE: 
GlJ AST=GRAD 
G R A 0 :::: l • ~: 5 * (P' ( I ) • f' W U N ) 
IF(GRAD*GLAST.LT.OJTHINK=THINK/2 
H'(GRAD.L~:. O)THET( 1 )::::Tf!~;'l'( 1 )t'l'HlNK 
I fi' ( GRAD • G T • 0 ) THE T ( l ) ::::: 'l' HE T ( l ) .. T H INK 
IF(THlNK.LE •• 0005) GO TO 10 
GD 'TCI 11 
THJ.NC=.01 
DO 25 J;;1,2 
THOLD(l):THET(I) 
IFCABS(THET(ll-THET(2)).GT,.05)RETURN 
THINC;;.5 
THOLD(l)::::Q 
THOL.l)( 2) =3. 1416 
R~:'l'UH N 
PIC FUNCTION IS WORKED OUT IN THIS SECTION 
CONTINUE: 
TRANSFORM TO SUITABLE COORDS 
XP(J);;•ARPtSIN(THET(l)) 
XP(2l=AHP*CDS(THET(l)) 
XP(3)::: .. AH 
DO 35 K=1,3 
XH(K);;O 
DU 35 t.J:::1,3 
XH(K)=XH(Kl+ALf(J,Kl*XP(J)tYC2*Kll3 
CAlJCULAT~~ J.NE<.~UAIJITJES 
GH1=( -XH( 2) *Hit 2) ... XH (3) *XH ( 3) -11\RH*ARH) I ARH 
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c 
c 
c 
GH2=XH(t) 
CAL,CULATE: P/C B~UNC'l'IUN VAl.tH: VAL 
VH1=SQRTCGH1*GH1+T) 
VH2=SQRT(GH2*GH2tT) 
V=GH1tGH2+VH1+VH2 
f(l1=.5*CV-T/Vl+C 
GO TO (l2,1.3)RE:T 
END 
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SUBROUTINE FCT(X,Y,DERY) 
c C************************************************ 
C* * C * S 0 B R Cl U T I N b: F' C '1' C D NT A I N S E 0 lJ A 'rt 0 N S Of' 
C * M 0 ·r HI N Of' S Y S T fo_: M AND C [)NT ACT C 0 N fHT 1 D N S • * 
C* DERY VALUES FOR HPCG ARE OBTAINED HERE * 
C* * C************************************************ c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
1. 
c 
c 
c 
c 
COMMON AC1 ,AC2,AC1,AC4,AC5,AC6,AC7,AC8,AC9, 
1AD1 ,AD2,AH,AI,AI3,AI4, 
2AK1,AK2tAK3,AK4,AK5,AK6,AK7tAKB,AK9,AKC, 
3 A K 2 6 , A K j 5 , A K S 3 , A K 6 2 t A I1 fi' ( 3 , 3 J , 
4AM 1 AM1,AMUSL,AMUST,ANRMC2,3),ARH,ARP, 5CYH,CY10,CY12,DIRT(2),GRAV,H,HLST, 
6MDDE, ND 1M, N!JC, NIJMODf:, NUN UC, PI~HP ( 2, 3), 
7PRLL(2t3·)·1 PRMT(5J. ,SL1DE(2l,SYB,SY10,SY12, ~ ·r HI N C , 'l' H 0 L D ( 2 ) , XC ( 2 1 3 ) , 9YE2,~E8{YE10,~E14,Y~16 1 YE18 DIMB:NSI lN YC1H),DERY(1~) 
DIMENSION A(12,12J,AJNV(12,12),AST(6,6),DABYf12l,FC(6) 
DOUBLE PRECISION DETERM 
WORK OIJ'l' RO'l'ATICIN TENSCIR REI.ATlNG X AND XP SYS'n:MS 
CY8= COS(Y(8)) 
SYB::: SIN(Y(8)) 
CY10::: COS(Y(10)) 
SY10:: SIN(Y(10)) 
SY12= SlN(Y(12)) 
CY12= COS(Y(12l) 
ALF(1,1l=CY8*CY10*CY12•SY8*SY12 
ALF(1,2):::SYB*CY10*CY12+CYR*SY12 
ALF(1,3)=·SY10*CY12 
Al.Jf(2,1 J=-CYB*CY10*SY1.2-SY8tCY12 
ALF(2,2):::•SY8*CY10*SY12+CY8*CY12 
ALF(2,3):::SY10*SY12 
ALF'(3,1J:::CYH*SY10 
ALF(3,2):::SYB*SY10 
AlJF(3,3):::CY1.0 
AfJF11 =AL1B'( 1,1) 
A f_) F 1 2 ::: A IJ f'' ( 1 , 2 ) 
ALf13=ALF.'( 1, 3) 
ALF'21=AL~~(2,1) 
ALF'22=AlJ~'(2,2) 
ALF23=AL~F'(2,.3) 
A J.J P' 3 1 :::A lJ F ( 3 , 1 ) 
ALl'32=AJJF( 3, 2) 
AI~F33=ALB'(3,3) 
C AJ,t, S'l' An: (Y, De:RY) 
CCJN'riNIH~ 
fiX NUMB~R U~ CONTACT PDIN'l'S 
NUNUC=l 
IFCNUMODE.EQ.O)NUNUC=O 
IF' ( NUMUDE:. G~:. 3) NUl\llJC=2 
C SET VARIABL~ VALU~S FROM ARRAY 
c 
Y1=Y(1) 
Y2=Y(2) 
Y3=Y(3) 
Y4=Y(4) 
Y5=Y(5) 
Y6=Y(6) 
Y7=Y(7) 
Y8=Y(H) 
Y9:::Y(9) 
Y10:::Y(10) 
Y11=Y(l1) 
Y12:::Y(12) 
Y13=Y(1:3) 
Yl4=Y(14) 
Y.l5=YC15) 
Y16:::Y(l6) 
Y17=Y(17) 
Y18::::Y(18) 
XC11=XC(1,1)•Y(2) 
XC12=XC(1,2)-Y(4) 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
XC13=XCC1,3)-Y(b) 
XC21=XCC2,1)-Yf2) 
XC22=XC(2,2)-Y(4) 
XC23=XC(2,3)-Y(6) 
CALCULATE COUPLING FDRC~S 
fK1=AK1*CAD2*ALF31+Y2•YE2) 
FK2=AK2*(AD2*ALF32+Y4•Y14l 
FOK2=(AK26+AK62l*{Y8-YE8) 
FK3=AK3*CAD2fALF33+Y6-Y16) 
FOK3=(AK35tAK53)*(Y10•YE10) 
FK4=AK4*CY12-Y18) 
FOK6=(AK26tAK62)*(FK2/AK2+AD2*ALF31*CY8·Y~H)) 
FK5=AK5*CY10~YE10) 
FOK5=CAK35+AK53)*(fK3/AK3•AD2*SY10*<YlO·X~l0)) 
FK6=AK6*CY8•YE8) 
FK7=AK7*CY14•YE14) 
PK8=AK8t(Y16•YE16) 
FK9=AK9t(Y18•YE18} 
FC1=AC1*(Yl+AD2*(ALF33*Y9*CY8-ALF32*Y7)) 
FC2=AC2*(Y3tAD2*CALF31*Y7tALF33*Y9*SY8l-Y13) 
FC3=AC3*(Y5-AD2*Y9*SY10•Y15) 
FC4=AC4*(•Y9*SY8+Y1l*ALF31·Y17) 
FC5=AC5*CY9*CYB+Y11fALF32) 
FC6=AC6*CY7tY11fALF33l 
FC7=AC7*Y!3 . 
F'C8=AC8*Y1.5 
FC9:::AC9*Yl7 
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C CALCULATE EXCiTING fORCES AND MOMENTS 
c 
AF1=300*COS(1000*X) 
AF2=300*SIN(1000*X) 
tv1P1= .. AD1:¥Af2 
MP2:::::AD1*A.P'l 
DAR Y ( 1 ) = ( A fJ f' 11 *A F' I t A I, F 2 1 *A f /.+A L F' 3 1 *A I' 3 .. AM* G R A V- F' f<, .1 - WC 1 ) I ArJ! 
Df.mY(2)=Y(1) 
DAR Y ( '2 ) ::::: ( A Ld"' 1 2 *A~, 1 +A L F 2 2 *A F 2 +A LV 3 2 * M' .3 .. f K 2 ... H".' 2 ) I AM 
1 .. FOK2/AM 
DERY(4)=Y0) 
OARY(3l=CALF13*AF1+ALf23*AF2+ALF33*AF3-FK3-fC3)/AM 
1 .. FOK3/A!vl 
DERY(6)=Y(5) 
DARY(4):(( 
1 t(CY12tCY10fCY10fCY12)*MP1t{•SY12•CY10*CY10*SY12)fMP2)/(-SY10J 
2 •fK1*(-AD2*ALf32) 
3 -FK2*(AD2fALF3\) 
4 +FK4*CY10 
6 -f"K6 
6 ... F'OK6 
7 ~FC1t(•AD2*ALF32l 
8 -FC2*(AD2*ALF31) 
9 •FC4*C•CY10fALF31) 
A -FC5f(~CY10*ALF32) 
B •FC6f(1•CY10*CY10) 
C •AI*(2*Y7*Y9*CY10*SY10) 
D -AI3*C•Y7*Y9*CY10fSY10•Y9*Yll*SY10) 
E l/(AltSY10*SY10) 
DP~RY(8)::::Y(7) 
DARY(5):((•SY10*SY12*MP1-SY10*CY12*MP2)/(•SY10) 
1 •FK1f{AD2*CY8*CY10) 
2 •FK2*CAD2*SYB*CY10) 
3 ·FK3*C~AD2*SY10) 5 -FK5 . 
1• ~'UK 5 
7 -FC1f(AD2fCY8*CY10) 
8 -FC2*CAD2tSY8*CYlO) 
9 •FC3*(•AD2*SY10) A .. F'C4*( ... SY8) 
B ... FC5*(CY8) 
C -Al*C•Y7*Y7*SY10*CY10) 
D •AI3*(Y7tY7*SY10*CY10tY7*Y11*SY10) E )/AI . 
DERY(1Q):::.Y(9) 
DARY(6)=((•CY10*CY12*MP1•CYl0*SY12*MP2)/(-SY10) 
1 - F K 4 .. F C 4 * A (, F' 3 1 
2 wfi'C5 
2 -f'C6 
4•AI3f(DARY(4J*CY10•Y7*Y9*SY10) 
5 )/AI3 
DER'l(12)=YC11J 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
11 
200 
201. 
21.0 
221 
220 
20 
21 
30 
31 
D~RY(13)=(FK2+FC2tF0~2-fK7-FC7)/AMl 
Or:RY(14):::Y(13) 
DERY(15):::(FK3+FC3+FOK3•FKR•FCR)/AM1 
DERY(l6);::Y(15) 
DERY(17):(FK4+FC4•FK9•FC9)/Al4 
DERYC18):::Y(l7) 
IF(NUMOUE.NE.O)GU TO 200 
NIJMDDE=O 
DO t1 ~J=1,6 
DKRY(2*J•1)=DARYCJ) 
R.E'l'URN 
SET EL~MENTS UF MATRIX A 
DO 201 J;:;1,1.2 
DO 201 J:::1,l2 
A (I 1 ,J) :::() DO :1.10 1=1,6 
A(l,U=1.0 
A(1,7)=•1/AM 
A(l,10)::: .. 1/AM 
AC2,8)::: .. 1/Af\1 
AC2,11)::::-1/AM 
l\(3,9)::::-1/AM 
A(3,12);::-1/AM 
AC4,7)=(2*SY8*CY10*XC13+SY10*XC12l/CAI*(SY10**3l) 
A(4,8):::(-2*CY8*CY10*XC13-SY10*XC11)/(Al*(5Y10**3l) 
AC4,9):::(2*CY8*CY10*XC12-2*SY8*CY10*XC11)/(AI*(SY10**3ll 
AC4,10):::(2*SY8*CY10*XC23+SY10*XC22)/(AI*(SY10**3ll 
A(4,11l=C·2*CYB*CY10*XC23•SY10*XC21)/(Al*(SY10**3)) 
A(4,12)=C2*CY8*CY10*XC22•2*SY8*CY10*XC21)/(AJ*(SY10**3l) 
AC5,7):(•ALF31*XC13)/(Al*SY10) 
A ( 5 , 8)::: ( ... A L.~f' .3 2 *XC 13) I (A 1 * S Y 1 0) 
A(5,9):::(ALF32*XC12+ALF31*XC11)/(AI*SY10l 
A(5,10)=(-ALV31*XC23)/(AI*SY10) 
A(5,1\)=(•ALF32*XC23)/(AI*SY10) 
A(5,12l=CALF32*XC22tALF31*XC?1)/(Al*SY10) 
A(6,7):::(-SY8*XC13)/(AI3*SY10) 
1 AC~~~Jf1~YH*XC13)/(Al3*SY10) 
l -A(4,8) 
A(6,9l=C-CYB*XC12+SY8*XC11)/(AJ3*SY10l 
1 ... A(4,9) 
A(6,10):(•SYB*XC23)/(AI3*SY10J 
1 A(~~it~!~~Y8*XC23)/(Al3*SY10) 
1 ""A(4 ll) A(6,12~=(-CY8*XC22tSY8*XC21)/lAl3*SY10) 
1 ""A(4,12) 
DO 220 1=1,6 
DO 221 J=1,6 . 
AST(llJ):A(I,J+6) 
DARY(tb)=O 
FC(J.):O 
GO TO (20,20,60,60,60)NUMODE 
NUMODE=l OR NUMODE=2 
D[) 21 ..]::::1,3 
A(7,J)=ANRMl1 d) 
A(7,4l=·ANRMCf,1J*XC12tANRMC1,2)*XC11 
A(7,5):::ANRM(1,1)*XC13*CY8+ANRM(1,2l*XC13*SYR 
1 -ANRM(1,3)*(XC12*SY8+XC11*CY8) 
A(7,61=ANRM(1,1l*(XC13*SY8*SY10•XC12*CY10l 
1 tANRM(1,2)f(XC11*CYlO•XC13*CYB*SY10) 
2 tANRM(1,3)*(XC12*CY8*SY10-XC11*SY8*SY10) 
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DARY(7l=•AKC*DIRT(1)•XC11*15 
1 •ANRM(. 1{1l*XC13*(-Y7*Y9*SYB+Y7*Y1l*CYB*SY10tY9*Y11*SYB*CY10) 
l+ANRM(l, )*XC12*(•Y9*Y11*SY10) 
2•ANRM(1,2)*XC11*C•Y9*Y11*SY10) 
3tANRM(1,2J*XC13*C•Y7*Y9*CY8-Y7*Y11*SYB*SY10+Y9*Y11*CYB*CY10) 
4•ANRM(1,3J*XC12*(•Y7*Y9*CYB-Y7*Y11*SYB*SY10tY9*Y1l*CY8*CY10) 
5tANR.M(\l3J*XC11*(•Y7*Y9*SY8tY7*Y11*CY8*SY10tY9*Y11*SY8*CY1<1) 
GO TO (J0,40)NUMOOE 
NlJtv100E;::: 1 
00 31 ,J:.:::l,:~ 
A(8,J+6l=AMUSL*ANRM(1,J)tPBLL(1,J) 
AC9,Jtb)::::PERP(1,J) 
N=9 
GO TO 100 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
40 
41 
42 
60 
62 
61 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
63 
64 
66 
65 
70 
NlJMClDE:::2 
DO 41 lJ::1, 3 
A(8,~J)=PHLL( 1 ,J) 
A ( 8 , 4 ) ::- P R L l1 ( 1 1 1 H XC 1 2 + P R 1) L ( 1. , 2 ) *XC 1 1 A ( 8 , 5) =PH L r~ ( 1. , l ) *XC 1 3 *C Y 8 t P RL I1 ( 1 , 2) *XC 1 3 * S Y 8 
1 .. pR{JJ,(1 ,3l*(XC12*SY8+XC11*CY8) 
A(8,6)::PRLL(1,1)*(XC13*SY8*SY10•XC12*CY10l 
1 t P R t. I d. 1 , 2) * (XC 11 * C Y 1 0- XC 1 3 * C' Y 8 :t S n 0) 
2 tPRLL(1,3l*tXC12*CY8*SY10-XC11*SYB*SY10) 
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DARY(8)::: 
1 •PRLL(1il)fXC13*(-Y7*Y9*SY8+Y7*Y11*CYB*SY10tY9*Y11*SYR*CY10) 
1+PRLL(1, l*XC12*C•Y9*Y11*SY10) 
2 ... PRLJIJ( 1 ,2)*XC11*(-Y9*Y11*SYl0) 
3tPRLL(1,2)*XC13*(•Y7*Y9*CY8-Y7*Y11*SYR*SY10tY9*Y11*CYB*CY10l 
4-PRLL(l ,3l*XC12*C•Y7*Y9*CY8-Y7*Y11*SYB*SY10tY9*Y11*CYB*CY10) 
5tPRLL(l,3l*XC11*C•Y7*Y9*SY8+Y7*Y11*CY8*SY10+Y9*Y11*SY8*CY10) 
DO 42 J::1,3 
A(9,Jl=P8RP(1 1 JJ A ( 9 , 4 ) :::- P ~: R P ( 1 , l ) * XC 1 2 + P E: R P ( l , 2 ) *XC 1 1 
A(9,5l=PERP(1,1l*XC13*CY8+PERP(1,2)*XC13*SY8 
1 -PERP(1,3l*(XC12*SY8+XC11*CY8l 
A(9,6l=PERP(1,1l*CXC13*SY8*SY10•XC12*CY10) 
1 tPERP(1,2)*(XCll*CY10-XC13*CY8*SY10) 
2 +PERP(1,3)*(XC12*CYB*SY10-XC11*SY8*SY10) 
DARY(9):: 
1 -PERP(1r1J*XC13*(•Y7*Y9*SY. 8+Y7*Y11*CY8*SY10tY9*Y11*SY8*CY10) 
1+PERP(1,tl*XC12*C•Y9*Y11*SY10) 
2·PE~P(1,2l*XC11*C•Y9*Y11*SY10l 
3+PERP(1,2J*XC13*C-Y7*Y9*CY8•Y7*Y11*SYR*SY10tY9*Y11*CYB*CY10) 
4-PERP(1,3)*XC12*(-Y7*Y9•CY8•Y7*Y11*SY8*SY10tY9*Y11*CYB*CY10) 
5+PERP(1,3l*XC11*(~Y7*Y9*SY8+Y7*Y1l*CY8*SY10tY9*Y11*SYB*CY10) 
N=9 
GO TU 100 
NUMODE=3,NUMODE=4 OR NUMODE=5 
DO 61 1:::1,2 
00 62 ,J::1, .3 
A(I+6,J)=ANRM(I,J) 
A(ltb,4)=•ANRM(l,1l*CXC(I!2)•Y(4)l 
1 A(!!~~~~~l~~=~~~ff,{~Eff~~~-Y<6ll*CY8 
1 +ANRM(I,2l*CXC(l,3)-Y(6))*SY8 
2 •ANRM(lr3l*CCXC(I,2)•Y(4))*SY8+(XC(I,1)-Y(2)l*CY8) 
A(l+6L6):::ANRM{1~1)*(CXC(l,3)-Y(6))*SYR*SY10 
1 •CXc(l,2l•Y(4Jl*CY10) 
2 tANRM(I 1 2l*CCXC(l,ll•Y(2))*CY10 3 •(XCCl j)•Yl6ll*CY8*SY10) 
4 tANRMCfr3)*((XC(I,2)•Y(4))*CY8*SY10 
5 •(XC(l l)•YC2ll*SYB*SY10) DARY(1+6~=-AKC*DIRT(ll-XC(J,1l*15 
~*7~~~=~~,~~~~~9~~1llE~,~~lto+Y9*Y11*SYB*CY10) 
3tANRM(I,1)*CXC(.l,2)-Y(4))+(-Y9*Yl1*SY10) 
4-ANRM(l,2)*(XC(l,1)•Y(2))*(•Y9*Y11*SY10) 
5tANRM(I 2l*(XC(l,3l-YC6l) 6*(•Y7*Y~*CYR•Y7*Y11*SY8*SY10+Y9*Y11*CYR*CY10) 
7•ANRM(l 3)*CXC(l,2l-Y(4)) 8*(-Y7*Y~*CY8-Y7*Y11*SYB*SY10tY9*Y11*CYR*CY10) 
9tANRM(l,3)*(XC(l,1)•YC2)) 
A*(•Y7*Y9*SY8tY7*Y11*CYB*SY10+Y9*Y11*SYR*CY10) 
CONTI.NIJE: 
CHE:CK THAT CONTACT NOR~1AL,S NOT EmJAL 
CAN'rut,=. 99 
Ct\NRt'-'1:::0 
DO 63 J::1,3 
CANRM=CANRMtANRM(l,JJ*ANRM(?,J) 
lF(CANRM.LE.CANTOLlGO TO 65 
DO 64 d=l,6 
A(8,.J)::O 
DO 66 \J::: 1 ] 
A(8,Jt6J::lNRM(1 J) A(8,Jt91=-ANRM(~,J) 
DARY(8):::0 
CONTI NIH~ 
GO T0(70,80,90)NUMODE-2 
NIJM()DE=3 
DO 71 ,J:::l 3 
A(9,Jt6l=lMUSL*ANRM(1,J)tPRLL(1,J) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
71 
80 
81 
82 
83 
90 
92 
91 
94 
Af10,Jt9)=AMUSL*ANRM(2,J)+PRLL(2,J) 
/.\( 11 ,,Jt6):::PE:RP( 1 ,,J) 
A(1.2EJ+9. ):P~RP(2,J) 
ClJNT 1 NtH: 
N:::12 
GO· 1'0 100 
NUfvHJDE=4 
DU 81 J=1 1 3 , A(9,,.J):::PRu[,( l{,J) 
A(9,41=-PRLL( ,1J*XC12tPRLL(1,2l*XC11 
A ( 9 , 5 ) ::: P R L r.~ ( l , 1 ) *XC 1 3 * C Y 8 t PH L L ( 1 , 2 ) *XC l 3 * S Y 8 
1 •PRLL(l, 3)*(XC12*SYRtXC11*CY8) 
A(9,6):::PRLL(l,l)*(XC13*SY8*SY10-XC12*CY10l 
1 +PRLL(1,?)*(XC11*CY10•XC11*CYR*SY10) 
2 +PRLL(1,3)*(XC12*CYB*SY10-XC11*SY8*SY10) 
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DARY(9)::: 
1 •PRLL(1,1l*XCl3*(•Y7*Y9*SYB+Y7*Y11*CYB*SY10+YY*Y11*SYH*CY10) 
1tPRLL(1,1)*XCl2*l-YY*Y11*SY10) 
2-PRLL(1,2l*XC11*C-Y9*Y11*SY10) 
3tPRLL(1,2)*XC13t(-Y7*Y9*CYR-Y7*Yll*SYB*SY10tY9*Y11*CY8*CY10) 
4-PRLJ,(1,3)*XC12*C•Y7*X9*CYB-Y7*Y11*SYB*SY10tY9*Y11*CYR*CY10) 
5tPRLL(1,31*XCtl*(-Y7*Y9*SY8+Y7*Y11*CY8*SY10tY9*Yll*SYB*CY10) 
DO 82 lJ=l,J 
A(lO,J):::PERP(lrJl 
A(10,4)=-P~RP(l ,1)*XC12+PERPC1,2l*XC11 
A(10L5):::PERP(l,l)*XC13*CYBtPERP(1,2l*XC13*SYB 
l ·Pt:HPC1 ,3)*(XC12*SY8tXC11*CY8) 
A(10L6):PERP(1,1l*(XC13*SYB*SY10-XC12*CY10) 
1 +P~RP(1,2)*(XC11*CY10-XC13*CYB*SY10) 
2 +PERP(1,31*CXC12*CYB*SY10•XC11*SY8*SY10) 
DARY(lO): 
1 •PERP(1 ,1)*XC13*(•Y7*Y9*SYR+Y7*Yl1*CY8*SY10+Y9*Y11*SY8*CY10) 
1+PERP(1,1l*XC12*C•Y9*Y11*SY10) 
2•PERP(l ,21*XC11*(•Y9*Y11*SY10) 
3tPERP(1,2J*XC13*(•Y7*Y9*CYB-Y7*Y11*SYB*SY10tY9*Y11*CY8*CY10) 
4-PERP(l ,3)*XC12*(•Y7*Y9*CY8-Y7*Yl1*SYB*SY10+Y9*Y11*CYB*CY10) 
5+P8RP(1,3l*XC11*(•Y7*Y9*SY8+Y7*Y11*CY8*SY10tY9*Y11*SY8*CY10) 
DO 83 J=1,3 
1\ ( 11 , d + 9 ) :::AM US J, *AN R tA ( 2 , d)+ P R Jd_J ( 2 , ,J) 
A(12,Jt9>=P~RP(2,J) 
N=12 
GO TO 100 
NU1MJDE~=5 
DO 91 (::: 1 , 2 
DU 92 ,J: 1, 3 
A(I+8,JJ=PRLL(l,J) 
A(lt8,4):::•PRLL(J,ll*(XCCI 1 2l•Y(4)) 1 +PRLL(1,2)*(XC(l,1)-Y(2J) 
A(l+8,5l=PRLL(J,1)*CXC(J,3)•Y(h))*CY8 
1 +PRLL(l,2l*(XC(I,3)-Y(6))*SY8 
2 -PRLL(l,3l*(CXC(l,2)•Y(4ll*SY8t(XCCJ,ll-Y(2))*CY8) 
A(lt8~6)=PRLL(I~1)*((XC(J,3)•Y(6))*SY8*SY10 
~ ;~~£fff~~il~1x~t~!f?!vC2ll*CY10 
3 ~(XC(I,3)-Y(6))*CY8*SY10) 
4 +PRl.JL(lf.3)*((XC(I,2)•Y(.4J)*CYH*SYJO 5 -(XC(Ir )•Y(2ll*SY8*SY10) 
DARY(Jt8J::: 
1-PRLL(1 1 1l*(XC(I,3)•Y(6)) 2*(•Y7*Y~*SYBtY7*Y11*CYB*SY10+Y9*Y11*SYR*CY10) 
3 t P R Lid 1 , l ) * (XC ( I , 2) ... Y C 4) ) * ( .. Y 9 * Y 1 l* S Y I 0) 
4-PRLL. (.I,2l*C.XC(I,l)•Y(2ll*(•Y9*Y11*SY10) 5tPRLLll,2l*(XC(l,3)-Y(6)) 
6*(-Y7*Y9*CYR•Y7*Y11*SY8tSY10+Y9*Y11*CY8*CY10) 
7-PRLL(I,3)*(XC(!,2)•Y(4)) 
8*C-Y7*Y9*CY8•Y7*Y11*SY8*SY10+Y9*Y11*CY8*CY10) 
9tPRLL(l 3l*lXC(I,1J•Y(2)) A*t-Y7*Y~*SY8tY7tY11*CY8tSY10tY9*Y11tSY8*CY10) 
C 0 N T 1 N lJ 1:<.~ 
Dfl 9.3 J:::1, 2 
DO 94 d::l,3 
A ( I+ 1 0 , ,J):::: PER P ( T , J) 
A(It10,4l=-PERP(l,1l*CXC(l,2)•Y(4)) 
1 +PERP(l,2)*(XC(I 1)•Y(2)) A(l+10.,5).=P~RP(I,l ... ~*CXCCJ(3)·Y.(6)l*CYB 
1 +PERP(J,2l*(XC(J 3)•Y(6J)tSYB 
2 •PERP(l,3~*CCXC(f,2J•X(4l)*SY8+(XCC1t1)•Y(2)l*CY8) 
A(It10,6)=P~RP(l,1)*((XC(I,3)•Y(6l)*SYH*SY10 
~ ;~~~~tf~~ii~t~~!~!}~!Y(2))tCY10 
3 •(XC(I,3l-Y{6))*CY8*SY10) 
4 tP~RPC1,3l*C(XC(J,2l-Y(4))*CYR*SY10 
5 •(XC(I 61)•YC2))*SY8*SY10) DAHY(l+1.)::: 
1 -P~RP(l,ll*CXC(I 3)•Y(6)) 
2*(•Y7*Y9*SYH+Y7*Yf1*CY8*SY10+Y9*Y11*SY8*CY10l 
3+PERP(1,1)*(XC(I,2)-Y(4))*(-Y9tY11*SY10) 
4•PERP(I,2l*CXC(I,1)-Y(2))*(-Y9*Y11*SY10) 
5+PERP(l 2l*(XC(J,31-Y(6)) 6*(-Y7*Y~*CYB-Y7*Y11*SY8*SY10+Y9*Y11*CYR*CY10) 
7-PERP(I 3)*(XC(l,2l•Y(4)) 8*(-Y7*Y~*CYH-Y7*Y11*SY8*SY10+Y9*Y11*CYB*CY10) 
9tPERP(l 3l*CXC(J,l)•Y(2)) A*(•Y7*Y~*SY8+Y7*Y11*CY8*SY10+Y9*Y11*SY8*CY10) 
93 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
c 
100 
102 
101 
c 
c 
c 
111. 
112 
114 
115 
c 
c 
c 
130 
c 
135 
c 
140 
141 
j 4 2 
116 
c 
c 
c 
121 
N=12 
GO TO 100 
DETERMINING FORCE VALUES 
CON'flNUE 
NM:::12 
CALL INVERT(NM,N,A,AINV,DET~RM) 
DO 101 I=7,N 
SUM:::O 
00 102 J:::::l N SUM:::SUMtAI~V(I,Jl*DARY(J) 
f'C(l .. 6):::SUM 
CHECK SIGN OF FORCES 
IF(FC(l).GT.O)GO TO 112 
DO 111 }:::1,3 
FC 0) ::: .... !•C (f) 
H'(NIJMrlDF~.L'I'. 3. )GO '1'0 115 
1F(FC(4).GT.O)GO TO 115 
DO 114 1=4,6 
~,C(l):::•FC(I) 
CONTINUE 
CHECK THAT STATIC FRlCTJON COEFFICIENT NOT EXC~ED~D 
GO TO (116 130,116,135 140) NUMODE 
r C N 1 :::F.' C ( l ) iAN H. M ( 1 , 1. )+ F C ( 2 ) *AN R M ( 1 2 ) H' C ( 3 ) *AN R M ( 1 , 3 ) FRAT1:::(SURT(FC(ll**2tFC(2l**2+FC(~l**2•FCN1**2l)/FCN1 
I ~" ( F R A '1' l • G T • AM U S T ) N U M 0 D F: :: 1 
Tf'(NUMOUI•:.EO.l)GO TO 1 
GO TO 116 
FCN1=FC(1l*ANRM(1,1)+FC(2)*ANRMC1,2)+FC(3)*ANRM(l,3) 
F R A'!' 1 :: ( S Q R T ( F C ( 1 ) * * 2 ·H' C ( 2 ) * If 2 t F' C ( 3 ) * * 2 - ~~ C N l * * 2 ) ) If. C l\11 
H' n·R 1\ T t. GT. AM UST) NU MODF~::: 3 
IF(NUMODE.EQ.3)GO TO 1 
GO TO 116 
FCN1=FC(ll*ANRM(1,1l+FC(2)*ANRM(1,2ltFC(3l*ANRMC1,3l 
FCN2=FCC4l*ANRM(2,1)+FC(5)tANRM(2,2l+FC(6)*ANRM(2,3) 
FRAT1=(SQRTCFC(1)**2+FC(2l**2+PC(3l**2-FCN1**2))/FCN1 
FRAT2:::(SQRT(FC(4)**2+FC(5l**2+FC(6l**2•FCN2**2ll/FCN2 
IF ( ( ~,RAT l • G T • AM US 'l' ) • AND • ( F' R A '.l' 2 • G T • AM US T ) ) N U M CJD r:::: 3 
l F ( (F' R A '1' 1 • G T • A M U S '1' ) • A N 0 • ( n~ A 'l' 2 • IJ E • A M U .S T ) ) N U M 0 D F.: ::: 6 
JF((FRAT1.LE.AMUST)~AND.(FRAT2.GT.AMUST))NUMOD~=4 
G 0 T D ( 1 , 1 , 1 1 6 , 1 4 l ) N lJ M 0 D ~~- 2 
DO 142 1=1!3 
UR1=XC(j,lJ 
UR2=ANRM(l,l) 
lJ R 3 :.: P R LJIJ ( 1 , [ ) 
UR4=PEPP(l,I> 
XC(l,J):::XCC2,I) 
ANRM(1,1)::ANRM(2,1) 
PRLL(1,IJ=PRLL(2,1) 
P~RPCl!Il=P8RP(2,l) 
X.C(2,IJ=URl 
ANRM(2,J):::UR2 
P R I, IJ ( 2 , l ) ::: U R 3 
PERP(2, I):::lJR4 
NUf\1fJOE:=4 Go ·ro 1 
CON'ri NUE; 
DETERMINING DERY VALUES 
DU 120 T=l ,b 
SUM:.:O 
f)O 121 Ll=l,6 
SUM=SUM-AST(l,Jl*FC(J) 
231 
120 O~RY(2*1-1l=SUMtOARY(l) 
c 
R~TURN 
END 
232 
S tll3 R D U 'r.t N ~; CJ lJ T P ( X , Y , D E H Y ) 
c 
C************************************************** C* * 
C * S U 8 R U 0 T J N ~: lJ U 'I' P D U T P lJ T S V A LdJ E: S 0 F * 
C* Y AND OERY AT TIME X * 
C* * C************************************************** c 
c 
c 
c 
COMMON AC1,AC2,AC3,AC4,AC5,AC6,AC7,AC8,AC9, 
1AD1 ,AD2,AHtAl,AI3,AI4, 
2AK1 1 AK2,AK3tAK4,AK5,AK6,AK7tAK8,AK9,AKC, 3 A K 2 b , A K 3 5 , A K 5 3 , A K 6 2 , A L ft' ( 3 , 3 J , 
4 A M. .t. A M 1 f A M tJ S L , A M ll S T , A N R M ( 2 , 3 ) , A R H , A R P , 
5 C Y 1:S , C Y l 0 , C Y 1 2 , D 1 R'r ( 2 ) , G R A V , H, H J.J S 'I' , 
6 M 0 D E , N D I M , N U C , 1\J U WJ 0 ~: , N U N U C , P P: R P ( 2 , 3 ) !.. 
7 P RJ; L ( 2 ,t 3 ) , P R ~vl T ( 5 ) , S J, I D F. ( 2 ) , S Y 8 , S Y 1 0 , s Y 1 2 , 
8THINC, rHOLD(2) ,XC(:;?,3), 
9YE2,Y88,Y~10tYE14,YE1&,YE18 
D l M ~~ N S l 0 N Y ( 1 8 ) , DE R Y ( 1 8 ) 
Rr:TURN 
fo~ND 
233 
APPENDIX 2 
LINEARITY TEST 
OF STRAIN GAUGE 
IN NOTCH 
234 
8.02 ,.........-----------------------............ 
8.001-
Load 
millistrain at 
root of notch 7.98 t-
7.96 1-
0 
I I 
1 2 
APPENDIX 2 
Linearity of strain 
measurement 
I I 
3 4 
Load Kg, 
I 
5 
I approx 0.1 °/o 
nonlinearity 
l I 
6 7 
I 
8 
Load 
12.5 m.m. radius 1 
~ ~ J l12.5mm 
100m.m. 
N 
w 
U1 
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